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ABÇTRACT 

Aloiough there have been intense Morts to reduce the prevalence of 

cigarette smoking in the p s t  thtee âecades, smoking continues to be a criticai 

public health issue. An area of timely concem cited in the research ILrature is 

the increasing number of young m e n  wtio are tuming to smoking. Gender 

specific research examining factors inftuena'ng smoking initiation, maintenance, 

and cessation behaviors is lacking. In particufat. late adolescent femafe 

smoking behaviocs are not evident in the literature. The purpose of this study 

was to explore the smoking patterns and processes of late adolescent females 

and to explore factors which may or may not be helpful to assist them to quit 

smoking. A qualitative ethnographie approach was used to uncover twenty-f'ie 

adolescent girls' own perceptions regarding their smoking behavior. Data were 

collecteci from two sources; tape recordecl semi stnichired interviews, and a 

questionnaire. Items for the questionnaire were derived from three sources: 

1) modification of the Manitoba Youth Smoking Suivey, 2) the Stages of 

Change model, and 3) modiication of questions from the Fagerstrom Nicotine 

Tolerance Scale. Qualitative analysis reveaIed four major categories: the start 

story, the smoking stwy, the quit story. and laaking to aie future. Although many 

of the findings were congruent with evidence in the Merature, there are 

concerns which emerged refiecting the purposive nature of smoking in late 

adolescent girls, as well as their tenuous efforts to quit smoking. Findings 

reHect the need for funher research. education and nursing praCti*ce efforts to 

facilitate a holistic approach to assist young m e n  to becorne smoke free. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Sinœ the early 1960's there have b e n  intense efforts to reduce the 

prevalence of cigarette smoking. Yet smoking continues to be the most 

important public health issue of our tirne (Greaves, 1990; Gritr, 1 994; Surgeon 

General's Repart, 1988). Intervention efforts have had some measure of 

success with the adult population but smoking prevalence among the 

adolescent population, particulariy high schoal seniors is on the rise (Pierce & 

Gilpin, 1996). Seven percent of pu&h age 10 to 14 have begun to smoke. Of 

the older adolescent population age 15 to 19.24*h of young women are 

smokers compared to 23% of young men (Canada Youth Smoking Sunrey. 

1996). It is the young women who appear to be tuming to smoking in greater 

numbers. This trend is evident in Europe, New ZeaIand , Australia as well as 

North America (McGee & Stanton, 1993; Stanton, Lowe 8 Silva, 1995; Swan, 

Cressor & Murray, 1990). Heatth Canada (1995) has cited smoking as the 

leading killer of Canadian women. White few adolesœnt women will die of 

smoke relatecl diseases in their teen years, their smoking will undoubtdly 

contribute to adult disease and eventual death due b pulmonary, reproductive 

and cardiovascular disorders. In addiion, pregnancy disorders pose anottier 

cause for m m  for young women. 

Smokers who begin as adolescents often regret Meir use of cigarettes by the 

late teenage years and may look for intervention strategies to change their 

smoking habit ( Spoke et al, 1996). However, many of these youth may already 

have developed a tolerance to nicotine necessitating higher levels of nicotine to 
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achieve the desired effect, finally resulting in physioiogical addiction 

(Henningfietd & Kmnan, 1993). Addicüon creates a signmcant berrier to 

changing the smoking habit. 

It has been identified thet adult smokers progress through a series of stages 

as they move to change their smoking habit (Plochaska 8 DiClemente, 1986). 

However, eady researai findings suggest that aie stages of change as 

describecl for adults do not apply to addescents (McDonaId, Lafreniere, 

Lawrence, McCaffrey, Sihman & Towson. 1996). In addition, cessation 

strategies with young people have not proven to resuît in long lasting effects. 

More understanding is needed of the patterns and processes of smoking in 

young people so Mat effective intervention strategies can be developed and 

targeted to them. 

Statement Of The Problem 

Statistics on smokinq 

Cigarette smoking is the chief single cause of death in ouf society (Greaves, 

1990). Grip (1 994) suggests mat tobacco osers in gemral and cigarette 

smokers in particular pose the g r a t a  health challenge in this decade and 

beyond the year 2000. Twenty eight percent of Canadians age 15 and over 

report that they smoke cigarettes every day. (Healoi & Weifare Canada, 1990). 

Twenty- three percent of males and 24% percent of fernales age 15 to 19 are 

smokers (Health Canada, 1996). The 1994 Youth Smoking Sunrey reportecl 

that one out of seven or 5û0,ôôô Canadian youth age 10 to 14 smoke. 

One f i  of today's population wiH die of tobacco related causes (Gritz, 1994). 

Twenty percent of al1 deaths among Canadians are tobacco related ( National 
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Clearïng House of Tobacco & Health, 1995)- Furthemore. of every 1 OW 

Canadians age 2û who smoke, approximately 500 will die prematurely from 

smoking (National Clearing House. of Tobam 8 Heatth, 1995). In contrast, 

nine will die fmn traîfic accidents and one will aie from homicide. Adolescents 

age 15 who smoke n w  are more than Wce as likely ta die More age 70 as 

those age 15 wha never staft ta smoke. The recognition that approximately 

90% of al! initiation of tobacco use oowrs among persons 18 yean of age or 

younger underscores the tieaIth challenge posed by this age group (Moibidity & 

MortalÎty Report, 1996). Of particular cuncem are the young female smokers 

whose numbers are increasing (Heaith Canada. 1996; Stanton, Lowe & Silva, 

1 995). 

General theones on smokinq 

The variety of theories and models found in the literahire explaining smoking 

behavior underscores the complexity of the smoking habit. Behavioral I 

conditional theories (Bandura, 1 971 81 985; Hemmingfield &Keenan, 1 993; 

Pomerleau, Shiffman. Collins & Pomedeau. 1 993) have examined the effect of 

stimulation of nicotine receptors in the brain, sensitMty to nicotine, coping skills 

and environmental conditions as forces impacthg on smoking behavior. 

Cognitive theories such as the Health Belief Model have considered ind~dual 

beliefs, values and cues to action (Mulien, Herçey & Iverson, 1 987). In addition, 

locus of control has been dted as an explanation of smoking behavior 

(Burgess & Hamblett, 1994). Mile Tompkins (1966) in Ikard, Green and Horn 

(1 988) suggested that smoking behavior falls into categories of enhancement of 

positive affect, decrease of negative affect, habitml and addictiw smoking. 

Ajzen 8 Fishbein's (1980) Theory of Reasoned Action proposed that heaith 
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beliefs, personal factors and social influences wefe the detenninantt of an 

individuais' decision to give up smoking of to the habit (Galvin, 1992). 

In spite of the extensive aieory demiopment discussed in the literature 

expleining smoking behavior, thaMes have not speafcally focusd on 

malenemale âiiefences. 

Women and smokinq 

The prevalence of smoking and the burden d smoking related illness is 

shifting to wmen (Pirie, Murray & Leupker, 1991). In 1993. Emster reported 

that in the United States lung cancer has surpass8d breast cancer as the 

leading cause of cancer death among women. A similar situation now exists in 

Canada where lung cancer Is now the leading cause of cancer death for 

Canadian women (National Cleafing House on Tobacco and Health, 1995). In 

addition, smoking poses other unique problems for women; ceMcal cancer, 

prenatal rnortality, earlier menopause, SlDS and low birth weight m i e s  

(Ashley, 1983 ; Jacobsen, 1982; Stacy et al, 1994). Women are most often the 

prirnary car8 givers for young children, therefore their smoking has a direct 

effect on the child through second hand smoke producing increased risk for 

allergies, asthma and oümr respiratory disorders. 

In the 1990 update of the Background Paper on Women and Tobacco, 

Greaves identified three broad factors influenung women's smoking behavior. 

These are first , psychological factors ( e.g. fear of weight gain, stress release ) 

second, social factors (e.g. frienâs or paftner who smoke ) and thnd, 

physiological factors (addiction ). G ulik, Hayes & Kennelly (1 991 ) reported 

similar findings when examining womens smoking behavior. RepoRed core 

elernents influencing smoking were, beliefs, socialability, stress, coping skills, 
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sel B f f i ~ a ~ y ,  motivation, and nicotine dependence. 

It has b e n  hVpotties'1~8d that women may expefience grmm dWmIty than 

men to quit smoking (Greaves, IWO). Waldron (1 991) reported inconsistent 

evidence thet females experienœ more withdrawal symptoms than men when 

attempting to quit smoking. Howewr, women tend to use smoking as a means 

to reduc8 stress which may impact negativeiy on the quim'ng process (Health 

Canada,1995). Women have also expressed more antMpated diïcuity 

quitting, therefore increasing the IikeIihOQd of having greater problems in 

cessation attempts (Lando, 1 991)- 

Adolescent women and smoking 

The increased prevalence of smoking among mid to late adolescent 

Canadian women compared to young men is consistent findings from other 

countries (Daiy. Lund, Harty & Erstead, 1993; Health Canada, 1996; McGee & 

Stanton, 1993; Waldron et al, 1991). Many older adolescent females are now 

found to be in the early stages of adoption of smoking suggesting that the 

beginning stages associated with pre or early adolescence cm alsa occur in 

later adolescence (Waldron et al, 1991). The health nsks for these young 

women imeas8 as they are moving into chiid bearing years. 

Greaves (1990) calls for strong acûnowledgement of gender sp~cific issues 

for young females in relation to smoking behavior. These issues include 

poverty, abuse, violence and seîf image, ail of which play a part in smoking 

behavior. The Health Canada (1996) Report on Women, Tabacco and the 

Media refened to several themes in the literature which provide an explanation 

as to why smoking s a problem for young m e n .  These themes include the 

following: a desire to suppress appetite and Conbol weight, a poor self image, a 
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desire to project a paitjwlar image, a reliance on an extemai locus of ~ ~ n t m l .  

an effort b manage a perceived or mal inequality and an effort to suppress 

negative emotions. 

Jessor (1991) Wmved that risk behavior such as smoking ,in adolescence is 

furtctional, puposW and goal dir8Ctd. Smoking hdps to signify autonomy 

from parents and faers peer acceptam. It is his belief that these goals are 

charactefistic of ordhary dewbpment Further, Jessor identifies domains 

which impact on an adolescent risk behavior. These &mains include social 

environment, perœived environment, other behaviors (such as aIc0hol use ) 

and biology or genetics. Lynch (1995) concurred, encouraging one to viw 

smoking in a Mistic framework, not as an isolated behavior. The perspectives 

of bai authors have provided a framework when considering prevenbon 

strategies. 

Additional factors impacting on adolescent female smoking have been 

identified. Winkelstein (1 992) describsd four stages to become a f8gular 

srnoker: first, is preparation and anticipation; second, is initiation; third, is 

learning or experimentation and Iastly, is habituation and maintenance. An 

adolescent does not have to prOC88d from one stage ta amther, but there are 

several factors which determine the movement or lack of mOvement into 

smoking behavior. These factors fall into the following &mains: the social 

(peers) domain, the inteqmsonal (need to belong) domain, the biological 

(addiction, weight control ) domain, and the psychologicril (self image, m00d 

controi ) domain (Byrne, Byrne 8 Reinhardt, 1995; Daly et al, 1993; Elkind, 

1995; Glendenning, Schwksrnith 8 Hendry, 1994; Greaves, 1990; Waldron, 

1991 ; Winkelstein. 1992). Advertising and the media have emerged as an 

additional force on young female smoking behavior. The zest for a slim 
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glamorws appearanœ and the depiaion by aie advertisers and ottier media 

that aiose who srnoke brand 'A wiH automaticalfy achieve that dream have 

targeted an impressionable auâience. Cigarette awnpany sponsorship of 

sporting and music events has piaœd theif names and iogos before young 

women and young men on a regular basis (Nelson et al, 1995). 

The 1995 Supreme Court decision b temper the ban on advertising of 

tobacco products which had been previowiy outlined in The Toôacm Control 

Act (1 989) furüier increased messages through advertising to young people. 

However, reœnt efforts by government are attempting b once again curb 

advettising by tobacco companies. Legislative changes which reduced taxation 

on tobaccm proâucts diminated one of the barriers to adolescent women 

purchasing cigarettes (Botvin. Goldberg, Botvin 6 Duensbury, 1993; Stanton, 

1996). Price has been cited by adolescents as a key variable in determining 

smoking rates (Nelson et al, 1995). Social pdicy initiatives such as smoke free 

areas in public places, non smoking schod environments, and the modification 

of some of the adveRising of tobacco products may have some impact on young 

women, however the tightened restriction on the sale of tobacca produas to 

minors has not been al1 aiat successful. Addescents freely admit that the 

purchase of cigarettes is not a dSicul task (Spoke et al. 1996). 

What is k m  about mevention 

Prevention models d the past have not proven to be effective for long t e n  

cessation. The qust say now message has been ineffective and naive in its 

approach (JBSSOr, 1999). In addiion the single cause strategy facusing on 

information deficit or affect have ribt been suffident to change most young 

people's behavior nor to deter aiose adolescents who are rnost likely to smoke 
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(DiClementeJianson & Poiter.1996). School baSBd prevention programs that 

have considemi a wider anay of variables on smoking ôehavior tend to 

experience short terni success and their succes diminishes over tirne (Flay et 

al, 1989). Healai Canada (1 995) identif'bd that at risk youth do not benefit from 

school based programs, parüculariy in the mamer in which the progiarns have 

been develaped in the past Instead, Lynai (1995) detmined aiat a focus on 

the individual. locating wheie hekhe is in their smoking behavior and how 

hefshe can change thek behavior would be the prefmed strategy. Lynch 's 

views were supported by Winkelstein (1992) who suggested that adolescents 

are present facused, therefore prevention programs focusing on future healoi 

evem have litüe meaning for them. School smoking prewntion programs have 

not paid emugh attention to students current and past behavior nor their 

specific reasons for smoking (Swanson, Monkowski. Peterson 8 Dinh, 1992). 

What is known about auittinq 

Research has addressed the reasons for starong to smoke in greater detail 

than it has addressecl the reasons for quim'ng smoking. This is panicularly the 

case for those who begin to srnoke in later adolescence. (Women and Tobacco, 

A F rameuvork For Action, 1995). Heaith Canada's 1995 Survey on Smoking in 

Canada idenofed future heafth concerns (32%) and present heakh comms 

(25%) as the reasons for quitüng among adults. Among teenagers, cost was the 

predominant reasan cited. 

Quitting is the single most effective Ming that smokers can do to enhance the 

quality and length of life. Across Canada 44% of those who have tried smoking 

continue and 56% have stopped. Y o m  tend to relapse more, succeed less 

when attempting to quit, but when motivated they move through the cessation 
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proœss more rapidly than adults (Spoke et al, 1 996). 

Young wmen,however, are not quitong cigarette smoking at the same rate 

as their male cwnterparts. From 1965 to 1994 the percent of current smokers 

among young males dropped fmm 55% to 26%, whiie for yourg wmen the 

percent dropped from 37% Oa 2996. The cessation process is impacted by 

biological. psydiologicel and social I environmental influences. Nicotine is a 

powerful acîdictor and the reinforcing consequenœs of improvsd affect, 

irn prwed performance, weight oontrol, stress reductÏon and a facilitathe 

environment significantly hinder the quitting process (Hemmingfeld 8 

Keenan, 1 993; McNeil, 1 991 ; ?ornerleau & Pomerleau, 1989). For adolescent 

women, the importance of body image and the perceived projection of 

independence that smoking brings aimpounds the proMern of quitting. 

Smoking cessation is rot merely a matter of will power, rather the individual 

must discover new ways of replacing the rewards which the smoking habit 

provides. 

The staaes of auitonq 

Prochaska and Dictemente (1992) idenWied several stages of change that 

people go through when quitting smoking or any type of adactive behavior. 

Progression through the stages should not be viewed as linear, instead 

smokers may recycle badc tnrough earlier stages as attempts are made to quit. 

The stages of change are : 

precontempfation- the smoker is not seriousiy thinking about quitting in 

the next six months (Le. there is no intention to change behaviw in the 

for8588aMe future). 
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cantemdation- the smoker is serïously thinking about quitting in the next 

six months (Le. there is an awareness that a problem exists and helshe is 

aiinking about overcoming D but has not made a finn cornmitment to 

action). 

prmaration- the smoker is intending to take action in aie next month and 

has unsWXBSSfuIiy taken acbion in the past year. 

action= the smoker is modiing hisl her behavior, experiences or 

enviromnent in order to quit. A successful action stage involves altering 

addiave behavior for a perioâ up to six months. It means reaching a 

particular criterion such as abstinence. 

maintenancg aie period beginning six monais after action has started 

and continuing until aie smoker c m  successfully avoid temptations to 

smoke. Maintenance may be a lifetime. Successful quitters make an 

average of three to four action attempts before they becorne long t e n  

maintainers (Prochaska. DiClemente & Norcross, 1992). 

Several researchers have examined the stages of change as applied to 

aduits quitting smoking (DiCiemente et al, 1991 ; Prochaska. DiClemente & 

Norcross. 1992; Prochaska et al, 1994; W~lcox, Prachaska, Villicier 8 Norcross. 

1992). A major problem in efforts P impact upon the smoking population has 

b e n  the failure to take into account the readiness of the individual smoker with 

respect ta changing hidher smoking behavior. Rather than assuming that al1 

smokers coming for treatment are ready for action, clients could be treated 

according to which stage they are in. The stages of change model could be 
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used 10 inaease the effedWeness of smoking cessation programs and to 

maximize sel help approaches (Prochaska, DiClmente & Norcross, 1992)- 

SpeCmc evidence of the appikation of the stages of change to ~ ~ s c ~ n t s  

has only reœntly been addressed (McDonald et al, 1996). Cessation programs 

targeting addescents have met the seme Iack of success that adult programs 

have expecienced. Further research is necessary to understand aie quitting 

p~ocess h adolescents. In him. this would allow development of intervention 

strategies to assist yaung people O quit smoking aaxirding to the stage which 

they are in (Hoitz. 1995). 

Conclusion 

Smoking continues to be a major health concem and potential catastrophic 

drain on health care dollars. While certain segments of the population are 

decreasing their toôacco use. adolescent women, particularly older adolescents 

are still the fastest growing grwp of new smokers (Health Canada* 1 996). 

There are grave implications for the health and well being of these young 

women as well as for fidure children that they may have. Prevention strategies 

and cessation programs to date have not proven successful for any long tenn 

period. Adults who experienœ addMNe behaviors go through a series of 

stages of change as they attempt to overcome their aâdictive behavior. 

Beginning research evidence seems to indicate that adolescents do not follow 

the adult mode1 af stages of change. Furaier understanding is needed of aie 

factors associat with cantinuing to smoke or quitting smoking, and the 

interventions adolescents consider helpful in assisüng thern to qul smoking. 

Appropriate intervention strategies could then be developed and targeted to 

individuals. 
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Purpose of the rtudy 

The purpose of this snidy is to explore the smoking patterns and processes in 

late aâolescent females and to explore factors which rnay or may net be helpful 

to assist them to quit smoking. 

Questions to be aâdmssed 

1. Whet are the smoking patterns of Late add-nt females who continue to 

smoke? 

2. What are the smoking patterns of late adolescent females wha have recently 

quit smoking? 

3. What are the factors that contribute to late adolescent females continuing to 

smoke? 

4. What are the factors that contribute to late addescent females stopping 

smoking? 

5. What factors do late adolescent females consider helpful to stop smoking? 

6. What factors do Iate adolescent females consider not helphrl to stop 

smoking? 

Current smoker-has smoked at least one cigarette per ûay for each of the last 

thirty days, and has smoked at least 100 cigarettes in her lifetime (Health 

Canada. 1994). 

Former rmokef-Smoked 100 or more cigarettes in her lifetime and has not 

çmoked at al1 dunng the p s t  six months (Definition developed for this study). 
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Factors- Forces (psycho-social). ciraunstanc8s. or planned actions which 

impact on adolescent femaie smoking behavior. 

High school- entering a phase of aie secondary SCfKK)I years at grade nine 

or grade ten depending on the structure of the partiailar ochool. and is ainently 

in grades 9 (10) to 12 (Definition developed for this study). 

Late adolescent- young m e n  who are 18 to 19 years of age (Definition 

developed for this su&).  

Smoklng patterns- distinctive groupings of reainent characteristiics. q~alitie~ 

and behaviors d late adolescent female smokers (Definition developed for this 

study)- 

Smoking processes-the series of smoking actions or series of changes in 

smoking behavior taking place in a delinite manner or course.(Definition 

developed for this study). 

Strige of smoking- one of the hre stages as described by Prochaska and 

DiClemente in relation to adult smokers i.e. precontemplation. contemplation, 

preparatïon, action or maintenance (Prochaska, DiClamente 8 Norcross, 1992). 

This staging may may or rnay not apply to adol~sc~nts. 

Arumptions underl ylng the study 

The following assumptions have been deriveâ ffom the Iiterafure: 

1. Indivïduals who ch0os8 to qua aieif smoking habit may go through a series of 

stages cl change. 

2. Intervention strategies foaising on a specific stage d change may assist the 

qumng process. 
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Research assurnpaons developed &y the remarcher indude: 

1. A dimate can be established by the r8s8archer to facilitate sharing af 

information by adolescents. 

2 A sense of tnwt can be fostered between the researctwr and the participant to 

allow sharing of information. 

3. Addescents can express a viewpoint on qmons asked regarding their 

smoking behavior- 

4- Adolescents will answer tnitMulJy during interview sessions. 

5. Ad01esc8nts have the capacity to r8fIect on tacl knowledge regarding their 

smoking behaviors and influences. 

Summary 

In summary, this chapter has provided background to the research problem. 

and presented various theoreaical frameworks to describe smoking behaviot. 

Issues have been presented surrounding women and smoking, with panicular 

reference to adolescent women and smoking. In addition, an oveMew of 

smoking prevention, smoking cessation, and reference to stages of change 

when quim'ng smoking have been addressecl. The purpose of the study was 

identifid; as well questions to be addressd. definition of terms and underlying 

assumptions arüculateû. That is, the framework for the study to explore late 

adolescent female smoking patterns, processes, and intervention strategies has 

been intraduced. 
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CHAPTER NU0 

I ntraductiOn 

The purpose of this Iiteratum review is to peser& an o v e ~ w  of the cunent 

literature dealing with smoking issues in general, women and smoking , and in 

partjcuhr aie young femaie smoking population. Available literature from the 

fields of medicine, nufsing, education. sociology, p6ychology and public policy 

have been examined. Analysis of this literature revealed mat smoking remains 

the chief, single cause of death in out society and a b  the most important public 

heaith issue of our time (Greaves,1990; Surgeon Generalls Report, 1988). The 

incidence of smoking among adolescents b on the rise (Pierce & Gilpin, 1996). 

In particular. female adolescents appear to be tuming to smoking in greater 

numbers (McGee & Stanton, 1993; Health Canada, 1995). Educational and 

legislative efforts to address the growing problem of adolescent smoking have 

not been successfu1 in achievnig a dedine in the numbers of young women 

smoking mt in producing any signifcant long lasting cessation results. There 

has not been a signifiant amount of research addressing female adoIesc8nt 

smokers, pafticulariy those who begin smoking in later adolescence. Only 

beginning stages of research are foawing on the stages of change in 

adolescent smoking behavior (McDonald, Lafreniere, Lawrence, McCaffrey, 

Silvennan & Towson, 1996). 

Many publications offered proposed theories and models regarding smoking 

behavior, however there were few studies empkynig ttiese proposed theories. 

Research wiaiin oie field of medicine has often been epidemiological in nature 

(Brownson, Alavanja, Hock & Loy,1992; Higgins, Enright, Kronrnal Shenker, 

Anton- Culver. Lyles, 1 993; Lung Health Study Research Group. 1 994). 
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Segments of the educetional literature focused on halai cumailum, design, 

content and demographic analysis of school age smoking populations 

(Abemathy & Bertrand, 1892; Eckhardt, Woodruff & Elder.1994; Lynch. 1995 ; 

Sarason, Mankowski Peterson & Dinh.1992). Literature from the psychology 

field reftects a behavioral focus (Pom811eau, Collins. Shiiman 8 

Pomerteau,l993) whiie sociobgy research presents data on social noms 

(Elkind, 1 985). Public Policy Iiterature addresses issues surmunding general 

public heaîth factum, legislation, enforcement of laws directed at tobacco sales 

b minors, and adverüsing ( Bartecchi, MacKenzie 8 Schrier, 1995; Health 

Canada RepoR, 1996; Nelson, Giovino, Shopland, Mowery, Mills 8 

Erikson, 1995; 8 Townsend, Roderick& Cooper, 1 994). 

Nwsing research on smoking has focused heavily on the smoking behavior 

of nurses (Adriaanse. Aeek, Zandbel8 Evers.1991; Harrison, O'Connor & 

Weaver. 1991 ; Hemenway, Solnick & Colditz, 1993; O%omeIt, 1990). Nursing 

literature which did address non nurse samples was descriptive of smoking 

behavior among specific groups such as youth (Conrad, Fiay, & Hill, 1992; 

Daykin,1993), pregnant women (Stacy, Greer, Haas & Hellbusch, 1 Wi), those 

individuab with specifiîi ifInesses (Stacy & Uoyd, 1990). and ethnic groups 

(Ahijevych & Weavei. 1993; Manfredi, Lacey, Wamecke & Buis. 1 992). 

Literature from the field of addictions has looked at smoking in V ~ ~ ~ O U S  

populations. Specific reference was made to adolescent issues and variables 

which impact on their smoking behavior (Conrad, Flay & Hill, 1992; 

Glendinning, Shucksmith & Hendry,1994; McGee & Stanton, 1993). Heami 

Canada provides numerous regular publications regarding a wide array of 

smoking suôjects. For purposes of mis study, those of particular interest 

targeted female and adolescent populations (Cigarette Smoking & Young 
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Women's Presentation of Self, 1996; Mked Messages, 1996; Women 8 

Smoking Cessation, 1996). 

Many d the studies used large sampie sizes and were totally quantitative in 

nature (O'Connor & Hanison. 1992; Pirie, Mumy & Luepker, 1991; Stanton, 

Lowe & Silva, 1995). OMers reporta small sample sires (Burgess & Hamblett, 

1994; Ministry of Heaîth Ontario, 1992). Few studies utilized biodiemical 

rneasures to validate results and definitions of smoker and former smoker 

varied. This variation in definitions made it difficul to compare findings across 

studies. The use of substan'al qualitative methodology was not evident W hen 

qualitative methodology was canspicuous, it was utilized primarily in an 

anecâotal framework The followïng literature review provides an overview of 

the findings to date. 

Statistics on smoking 

Throughout aie past thirty pars, medical research, educaüon. govemment 

assessments (e-g. Heaith Canada Survey, 1994 & 1996; 1996 Manitoba Youth 

Smoking Survey from aie Council For a Tobam Free Manitoba), and public 

information campaigns have exposed the dangers of tobacco use as well as the 

resultant healar and economic costs. These efforts have been associated with a 

substanthl drop in the number of smokers. Over the past two decades. the 

decline among women has been 38.k to 3296, and among men a dedine of 

62% to 35%. Yet , despite considerable scientific evidence and public 

ducation, the declining trend is leveling off. Of particular comm is the 

proportion of adolescents who smoke, specifically young females who appear 

to be turning to cigarette smoking in greater numbers (McGee & Stanton, 1993; 

Stanton. Lowe & Silva, 1995; Swan, Cressor 8 Murray, 1990). lncreased 
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con~urn~on of cigarettes is of global concem, with China leading the way with 

an 11 % jump in tobacco use among al1 population groups (BeRecchi, 

MacKenrie & S c h i  1995). 

The average age that habitua1 smoking begins is wrrently 14.5 years. 

Approxlnately W h  of regular smokers start before the age of 21 years. Health 

and Welfare Canada (1990) cite that 28% of Camdiis age 15 and over smoke 

every day. F i  percent of adult smokers repart they were already smoking 

daily by age 18.0ne out of seven oc 580.000 youth age 10-19 now smoke. As 

well it appears to be young women smokers whose numbers are rising. A 

recent Health Canada suvey (1996) reponed 230A of males and 24% of young 

females were smokers. These trends are mirrored in the United States, where 

the highest prevalence of smoking rates are in the 18 to 25 year old female 

population. 

Cigarette smoking remains the chief single cause of death in our society 

(Greaves, 1990). In addiaan to being responsible for more Man 85% of lung 

cancers, smoking is associated wiM cancers of the mouth, pharynx, esophagus. 

stomach, parneas. and cerW. Thirty percent of al1 deaths from cancer are 

ambuted to cigarette smoking (Bartecchi, Mac kenzie & Schier, 1995). Of 

fumer mncem, is the link d smoking to heart disease and the resultant deaths. 

Twenty percent of al1 deaths among Canadians are tobacco reîateâ (National 

Clearing Hwse of Tobacco 6 Heaîth, 1995). û f  conœrn for young people is the 

fact that d every one thousand who smoke, approximateiy five hundred will die 

frorn smoking if they Cananue to smoke. 

Passive smoking, that is the breathing d side Stream smoke or the smoke 
' 

exhala by a smoker poses a similar heaith nsk. The Environmental Protection 

Agency in the U.S. has dassified environmental tobacco srnoke as a ' group A" 
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carcimgen. A nonsmoker living a smoker has a 3 W  higher risk of death 

from ischemic heaR and fun9 cancer. These figures increase dramatically as 

the number of years of eqmsure and the number of cigarettes smoked 

increases (Bertecctii et al, 1995). 

eneral theories on smokina behavior 

The intense interest in smoking by r8Sgarc)iers has resuiteâ in the 

emergenœ of a variety of theories and modeis to explain smoking behavior. 

The variation in the expianations of smoking behavior underscores the 

campiexity of the problem. For purposes of this study, the following 

aieories/model~ w i l  be bridly presented: behavioraV candiional theory, 

cognitive theory, locus al control theory. Theory of Reasoned Action. a 

conceptual model of women's smoking, and Risk Behavior theory. 

The 1988 Surgeon General's report asserts that addicüve smoking is 

maintained for the direct positively reinforcing of nicotine, and& the 

relief of nicotine withdrawal. or the alleviation of negathre affect or stress 

response. DeveIopment of nicotine tolerance refers ta the deaeased 

responsiveness to the same dose uf the dru9 leading to smokers exposing 

themselvea to higher doses. After several hours of nicotine deprivation, such as 

ovemigw tolerance decreases and a person is increasingly sensitive to 

nicotiner Wects. Subsequentiy it is the first clos8 of nicotine that provides the 

most pronounced effect. Therefore, smokers men refer to the first cigarette of 

the moming as the best one of the &y. Cellular and neurological adaptations 

that result in toletance also result in the body's coming to need continued 

nicotine intake . At this point. the individual is said to be physically addicted or 

dependent (American Lung Association, 1987; Fagerstrom, 1978; HenningfieM 
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& Keenan, 1 993). Fagerstrorn's Nicotine Toleranœ Scate is a cbssic sale 

utilized to measure the degree of nicotine addiction (DiClemente et al, 1991 ; 

Fagerstrorn, 1 978). 

HemmingMd 8 Keenan (1 993) suppoft the Surgeon Genenil's assertions. 

They describe cigarette smoking as a complex behavior that becornes 

condiüoned by severel types of behavioral mechanisms, including the powerful 

reinforcing effet% of nicotine on the nidne receptofs in the brain. the efïect of 

environmental stimuli to signal smoking, and the relief of negative withdrawal 

syrnptorns through furoier nicotine use. Pomerleau & Pomefleau (1 984) concur 

wiai the behaviocal/ conditional theory. They believe nicotine alters 

bioavailability of several behaviorally active neuroregulators yielding temporary 

improvernents in performance or affect 

Bandura's social leaming theory (1971 ; 1985) provicies a further behavioral 

framework to examine factors related to smoking behavior. Variables identified 

in Mis theory indude the following: positive outcornes of smoking, smoking to 

cope, genetal coping skills, and nicotine intake. In a study of 187 African 

American women using social leaming aieory, Ahijevych & Wewers (1993) 

identifid variables with a significant correlation with nicotine dependence to be 

the following: positive outcorne expectancies, avoidance coppng, smoking to 

cope , and number of cigarettes smoked per day. This study was mt 

represmtative of the general population. In addition, non ranâom sampling 

within the ethnic group was a limitation. 

Sensitivity to nicotine has been citd by some researchen as a factor 

explaining smoking behavior. Pomerleau, Shiffman, Collins and Pomerleau 

(1993) suggest innate sensitivify to nicotine may produce n0t only initial 

adversive effects. but also produces reinforcing consequenws such as 
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improved performance or affect. In a facilitative environment, the smoking 

behavior will continue. 

The Heaith Belief Madel is representative of a cognitive theocy. The mode1 

asserts that readiness to engage in healai behavior arbs from a perœived 

threat af disease generated from an inâividual's perception of their susceptibility 

to dis8ase and also its' potmial severity- Rie aie for action can be eMked by 

p e m l  perception and motivation, or by information about health matten 

(Mullen. Hersey & Iverson, 1 987). Smoking behavior then, in an individual or 

group will be influemal by belief systems and perceptions as idemified by the 

madel. This madel is of paniwbr relevance to smoking cessation programs 

and to nurses in pracüce and research concerned with heaith behavion among 

their patients (Gaivin, 1992). The Health Wief Model attempts to consider the 

ind~dualized nature of smoking behavior. In addition. the mode1 suggests that 

any attempt to influence smoking behavior should be bas& on knowledge of 

the smokers' motives and heaith beliefs. 

Burgess and Hamblett (1994) examined locus of control in relation to 

smoking behavior. People who believe that they are lafgely responsible for 

their own destiny are thought to have an inteml locus of control, where as 

those people who are described as possessing more extemal characteristics 

tend to believe that events in their lives are determinecl by luck, chance or 

powerful athers. The a W s  cite furüier studies where findings reveal that 

srnoken have a more extemal locus of control than non smokers (Clark, 

Macpherson & Holmes, 1982; Desmond, Price 8 Losh, 1987 in Burgess & 

Hamblett, 1994). In adinion, those with an interna1 loaû of control are more 

likely to achieve and maintain abstinence than are those with an extemal locus 

of control (Burgess & Hamblett, 1994). 
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A further theory, the Theory of Reasoned Action comprises health beliefs. 

personal factors, and soda1 influences as variables affecting smoking benavior. 

Extemal anâ interna1 variables underlie the decision to give up or to continue 

the behavior (GaMn, 1992). One's intentions, atahide mard a behavior, 

pefc~püon of social pressures to perform or net to perform the behavior, and 

beliefs about it outcorne of perfoming a specific behavior al1 influence an 

individual's deàslon to smoke. A shidy with 56 hypertensive patients (Miller, 

Wikoff 8 Hiatt, 1992) was conducted to test aie wfkirnncy of the variables of the 

model to prdict mplianœ behaor for a regime which was asking clients to 

quit smoking. Sm-one percent of subjects smoked. Pearson coneiations 

among the variables tested, indicated that cornpliam behavior regarding 

smoking was directly infiuenced by intention, which in turn was influenced 

directly by attitude and motivation to comply and indirectly by the perceived 

belief of others. mediatecl by motivation to aimply . Sample sire was srnall and 

predominantly male, therefore inferenœs from findings must be interpreted with 

caution. 

A conceptual model identifying core factors that influence womenrs smoking 

behavior was examined &y Gulik. Hayes and Kennelly (1991). The core factors 

indude seven intemal elements; (beliefs/ attitudes towards smoking, 

socialabhi, stress, coping skills, seif Micacy, motivation and nicotine 

dependence). and one extemal element (support). The authors hypothesize 

that these core elements influence th8 outcorne of the smoking/ ex-smoking 

process.initiition and development of smoking cessation and relapse 

prevention during a woman's life cyde. 

For purposes of this study it is important to briefiy note Jessor's (1 977) 

Problem Behavior Theory. Jessor's t h e ~ y  is based on the premise that 
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probiem betiaviors are a part a normal adolescent development and play a 

significant rok in the transition to adulthod (p. 37). Smoking is one such 

behavior which should be considered purpo9eful. goal orienteci and functional 

rather than aWiaty or perverse (p.37). Probkm behaviors serve a purpose to 

establish autonomy fmm parents, to gain peer aqtance, to cope with amiety, 

to gain a sense d identity and to affïrm matuW. A qualitative study by the 

Ministry of HeaJth Ontario (1993) , althwgh not based on Jessors theory, does 

support his contentions. Findings gathered from interviews Wth a canvenience 

sample of 30 youth reported that smoking is used as a source of meaning and 

definition of self, as a means d expressing adulthood, as a method of mood 

management, to estcrblish differentÏation from parents, and as a means of 

building bonds to others. 

Women and smokinq 

Smoking has becorne a leading risk factor which results in the death of 

Canadian wornen (Health Canada Report on Research. 1995). Since 1993, 

lung cancer has been responsible for more deaths than breast cancer in 

women These facts lead reaearchers to believe that the burden of smoking 

related illness is shifting to women (Prise, Murray & Leuphea, 1991). In a large 

sample (N=6711) followed from 1977 to 1988, the authors found more young 

women than Young men (37.6% & 32.1%) began to smoke and were continuing 

aie habit into aduîttioad (26.5% & 22.6%). Heaîth Canada reports the number 

of female smokers in Canada has now reached 3.3 million. ln addition, aie 

overall prevalenœ d smoking among women has not dedined as it has in other 

populations. Since 1991 aie rate of smoking among women overall has 
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This stall in women's smoking rates is aianning because of the additional 

unique proMems smoking causes for women. The risk of circulatory and 

coronary diseases are higher among women who smoke. HeaRh Canada 

(1995) in a report on high priority adoiesœnt women cites a study by Katz 

(1 993) of femaie nurses which revealed mat the consumptlon d 14 cigarettes 

per day increaseâ the risk of heaR etta* threefold. Further impacts of smoking 

on women indude: increased risk for ostecporosis, earlier menopause, 

allergies. pulmonary disorders, œMcal cancer, and prenetal mortality (Ashley, 

1983; Greaves, 1990; Jacobsen, 1982; Stacy et al, 1994). 

Smoking among pregnant women c m  lead to a series of health problems for 

their babies. Among pregnant women who smoke. 13% have underdeveloped 

babies; thL proportion increases as cigarette consumption increases (de 

Gramont. 1986 in Health Canada Report on High Priority Adolescents, 1995). 

In tum, the incidence of SIDS, and respiratory ailments inaeases in those 

babies whose mothers smoke (Ashley, 1983; Stacy et al, 1994). Despite the 

risks, many women and m i r  partners continue to smoke either because they 

ignore public education warnings, or because t h y  are unaware of the dangers 

to their children and to thernselves. 

A descriptive saidy by Stacy, Greer. Haas and Hellbusch (1 994) of 134 

pregnant women drawn from a convenience sample at cummunity and private 

obstettical dinics investigated the beliefs about smoking and matemaMnfant 

healh. Smoking and non smoking mothers were cornpared regarding their 

beliefs about the impact of smoking on premature delwery, low birth weight, 

SIDS and miscaniage. As well, beliefs about low birth weigM and paor infant 

health were investQated. From this sample, those who smoked were slightly 

younger and had slightly less education. No signlicant differences emerged in 
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beliefs behnieen smokers and non smokers about smoking and low birth weight 

or delivery. A significant diierence was fouru! with respect to infant heaiü~. The 

low birth weight imeases oie likelihood of poor infant health, and were 

significantiy less likeiy (p c -05) to agree that smoking during pregnancy 

increases the likelihood of SIDS. Limitations of the study inciuded sample sire 

and non prabability sampling. The authors conduâed that an analysis of beliefs 

held by people for whom a change in behavior is recommended would be an 

important component in designing intewenüon stfategies. 

To effectively understand the mounting issues surrounding women and 

cigarette smoking, it is necessary to examine the appeal that smoking has for 

women. The ASH (Action on Smoking and Health) Women and Smoking 

Group (1986) provide insigM into women smokers. During meetings 

conducted airoughout the United Kingdom, women describecl cigarette smoking 

as a means to r e d m  feelings of amiety and anger, and as a way to avoid 

dealing wah 'uncornfortablem feelings. Feer of weight gain, the social pressure 

to be thin, dealing with the conflict of many roles and inequalities at work and 

home were expressed as reasons for the appeal of smoking as a stress 

manager. An ASH report (1993) subsequently supported these findings. In a 

comment refemng to low income women, it was stated that althaugh smoking is 

a heaith and financial burden, m e  women feel it is their one Irocury. Smoking 

helps them to cape with the stresses of l i i .  Daykin (1993) concurs, referring to 

smoking as a means for women to negatiate through the tensions of day ?O dey 

gender and dass inequality. 

The media have played a role in the issue of women's smoking. Perceived 

social pressure to be thin and glamorous has been prevalent in society for 
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decades. As eariy as the 19203, adverüsing campaigns were launched at 

women -ating smoking with slimness and glamour. Slogans suai as 

Veach for a Ucky instmd of a sweer and œWrginia Slimsn al1 with glamorous 

women looking confident, sewre. relaxa and slim have targeted the female 

population. 

Advertising of tobaceo products in Canada has had a precarious history. The 

Tobacco Control Act of 1989 significantiy limited tobacco aûvertising. 

However, early in 1995 the Supreme Court ruled the pr8Vious limitations were 

to be stnick down. In late 1996, legislaton was once again introduced to curtail 

advertising by tobacco campanies. Foreign publition adverüsing of tobacco 

products was not controlled. therefore women continued to be targeted by 

advertisers (Daykin, 1 993; Kyle. 1 990). 

In a 1990 update of the Background Paper on Women and Tobacco, Greaves 

examined further factors to ôe bensiôered when addressing the issues of 

womenk smoking behavior. The author identifieci the airee broad factors 

inf luencing women's smoking behavior to be; psychological, social and 

physiological in nature. Psychologka1 factors indude fear of weigM gain. stress 

release, pleasure gratification, and support of an image. Social factors include, 

friends, family and parniers who smoke, availability of smoking areas in the 

work place and advertisiiig. Once an individual becornes a regular smoker, 

physiological factors begin to play a pan in maintaining smoking behavior. The 

body accustoms itself to regulcir niane dosages. Grsaves' findings are 

supported by Grunberg and Aai (1991), and the Minisûy of Healai Ontario 

(1 993). 

As part of a larger health status study, Chetwynd (1986) intewiewed a 

random sample of 978 women aged 18 to 60 yean to isolate the differences 
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between smoking and non smoking women on and psychological 

variables. and to examine the differences in age groups. The smichired 

questionm*re induded demographic, social and psycholagical variables. 

Study findiirgs condudeci that fernale smakers wen, more likely than fernale 

non srnokm to have moaiers who smoked (31°h of smokers cornpareci to 2ô?! 

of non smokers). This aeates a cmcm due b the snawballing effect on future 

generations. A higher prWon (31%) of smoking partners was found 

amongst smokers than amongst non smokers (27??). Furaier findings 

suggested women smokers were generally rateâ as mhappier (18%) as 

compared to non smokers (1 1%. p c 0.01), and smokers were more likely to use 

other dependency type substances such as aIcohol( 33% 8 18%, p c 0.01). 

and caffeine (16% & 7% p 4.05). The major occupation of subjects was home 

based or child care reflecting sample bias. 

In a qualitative study to in-gate the subjective interpretations that women 

give ta their smoking. Greaws (1 990) interviewecl 24 abused women in shelters 

and 26 self- identifieci feminists. No pafticular differences in themes emerged 

between groups. The major themes were: (1) smoking as a way to organize 

social relationships. (2) smoking as a way to mate sel  image,(3) smoking as a 

way to seek control over emotional expression, and (4) smoking as a means of 

expressing self definition. A potential limitation of this saidy is the apparent 

assumption that seif identifiai feminists could also not be abused. 

Female smoking issues go beyond the individuaJ and their immediate social 

environment The feminist perspeaive looks to broaôer W a l  factors which are 

influena'ng women's smoking such as segregation of women into low paying 

jobs with low control and high demand. As well many women are relatively 

powerless in their home and work environments (Greaves, IWO). Feminist 
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researchers view smoking nat simply as a negative Mestyle choice but as a 

rational response to real pressures m e n  are experienung in todays' society 

(Daykin, 1993; Women and Tobacco a Framework for Action, 1995, p.20). 

Women and aumm s * - mokinq 

Researchers addressing the cornplex issues surrouding female smoking 

behavior have hypathesized thet wmen have greater difficulty than men 

quifihg smoking (Greaves, 1990). Blake et al (1989) found in a cross sectional 

survey of 1,669 aiment smokers, that women were generally less confident in 

m i r  ability to qul  smoking. Further. women were less interestecl in quitting than 

men and more likely to have made aftempts to reduœ theà smoking rather than 

quit altogether. Women may perceive more bamers to quitang #an men 

(Lando, Perb, Hellerçtedt & McGovem, 1991), aîthough, Waldron (1991) 

reports inconsistent evidence that females experience more withdrawal 

syrnptoms than men when attempting ta quit smoking. 

Women have tended to  use^ smoking to recfwe stress, control weight and to 

assist in dealing with day to day personal issues, thus making the thought of 

quitüng iess appealing. However, JaMs (1984) examined Iiterature from Great 

Britain and the United States and conduded that ' sex difference in smoking 

cessation in the general population is more apparent than reaP (p.387). In 

addition, statistics on genâer âiierertœs in quitling must take into consideration 

aie fact üiet men often give up cigarette smoking only to switch to cigars. This 

fact is not Bfways taken into msideration when cornparisons of gender 

smoking cessation is made. J a ~ * s  (1984) States.' It is therefore recommended 

that daims of a sex differenœ in ease of cessation should be regarded as quite 

unprovenn (p.387). 
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In mare recent research, Grunberg and Am- (1991) propose women may be 

more sensitive to nicotine and metaôolize it differently than men, but conclude 

further research is necessary into how bidogy and smoking behavior are 

related. Nicotine regulation m a r s  to be influenced by the menstrual cyde 

(Pomerleau. Pomeileau & Garda. 1991). Women who began m i r  atiempt to 

quit smoking in the time ôetween immediiteiy aftw menSCTuating and the end of 

the menstrual cyde did less well aian women who attempted to quit at different 

points in the cyde. (Pomerleau. Pomerleau & Garcia, 1991). 

Diiculty in qui- may be osd more to womenk soci~~cultural environment 

than to intrinsic sex dïerences (Health Canada, Women and Smoking 

Cessation, 1996). Social pdicies which are creaüng conditions that lead to 

social seMce cutbacks, job lay off, violence, stress, and poverty are viewed as 

factors negatively impacthg aie smoking behavior af women (Womanly Times. 

1995). lt would appear mat the findings are incondusive that women have a 

more difficult time than do men in quitong smoking. 

Adolescent women and smokinq 

The trend reflecting an inuease in Canadian adolescent fernale smoking 

behavior is not unique to Canada. European countnes, Australia, and New 

Zealand are also eqwiencing relative increase in smoking ammg young 

women (Waldron, 1991). Clearly the problems previously describecl for women 

smokers in general are also problems for young wornen. Smoking at such an 

eariy age puts t b m  at even greater risk for respiratory ailments, cancer and 

reproductive problems. While few adolescents die of these disordem. it is 

during the teen years that tobacco use undoubtedly contributes to adult 

disease. Adolescents who are smoking by age 15 are more than twiœ as iikely 
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to die More age 70 as those age 15 who never smoke (Morbidity & Mortality 

Report, 1996). 

As young women move into child bean'ng pars the proMems associateci 

with smoking intensiry. Reproductive problems, misc~rriage, premaaire 

delivery, law biRh weigM, SlDS and respiratory ailments in offspring are al1 

issues Midi the youq smoking pregnant mother may faœ. In a study to 

determine the patterns and conelates of gender diierence in cigarette smoking 

using a large (N4158) straüfii sample, Waldron, Lyle and Brandon (1991) 

identifbâ that many high schod fernales were tuming to smoking for the first 

time. This suggests that the trend to adopt smoking behavior at earlier junior 

high ages may also ocair in iater adolescence. Therefore the issues 

surrounding the heaith risks associated with smoking and reproductive factors 

are of additional concem as inueased numbers of high school stuclents turn to 

cigarette use. 

Several factors have emerged from the Ibrature to explain why smoking is a 

problern for young women. Greaves (1995) presents the following explanations 

for young wornen engaging in smoking behavior: a desire to depress appetite 

and coma body weight, a p r  self image or a desire to project a particular 

image, a relianœ on an extemal loaw of control, a feeling of powerlessness, an 

effort b cope with feelings of inequality, a s8m of poor life prospects, and 

finally, an effort to suppress or numb negative emotons. Adolescence is a time 

of change and adiustmmt nut only in physidogical development, but also in 

social and cultural expectations. Therefore, smoking is often seen as a method 

of copirg with theSe changes and adjustments. lt is possible that young women 

who are less able to cope with the -at8d stress d adolescence are most 

likely to becorne smokers (~ea(a\ Canada, 1996). 
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In two studies by the Ministry of Health Ontario (1992 , 1993). inteMews were 

conducteci with 30 and 178 suôjectd respectively. Samples were straüfied 

according to the& current and anticipatecl smoking behavior- Speàfic gender 

information was not pr-ded- In summary. the stuây findlngs concluâed 

smoking was u s a  as a mood manager, as a means to proiect an image of 

worldk'ness, as a diiermtiation from parents, and as a meam of building bonds 

to peers. All of the reasons to smoke were seen as very pragmatic to the teen 

(Ministiy d Heailth Ontario, 1992 B1993). 

Winkelstein (1992) iâentified biopsychosocial factors which provide insight 

into the problem of fernale youth smoking. Four stages in the proces of 

becoming a regular smoker are descnbed. First, is preparation and 

anticipation, the second stage is initiation when the first cigarette is tried. the 

third stage is leaming or experimentation and lastly is the stage of habituation 

and maintenance. Individual adolescents do not have to progress through 

each stage. The factors influencing Me movement or la& of movement in the 

smoking behavior are : (1) biological (e-g. nicotine effects resulting in 

decreased anxiety, need for an increased sense of pleasure and increased 

alertness), (2) social (e-g. a need for camaraderie particularly with girls, as well 

as Me influence of the mottiers' smoking, and lastiy, (3) psychological factors 

( e.g. an intention to smoke, increased stress, decreaseâ sel  esteem, and 

inadequate coping skills). 

DiClernente, Hanson 8 Ponton (1 996) support the previous findings. Those 

at risk for smoking display a positive attitude ta smoking, have an externa1 locus 

of control, and have smoking models in their lives. In addition, yowig women 

srnokers have been shown to experience poor academic performance and anti 

social behavior. Elkind (1995) descriôed these young women as more 
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'deviant" than those who do not smoke. Jessor (1991) describes smoking for 

this adolescent group as functional. purposive and goal directed tmhavioc. The 

smoking problem has a "web of causation' (p. 601) which induôes: one's social 

environment ( e.g. powrty). one's percenred env*ronment ( e-g. models for 

deviant behavior, over estimation of numbers who smoke). oaier ri* Wing 

behavior ( Mdjee & Stanton. 1993)(e.g. drinking). one's personality (ag. low 

self esteem) and biologyigeneücs (e.g. intelligence, family predisposition to risk 

behaviors) (J8SSbrI 1 991 ). 

Lynch (1 995) inteniiewed nine males and ten females age 1 6 and 17, of 

whom seven were smokers and twelve were non smokers. The purpose of this 

qualitative stuûy was to eücit personal constructs that young people have about 

smoking, and to identify variables which exist for those who smoke and those 

who do not smoke. Each subject was intervïeW8d for one hour using a standard 

repertory grid technique. A common set of photographs was shoh  to each 

subject depicting people smoking in different situations. All subjects were 

asked. ' why do you think these people in the pictures are smoking?" The 

resulting socio grid of non smokers indicated a fairly high degree of 

commonality, mile non smokers were not a homogeneous group. Lynch 

concluded young people may be smoking for significantly different reasons and 

we must listen to them to develop a less rigid framework of beliefs when lodting 

at adolescent smoking behaviors. 

Factors im~ach'na on vouna women's smokina. 

Reference to psycho social facüns impacting on young women's smoking 

behavior have previously been discussed in this Iiterature review. Adolescent 

fernales are faced witn additionai forces in their lives and environrnents which 
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are playing a part in their decision to engage in smoking behavior. Although 

the initiation of smoking behavior is usuaily thought to occur in early 

adolescenœ theie is evidence that m e  youig women are taking up the habit 

in later teen ywrs (Conrad et al. 1992; Daly, Lund, HaRy, Emstead, 1993; Swan 

et ai. 1990). 

ln a aoss seaional survey to explore the faaors influenci the initiation of 

smoking among the later addescent female population, Daîy et al (1 993) 

elicited a randomly seleded probability sample ai Minnesota women aged 18 to 

30 years. One hundred and eighty case subjects (Le. ~iO)<ets who initiated 

regular smoking after aga 17 ), and 167 experimenter wntrols (Le. women who 

had smoked at least one cigarette but fewer than 100 cigarettes in their lifetime) 

were matdred on age as well as urban or rural residence. Case and control 

subjects were sïmilar in race and education. Subjeds were queried on 

smoking by family and friends, acc~ptability of smoking to friends, involvement 

in school and work aavities, church attendance. problem behaviors, and 

stressful life events. Characteristics of sub~ects found to have been associates 

with smoking during high school were : rare church attendance, poor grades, 

having a majority of friends who smoked, having a best friend who smoked, and 

having friends who found smoking to be very acceptable. Stressfut life events 

were not found to be signifkantly related to Iate initiation of smoking behavior. 

The researchers believe that generalization onof findings to a aider population is 

possible due to sampling strategies utilired. Results may not apply to areas 

with fewer smoking restrictions than those found in Minnesota. Association of 

rare church attendance and poor grades with an imeased incidence of 

smoking behavior are consistent with dustering of problem behaviors 
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suggested by Jessor (1 991). Conrad, (1 992) and Landrine, Richardson, Klonoff 

and Flay ( 1994). 

A framework for consideB'ng the cornplex nature of forces inRuencing young 

women's smoking has been proposed in Flay and Petraias's Interactional 

Mode1 of Healai Reiated Behavior ( 1994) describeci in BeSt8 Brown,Cameron, 

Manske and Sanü (1995). Forces infîuencing smoking Mentifid in the mode1 

include: cultural environment forces (0.9. w, values, cost, media, 

attitude), personal forces (0.g. gender. disposition, academic skills, self 

efficacy), and soda1 situation forces (eg. peers, parents, teacfiefs, social 

bonding , schbol policies, public policies). 

Peer and family influence on young women's smoking has been the focus of 

recent research acüvity. Findings regarding the influence of parents on 

smoking behavior have been mixed. Wong, Fiihugh, Westerfield, and Eddy 

(1 995) condudecl from findings in a snrdy of teens 14 to 16 years (hl= 6900) that 

smoking status of parents had little influence for males or females; however, 

perceived ap~roval by parents was signifiant for both genders. These findings 

differ somewhat from Glendenning, Shucksmith and Hendry (1 994) who found 

that young people's smoking was positively associated with parent's smoking. 

For late adolescent females, those from micidie dass homes where neither 

parent smoked were les$ likely to be regular smokers. Girls bM to teenage 

mothen have been found to be more likely to becorne smokers (Stanton, Lowe 

& Silva, 1995); while Swan, Cressor and Murray (1990) in stuây in the United 

Kingdom folkwing young people for a ten year period (Ns6000) conduded that 

smoking by mothers in general was a significant melate to girl's smoking. 

Building on aie work of Conrad et al (1992). Glendinning, Shucksmith and 

Hendry (1 994) explored three domains influencing adolescent smoking. The 
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airee domains induded: axial bonding, soda1 leaming, and the intra personal 

domain. The study was part of a national SWsh ~~ch project whose 

purpose was to devdop exphnations for the patteming of smoking in 

adolescents. With r v  to the influence of peers. the findings supported 

previous research (Conrad et al, 1992; &anton, Lowe & Silva,l995; Wong et al. 

1995). T'hat is, that young people's smoking is positively assochW wiai their 

friend's smoking. This f a c ~  is particulariy evident for fernales who ses smoking 

as a social actMty, thus making oie impact of friends' smoking even more 

relevant (DiClmente. Hansen & Ponton. 1996; Swan, Cressor & Murray, 1990). 

Wang, Fehugh, Westeffiild and Eddy (1995), utilizing odds ratio analysis 

examined findings ftam a 1988-1Q89 U.S. National Teenage Attitudes and 

Ptac t i i  Survey (N4900). Peer influence was evident in their findings with 

respect to young women's smoking. The strongest predictor by far for this group 

( age 1 8) was best female friendt smoking ( 29.5, p < .CE). folkweâ by best 

male friend's smoking (19.2. p c -05). 

Additional variables associated with cigarette smoking are sdiool 

attendance and academic achievement Regular attendance at school and 

positive academic achievement are associated mai less nsk for smoking 

(Chessin, Presson & Sherman, 1990; Flay et al, 1994; Giendenning, 

Shucksmith & HendryJ994). In addition, those invohred in sports, 

extracumcular acthrities or clubs outside d school are also less likely to engage 

in smoking behavior. 

The association of stressors in the lives of a convenienc8 sample of a group 

of youth aged 13-17, and the decision to commence smoking was addressecl by 

Byrne, Byme and Reinhan (1 995). Subjects (N-79) completed an initial 

questionnaire on smoking behavior and its' detminants. A twelve month 
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follow up questionnaire examined smoking status as well as sources and extent 

of stress. Factor analysis yielded a seven facm structure. The stressors 

included those of 1) schoal attendance, 2) family confiict. 3) parental controf. 

4) schaol performance, 5) future unœrtainty, 6) prceived educational 

irreIev~HC8. and 7) oppodte sex interacüoli. Fmalea reported higher levels of 

stress in al1 areas except schod attendance and opposite sex interactions. 

Rates of those convmïng from non smoker b smoker were higher for females 

as compared to males (13.1% vs 9.6%), in addition rates of those remaining 

regular smokers were higher for females as compared to males (12.5% vs 

9.1 %). 

The authors conduded that although further investigation is necessary, D is 

possible that girfs are more likely to experience and are more responsive to 

adolescent stress Man boys. In tum, girls may be mare likety to adopt 

behaviaral responses such as smoking ta heîp them cope with the stressors. 

The strengths of this study lie in the large sampfe sire, and the use of actual 

smoking onset rather than only looking at present smoking status. Findings 

wuld be strengthened by a replication study on the same population p s t  high 

schwl p a r s  to determine if reduction in the identified stressors attered their 

smoking pattern or proœss. However, new stressors may have subsequently 

emerged repiacing former stressors. 

Public policyl legislation issues surroundïng adverb'sing, media, pricing, 

taxation, non smoking environmenB. packaging, and sale of tobacw products 

al1 play a part in the issue of young women's smoking pattem. Concen has 

been expressecl that the trend rdiecb'ng an incrase in young women smokers 

can be partially attributed to an impact from advertising (Nelson, Giovino, 

Shopland, Mawery, Mills 8 Erickson, 1995). In a previous -*on of this 
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literature review, the targeting of the fernale population by advertisers was 

addresseâ. This impact is felt as sirongly by young m e n  as by the mature 

female popuIation- In adâition, toôacco sponsored events attended by young 

women such as sporti-ng events and rock concerts provide an addiionai forum 

for cigarette adV8rtisers (Nelson, Giovino, Shopknd, Mawery, Mills & Erickson, 

1 995). 

Althaugh gender diier8no~s were not noted in a study conducted by Botvin, 

Goldberg, BoMn and Duensbury (1 993), it is woraiy to note aiat when 

adolescents completed a questionnaire whose putpose was to examine the 

impact of advertising on smoking behavior, exposure to aâvertising significantly 

correlated with reporteâ smoking behavioi. Adolescents who reparteci a high 

level of e m u r e  to cigarette advertising were between 1.44 and 1.93 times 

more likeiy to be srnokers aien those who reporteci a kw ievel of exposure. 

These findings are consistent with social Ieaming theory mnceming the power 

of attractive models in promoting the adoption of specific behaviors such as 

smoking. Models are repeatdy depicüng aiat a W f i c  behavior, i.8. 

smoking, can facilite the acquisition of desired characteristics or goals (p.222). 

Young women may be particulaily susceptible b oie advertising images 

that pomay women smokers as trim, attractive sophisticated and independent 

(Greaves, 1990). Botvin, Goldberg, Botvin and Duenskiry's (1993) findings can 

not be regarded as conclosive because of the nature of the study. Subjects 

were white middle class ywng people, tnerefore Iniiiüng gemralization to other 

populations. 

Strateaies influencina - smokina ~attems 

Strategies to influence the trends in adolescent smoking patterns have 
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induded IegiSIative initiatives. The Tobacco Control Act (1989) has been 

successhrlly challengeâ in the Supreme Court by toôacco ldbbyists who wish to 

see changes in advertising tegu18tions. In a recent response by govemment , 

several new initiatives have been put fornard in a m p a g n  to -ct the sale 

and adv8rtising of tobacco products. Limitations will be piac8d on the following 

areas of advertising: cultural and sporthg events, advertrslng on bill boards, 

buses, points of sale, and promotional materials such as baseball caps and 

items with logos. 

Pnnt advertising *Il only be allowed in publications with an 80% adult 

readership. This unfortunately will not affect the Mer  adolescent population 

who will be reading many of the adul publications. Access to cigarette sales 

will be cut by eliminating veMing machine sales. and through the requirement 

for photo identirfication for proof of age (Vending Machine,Winnipeg Free Press, 

November 29,1996). Until recently, adolescents have freely admitted that 

purchasing cigarettes was not d*iff-mlt in spite of a requirement ta be 18 years 

of age under the Tobacco Sales To Young Pemns Act of 1994 (Spoke et al. 

1 996). 

Packaging has been an issue in the stnqgle to reduce teen smoking. Young 

people are inüigued by packaging (Spoke et a1.1996) Generic packaging 

containing additional information about M c  substances and their hdth  impact 

are to be mandatory. However, adolescents whose intention is to smoke are 

not generally affeded by health wamings (McGee & Stanton, 1993). 

Pria has k e n  a fado? identifia by youth as a detsnent to smoking 

behavior (Nelson et al, 1995; Townsend, Roderick & Cooper, 1994). Females 

are pafticularly sensitive to changes in the cost of cigarettes (Spoke et al, 1996). 

With a proposed increase in taxation on cigarettes, a potentialiy potent detenent 
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to smoking may ernerge. The increase in tax coupled with govemment 

regulatbn of the ingredients of tobacco products will hopefully impact on 

adolescent smoking behavior. 

Smoke free amas in SChOdIs and communioes may impact on smoking 

patterns. Limiting access to smoking outside of one's home places additional 

social pressure not to smoke. Because there is a SOCW component to 

adolescent female smoking, as well as a need to sodaII conforni (Nelson et al, 

1995; Stanton , Lowe & Silva, 1995), imeasing the social unacceptability of 

smoking in public places will hopefully impact on some adolesœnt women. 

What is known about ~revention 

Prevention strategies have not producd consistent or long terni reductions 

in smoking prevalem among adolescents in general nor among fernales in 

particular. Sixty percent of all current smokers began agarette use by age 14, 

therefore many users are already addicted by late adolescence. Epps and 

Manley (1993) deduce that in order to reduce the prevalence of tobacco related 

illness, emphasis must be placed on preventing tobacco use in childhood and 

adolescence. The National Cancer lnstitute proposes Seps which physicians 

and other primary heaith care professionals cm instiMe to prevent the onset of 

tobacco use. The steps include : 1) antïcipating aie smoking ria< aWated 

with the child's developrrental stage, 2) asking about tobacm exposure and 

tobaar, use, 3) advising toûacm users to stop (Le. parents wtio smoke) 

4) assisüng tobacco mers to stop, and finaliy, 5) ananging follow up visits. 

Preventon programs in the past have focused on ptoviding youth with 

knowledge of smoking hezards- Information about future effects of current 

tobacca use have fallen on deaf ears. Adolescents are oriented to the present, 
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future health risks have lMe meaniq for them. Providing accurate health 

information is still important, but this single strategy is not suffiaent to prevent 

initiation of a smoking habit (Winkelstein, 1 992). 

The social inoculation approach, that is teaching young people how to resist 

the smoking habit has experiBCICBC1 some success with younger addescent 

populations. lncreasing general persona! and social cornpetence in a life skills 

approach assists mens priw to high SChOOl in demloping strategies to resist 

risk behaviors. Expanding the social influences approach to indude an 

understanding of the inHuence of media, pers, and advettising on smoking 

behavior, as well as providing skill development in assertiveness and decision 

making may assist dder female adolescent to resist the need to smoke (Health 

Canada Fact Sheet, JulyS 1995). 

An early study by Coe. Crouse, Cohen and Fisher (1 982) examined the 

effects of a prevention program in two public schools with early adolescent 

youth. Classes were randomly assigned to sxperimental and control groups in 

each school. The prevention program focused on peer pressure to smoke, the 

role of media and advertising, and positive reinforcement in the fom of a 

reward to the ciass that was most successfut in reducing smoking behavior. 

Dernographic data regarding smoking history, family history, other risk taking 

behaviar and aiment smoking $tatus were obtained. The two experimental 

groups recehied eigM one hour sessions of the prevention program. Three 

weeks after the program ended, follow up questionnaires were administered to 

determine smoking behavior, expectations of Mure smoking behavior and 

attitudes toward smoking. ln addition, stuclents were asked to rate the degree of 

change in th& attitude toward smoking, their opinion uf smoking as uoooln, and 

their desire to srnoke. No significant differences were found on aiange d 
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attitude toward smoking between the experimental and control groups in either 

school. In one sdioal there was a decTease in the number of those in the 

experimental group who viewed smoking as being m ~ I " .  A greater percentage 

uf students in control groups than those in experimental groups (18% vs 9.4% 8 

21 -3% vs 8.6% respecüveiy) in both schools reporteci an inaease in mir desire 

to smoke. Data frorn the one yeov folkw up showed the percentage of smokers 

was higher in the contrd group than in the program group in boai sdiools. The 

amors conduded that the results of the study were such that the possibility of 

enduring smoking prevmüon is achievable. One is not able to infer if this type 

of program wouM be successful in other age groups. nor if findings are specific 

to only early adolescents. In addition, information regarding other subject nsk 

factors was not provided. 

Jessor (1 991 ) is not as optimistic regarding the reality of achieving succ8ss 

with prevention programs. The author believes smoking serves a functional 

and purposive goal in youth. Those likely to engage in smoking will not be 

prevented in doing so unles a viable alternative is provided to take its place. 

Prevention strategies should perhaps be focused on an adolescent's lifestyle as 

a whole (Jessor, 1991 ). Programs that fail to engage multiple nsk domains ( Le. 

environment, personality and behavior) are unlikely to generate successful or 

long lasb'ng effects (Sarson, Mankwski, Peterson 8 Dinh, 1992). 

Lynch (1 995) supports Jeosor's view of smoking as a transitional phase 

during gruwing up for some yomg people. Pnmary prevention may be an 

umealistic goal for some youth, whereas eariy cessation mght be more 

realistic. Health education models that accept the iw~duali ty and variation of 

different students may meet with greater success. Lynch (1995) fwther 

proposes a self reflective approach to balth education and prevention curricula 
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b allow the dwelopment of personal beliefs and motivations rather than 

presaibed solutions. The must effective preventibn educational approach is 

likely to be au community oriented approach. as oppoopposed to an evangelical 

mode1 about the dangers of smoking. It will aibw lervning to occuocarr in a positive 

social dimate rather than in an artifiaal and p@otative teaching environment" 

(P. 105)- 

What seems to emerge from the Iiterature is the need for a comprehensive, 

holistic strategy for prevention. Tradiional approaches have not been 

successful. An individualitecl mode1 coupleci with health information, personal 

skill development, community focus and a recognition th t  ongoing tollow up is 

required will assist in achleving prevention strategies which will experience 

long lasting success (Lynch. 1995; Sarson, Mankowski, Peterson 8 Dinh, 

1 992). 

What is knanrn about auim'nq 

A significant portion of the Iiterature reviewed addressed the issues 

surrounding the reasons for starting to smoke or continuing to smoke. where as 

the reasons foc quitang smoking have not been signifcantly researched in the 

Iiterature. Factors impaang on cessation have been addressed for adults, 

however, this is not the case for late adolescents (Spoke et al , 1996). It is 

known that quitting smoking is the single most effective thing that adul and 

adolescent smokers can do to enhanœ the quality and length of Iife (Health 

Canada, 1996). Those who quit smoking before age 50 have only haif the risk 

of dying in the next 15 pars compared mth those who continue to smoke 

(Womanly Times, 1995). 

For some adoiescents, smoking may be a transitional phase suggesting a 
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focus on eariy cessation might be a realistic goal (Lynch, 1995). Unfortunately. 

teens underestimate the addictivness of nicotine and the difficulties associated 

with qunting. They tend to believe that P is harder for adults b quit than for 

young people (Spoke et al. 1996). Youth relaps8 more, su- b s ,  but move 

throqh the cessation stages more quickly than adults ance they have made the 

decision to quit smoking (Spoke et al, 1996). 

Price is the piedominant reason given by teens who are choosing to quit 

smoking. As the prics af cigarettes fluauate, so may aie adolescents' desire to 

quit fluctuate. Klein, Christen, McDonald & Christen (1984) determinecl that 

sustained motivation is the key to th quïtting process. Therefore, additional 

motivation beyond the price of cigarettes needs to be provided to youth as 

incentives to quit their smoking habit As teens move into adu)thood, pria 

diminishes as a moüvating force and health concems becorne more central to 

Me desire to quit smoking ( Women and Tobacco, A Framework for Action, 

1 995). 

Health and Welfare Canada (1 993) cite young women age 15 to 19 as lighter 

smokers and more likely to quit than any other age- gender combination. This 

would suggest that cessation programs which are age and gender specific in 

schools and commwiities would be appropriate to acûnowledge teens who 

wish to qua smoking. In addition, bscause most smokecs begin before age 18, 

cessation may be more important than prevention for this age group (Women 

and Tobaceo, A Framework For Action, 1995). Klein, Christen, McDonald and 

Christen (1984) further suggest cessation program ineffectiveness has been 

due to brevity. They do not last long enough to allow potemal quitteis to shift 

from smoking behaviors to non smoking alternatives- The increased time is 

necessary because smoking is not oniy chemically addictive, but ritualistic 
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behaviors associatecl with smoking also becorne part of the smokers habl The 

loss of these behavbrs neeâs to be aatnowiedged and po9ihi~ely repIaC8d (p. 

45) - 

The majority of adult smokers who quit do so without the help of a smoking 

cessation prqram (Macnee & Talsma. 1995). Merature rHefrhg to 

adolescents cessation methods was not evident. However, if if adult 

experience was to be applied to the adolescent population. P becornes 

important ta consider the seIf changer. Quitthg smoknig is innately stressful 

both because it targets existing coping mechanisms as well as creating new 

demands on the individual for which she does not have readily avadable 

responses (Macnee, & Talsma, 1995). For example, a young woman must give 

up using cigarettes to cope with distressful feelings or weight gain while at the 

same time deal with rejuvenated taste buds which may make it diicult to avoid 

overeating. Since exgmsure to stressful situations appears ta increase 

the desire to smoke, the extent to which an ind~dual experiences S t r e S ~ ~ r s  

associated with quitting seems likely to impact on their success at quitting. 

Macnee and Taisma (1995) examined the stresses and strains aççociated 

with smoking cessation as predictors of iniüation of the cessation proœss and 

the progress to complete œssao'on. Stages of cessation identified by 

Prochaska and DiClemente (1983) were utilized to estaMish the progression of 

the quitong process. (A detailed disaission of the stages of change wili be 

provided in the following section of Bis lbrature review). A convenience 

sample of 157 smokers and reœnt quitters who met aie inclusion aiteria were 

recruited for this nonexperimental descriptive saidy. Sixty- three percent 

( n a )  of the subj8CIS were female. age 18 to 69. Subjects completed a 

questionnaire at three the  intervais. These intervals included; the time of 
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recniitment, one month later and six months fdlowing recniitment. Items in the 

questionnaire meas~red smoking cessation self efficacy and perceived bamers 

to smoking cessation. 

Follomng the six month time frame, analysis of resub showed that üiose 

with bwef perœived barriers initialîy made progres through the stages of 

cessation. Futher, e consistent pattern arose in tenns of changes over time in 

sel  Bfficacy and barriers in those who were progressing, with this group 

significantly improving thir sel efficacy first, and then decteasing their 

perceived barriers. The tindings suggest that smokers may need to work first on 

their seif Micacy or beliefs in their ability ta carry out behaviors to quit smoking. 

Once they have found they can cany out the behaviors needed , the next step 

might be to work on their perceptions of stress assodateci with the achral 

behavior, and perceived ability to cape with carrying out Mese behaviors on an 

ongoing basis (Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983. p. 246). 

Alaiough the sample was not randomly selecteâ, and aie methodology used 

was sel iepofting, the fesufts do provide some insights into potemial 

interventions to promote smoking cessation in setï changers. An additional 

limitation in the study design was the failure 0 determine if the subjects were 

engaging in any fomal cessation programs outside of the study during the six 

month period d the stuây. In spite of aie limitations, this study identifieci the 

need to individualize intetventions that rnay assist smokers move doser to 

successful quitting. 

The staaes of auilang 

Attmpts O assist indiduals with addictive behaviors such as cigarette 

smoking to give up their habit poses a significant challenge to the 
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understanding of the pracess of change. That is, if interventions are O be 

effective in smoking cessation programs. a recognition of the process of change 

and application d appropriate interventions is necessary (Prochaska, 

DiCiemente & Norcross, 1992). Fut srnetirne, the goal of health professionals 

when dealing with ind~duals who were practicing unheaithy behaviors was to 

move people frorn the chronicaliy unheaIthy betiavior to stable healthier 

behavior. Change was seen as movÏng from one stable. unheatthy state to a 

stable, but healthier state. Such a dramatic shift did not represent aie way that 

people change. It led one to believe that people change behavion quickly. 

That is not the case, people do not change chronic behavior in a short time 

frame (Prochaska, 1989). Sel  change smokers generally repart three to four 

serious attempts to quit smoking befote they successfulty quit the habit. 

Prochaska (1988) recommends camnuous outcorne measures as a means of 

gauging progress toward quitang smoking, awequently. developing the notion 

that change involves movement through a series of stages. 

Prochaska, DiClemente and Norcross (1992) desaibe the Transtheoretical 

Model (Proaiaska & DiCbmente, 19û3), which is an integrative, 

comprehensive mode1 of change. Furaier studies have demonstrated the 

reliability and validity d the components of the madel (DiClemente et al, 1991 ; 

Prochaska 8 DiClmente. 1983; Wilcox, Prochaska, VelW & DiClemente, 

1985). The madel is buiit on four basic inter-relateâ factors. These factors are 

describeci by aie following statements: 1) quitting does not happen in one step, 

people progress through five stages on the way to successSul change, 2) 

movement through the stages occurs as people utilize processes of change, 3) 

progress through earîy stages is dependent on paRicular shifts in the 

person's decisional balance, i. e. how they see the pros and cons of smoking 
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and quitting, and 4) initiating and maintaining cessation requires a sufficient 

sense of confidence or self efficacy in one's abiltty to cany out the actions 

required to change. 

The stages of change model indudes fve stages of change as one 

progresses to smdting cessation (Hdtr. 1995; Prochaska, DiClemente 8 

Norcross, 1992). The first stage is piecontemplation. In this stage,there is 

no intention to change behavior in the foreseeabie future. The time frame, ' 

foreseeabk Mure" is usually considered to be within the next six rnonths as that 

is as far as most people plan a spedfic behavior change (Prochaska et al, 

1994). Nor is thefe any interest in any kind of i n t e ~ 8 ~ o n ;  rather, those in this 

stage tend to defend their cuvent smoking. Smokers cm be in this stage for 

several reasons: discouragement about previous quit atternpts, lack of 

awareness about consequences of smoking, pleasuraMe experiences that 

smoking provides. positive feelings about the image that being a smoker 

portrays, or the belief that they are too addicted to quÏt. These individuals tend 

not to discuss their smoking with others. 

The second stage is contemplation. In contemplation the smoker seriously 

thinks about quitting çometime within the near future. usuaHy wfthin the next six 

months. Those in this stage are more awan of the personal consequemes of 

their smoking and spend more time thinking about their smoking as a problem. 

However. there is an ambivalence about quitting. They may âoubt mat long 

term ber#fÎts associated with quitting out-weigh short tem costs. This can 

result in long tenn contemplation. On a positive note. this is the stage where 

individuals begin to idenhify pe~onal streqths and baniers to quitüng smoking. 

mey are more likely to be open to rece~ng information about smoking and to 

reflect on their own aioughts and feelings concerning smoking (Holtr, 1995). 
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In the preparatlon rtage. ~WM~U~IS have made a qul attempt of at least 

24 hours in the past yeat, and are seriously thinking about quitang in the neaf 

future (usually defined as 30 days). Individuais see the cons of smoking 

outweighing the pros, and they are iess ambivalent about quimng. Small steps 

have ben taken to cut domi the number d agarettes smoked. 

Rie action stage, sees people activeiy invohred in taking steps to change 

mir smoking behevior- It is usua1ly about a six month period. This is the stage 

of change when smokers are a greatest risk for reiapae. They are not only 

open to reœivlng help, but also believe üiey have the ability P change their 

smoking behavior. Plans are made to deal with pressures which may cause 

them ta relapse. and rewards used to sustain motivation (Holtr, 1995). 

The final stage malntenance is the period f r m  six months after an overt 

behavior change until the desire ?O smoke is no knger present It involves 

being able to successfuIIy awid any temptaton to return to smoking. This stage 

may last a lifeame. Situations where relapse may o c a i r  are anticipateci and 

coping strategies are prepared in advance. The individual is patient with himl 

herself, recagnizing that change in dwonic behaMor takes time. If individuals 

relapse and have a cigarette, they dont see thernsdves as failures; rather, they 

wiii anaiyte why they slipped and d0~8kp new coping strategies (Ho&, 1995). 

The Iiterature occasionaly rders to a sixth stage, that of 'Wminationn 

(Prochaska, 1989). Wever. the sù<th stage is not traditÏonally identified as 

part of oie mode! (Holtz, 1995). Relapse W viewed in the mode1 as a nomative 

event The majority d people do not follow a straight path ?O maintenance. 

Those who relapse retwn to a previous stage of readiness to 

change and remain in the change process (Prochaska, DiCiemente & Norcross, 
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In addition to the five stages of change, Prochaska and DiClemente (1983) 

have descn'bed ten procegses of change which indiiduals rdlect as they 

progress through the stages. Anything that an indiMidual daes b modify 

behavior, emoüons, thwghts or relatïonships relateci to one's smoking behavior 

is an exampie d a procegs of change. Oiierent stages reflect different 

processes, both in type and intensity of use. There are two main types of 

proceoses d change: experiential and behaviotal. Erperientïal processes are 

those that involve changes in the way people feel and think about ttieir 

smoking. Behavioral processss are aiose which involve individuals actually 

changing aspects of theif smoking behavior (Holtr. 1995). Usuafly, aie 

processe d change utilireci in earfy stages of dwige are experiential, while 

those utilized in the later sta- are behavioral. In other words," before people 

adually make a quit attempt. they are making significant changes ta thoughts, 

feelings and attitudes they have about their smoking. Then, they reach a point 

where they start to beWe diierently" (Holtr, 1995, p. 7). 

Experiential processes include : 1) consciousness raising - things people do 

to increase awareness of smoking as a problem, 2) dramatic relief - when a 

person experiences a strong emotional reaaion to events associated wlh their 

smoking, e.g. a fnend develops a smoking related illness, 3) social liberation - 
awareness of arwmstanœs in the environment that provide alternatives to 

smoking behavior, 0.g. seeing f ~ e r  people smoking in social situations, 4) sel 

reevaluation - a reappraisal of personally relevant reasons for quitting, and 5) 

environmental reevaluation - an awareness of the impact that one's smoking 

has on others (Hotk, 1995; Prochaska &DiClmente, 1983). 

Behavioral processes include: 1) self liberation - choosing behaviors tbat 

support cigarette smoking cessation, e-g. eating heaîthy ,2) counter 
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conditioning - repiacing smoking with a subMMe behavior, 3) stimulus COntfol 

- removing smoking cues oc avoidng triggers to smoking, 4) reinforcement 

management - rwarding onesdf for not smoking, and finally, 5) helping 

relationships - seeking the support d ooiecs (Hok  1995; Prochaska & 

DiClemente. 1983). Realukig that smokers use parb'cular processes of change 

in specKi stages of change, provides a frameWOI)( for stage appropriate 

intefvention strategies. That is, gMng ind~duals aie kind d help they need 

when they need it 

An additional factor idenWied in the Transoieoreücal mode1 is the concept of 

decisional balance. wsional balance is defined as the relative importance 

an individual gives to the advantages and disadvantages of quitüng smoking. 

The balance changes aaass the stages of change- In precontemplation, 

disadvantages of quitting smoking exceed advantages. Dwing contemplation, 

the advantages increase, whiîe the preparation stage reflects the time when 

advantages oiihnreigh disadvantap. ln the action stage, disadvantages of 

change decrease while advantages remain relatively constant. In turn. the 

decisional balance of the action stage continues to grow and this growth is 

reflected in the maintenance stage (Holtr, 1995). 

SuccessfuI smoking cessation has been linked to ones' confidence in m i r  

ability ta quit (Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983). This factor is refened to as self 

efficacy. As the temptation to smoke goes down, the confidence in one's ability 

to quit goes up. Therefore, seîf efficacy is lowest in preconternplation and 

positively progresses to its highest level in the maintenance stage. 

The Tramthmetical mode1 (Stages of Change) has provided the framework 

for studies of problem behaviors beyond the area of smoking (Prochaska et al, 

1994; Prochaska, Noraoss & DiClemente. 1994)- Recentiy, the Stages of 
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Change have been applied to educatÏon of diabetic individuais, HlVl Al OS 

programs and weight loss programs (Prochaska, Nwcross 8 DiClemeMe, 

1994). In an eafier shidy, Prodiaska and DiCiemente (1 983) applied the 

mode1 in a cross sectional design study of seif change- who were in one of the 

five stages of change. Based on the results of a questionnaire, each of 872 

individuals in a convenience sample was assigned to a group d one of the five 

stages of change. Subjects were inteM8W8d and campleted a 

questionnaire wry six months for a two par  period- QuestÏons were asked to 

detemine cunent stage of change, as well as to idem processes of change 

being used. A mulavariate analysis of the processes d change for the data was 

significant, F(l ,&)SI 1.1 99 , p < .ml. ANOVAS indicated that üiere were 

significant differences in how frequ8ntiy groups used each of the 10 processes 

of change. As predicted from the Transtheoretical Model, subjects in the 

precontemplation stage used processes of change the least (eight out of ten) 

Once in the contemplaüon stage, subieCa were more likely to respond to 

feedback and to education. In addition the contemplators reported increaseâ 

reevaluation of themsehres. During tbe action stage. subjects used counter- 

conditioning , stimulus control proœdutes, and helping reiationships. It was 

interesting to note that those in maintenance experienced less reinforcement 

from others, although they continued to use sümulus control meawres to 

counter temptations to smoke. Reports from the maintenance group has 

implications for the need for ongoing support during later cessation stages. 

The rasearchers concludecl that aswmptions canrwt be made that al1 

smokers coming for treatment are ready for action. Rather,the S t a w  of 

Change Model suggests the smoking population is made up of several 

identifiable sub-populations (Prochaska 8 DiClemente, 1983). Understanding 
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these sub-populations and the process of quittîng smoking is assential for 

health care professionals to ensure the facilitaüon d appropriate intervention 

strategies for specific stages of change (Proaiaska & Dilemente. 1983).. 

Rndings from this ealier resmrch have been replicated in ment studies 

(DiCiemente, Prochaska. Fairhwst, Vdicer. Velasquer & Rossi. 1991 ; Rava, 

Velicer & Prochaska. 1995; Prochaska et al, 1994) futher suppom'ng the stages 

of change model. 

Staoes of chanae and youth 

The research regarding the application d the stages of change mode1 has 

focused on the adult population. The youngest subject identified in studies 

reported in this Ilrature review has been 18 yeafs of ege. No complet0 studies 

were found addressing the quitüng process reflected in the addescent 

population. It is onîy recentiy that beginning research has addreased the 

question of the application of the Stages of Change Mode1 to adolescent 

smokers (McDonald, Lafreniere, McCaff rey, Siiveman (LTowson, 1 996). 

In an abstract reported at the Second National Conference on Tobacco or 

Health (1 996), McDonaid et al indicated a series of studies had been conducted 

in which one component entailecl the twng d the validity of the Stages of 

Change Theory with adolescent smokers. The findings from tests with these 

adolescents fa- to provide suppaR for the orginal Stages of Change Model. 

Results were only able to reliably identify three stages in the adolescent 

sample: 1) those not thinking d quitb'rg in th8 next three montb, 2) those who 

have remained smoke free for at least 3û âays, and 3) al1 other smokers and ex- 

smokers. The authors conduded that the resub sqgest aie Stages of 

Change Model which was originaliy developed for adult populations is not 
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appropriate for use with adolescent smokers. In addition. it was suggested the 

types d processes and motiwating techniques that should be empbyed at each 

stage was not dear (McDonald, Lafreniere, tawrance, Sihrerman & Towson. 

1 996). 

Justification for enggaina in this research 

Research has demorrstrated that tobacco use has serious heab 

consequences for those who use L This fact is underscared by aie Health 

Canada Report (1995 ) citing tobacc6 as the leading killer of Canadian women. 

Young women have been identifid as the fastest gruwing group of new 

smokers (Heatth Canada, Report on Cigarette Smoking and Young Women, 

Presentation of Sell, 1996). in fact, although based on a small  ample. 

Manitoba has been found to have one of of highest proportion of young 

smokers in the 15 to 19 age group (Health Canada, January 27, 1995) Yet. 

gender specific research emmining factors infiuendng smoking initiation. 

maintenance, and cessation behaviors of adolescents is lacking (van 

Roasamien 8 McDaniel, 1992). In particular,Iate adolescent female smoking 

behaviors are not &dent in the literature (Women and Tobacco, A Framework 

For Action. 1995). Spoke et al (1996) detemines that Madolescent smoking has 

been the subject of very little systematic research' (p.23). This fact, coupled 

with Greaves' (1990) cal1 for research focusing on young women, as well as the 

statistical evidence d smoking trends in this female age group, provides a 

compelling argument foi research in this area. 

Qualitative reasarch methodology coupkd with demographic data will not 

only provide information but m'Il facilitate Lynch's (1995) assertion that 

researchers must investigate young people more, and must Iisten to what they 
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have to say, thus enabling health professionals to act precipitously, to develop 

appropriate intefvention strategies (p. 104). 

This study wil facilitate an understanding of factors mitigating in adolescent 

female smoking pattems and processes- In addiion, if it can be idenüfieâ that 

the Stages d Change Model applies ta this age group, it will alkw for the 

planning of appropriate intecvention strategîes to meet the serious implications 

of the smoking trendaamong young fernales- 

Summary 

In swnmary, mis Iiterature review has ideMi amas of concem surrounding 

smoking behavior- Substantive areas indude: 1) the grave public health 

problems assodated with tobaw use (Greaves. 1990; Health Canada, 1995). 

2) aie need to address the growing problem of young women taking up the 

cigarette smokiq habit (Mffiee & Stanton,l993; Stanton. Lowe & Silva, 1995), 

3) identification of factors impactiftg on women smokefs in general (Ashley, 

1983; Greaves, 1990; Jacobsen, 1982; Stacy et al, i994), and on young women 

in particular (Byrne, Byme & Reinhardt, 1995; DuMer BLecker, 1995; 

Winkelstein, 1992), 4) exploration of strrrtegies to help deter teens from 

smoking, curtail smoking betiavior, and b encourage cessation (Bohnn, 

Goldberg, Botvin 8 Duensbury, 1993; Nelson et al . 1995; Spoke et al, 1995), 5) 

an examination d knowiedge to date concerning prevention (Flay et al , 1989; 

Jessor, 1991 ; Lynch* 1995), 6) an examination of research findings to date on 

quitting smoking (Hemrningfield & Keenan. 1993 ;Women and Srn0king.A 

Frarnework For Amon. 1 995). 7) a review of ainent theon'es explaining 

smoking behaviof, and the stages of change when quitting smoking (Ajzen 8 

Fishbein. 1980; Bandura, 1971 & 1985; Burgess & HambleR 1994; Prochaska 
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& DiCiemente, 1983). and fnially, 8) aie application of the stages of change to 

adolescents (McDanald, Lafreniere, Waffrey, Siberman 8 Towson, 1996). 

The literature dearly idenWies smoking as a major area of concern in the 

adolescent fernale population. Much of the msearch perteinhg to aâolescents 

has foaised on younger aâobscents, with r i e  attention to those in the dder 

teenage pars. Theory devdopment in aie aree d smoking behavior hm 

demonsmted the behavioral / conditioning factors a-ated with tobacco use, 

primarily in the adult population (Bendura, 1 971.1 985; Pomerieau, Shiffman, 

Collins 8 Pomdeau, 1993). 

Cognitive thebry considers belïefs and values, which pertain to aduits, 

however, these factors also have relevame for pu th  (Macnee & Talsma, 1995; 

Winkelstein. 1 992). The core elements proposed by G ulik, Hayes 8 Kennelly 

(1 991) influencing adult mimen smokers could be equally relevant for youth, 

although mat population was not the research focus. Laxs of Control theory 

(Burgess & Hamblett, 1994) addresses one component of adolescent smoking 

behavior, it is not an integrated theoretical exphnation of the smoking habit. 

On the mer band, Ajzen and Fishbein's fheory of Reasoned Action has 

attempted to address a wider anay d factors. which have elso been supported 

by GaMn (1 992). Jessof (1 991) is one theorist who has addressed the 

adolescent population specifically in the Risk Behavior theory. His theoretical 

perspective seems to have sane merit, howwer it is not comprehensive in 

nature. Prochaska and DiClimente (1983) have explored the stages of change 

in addicth behavion in the franstheoretical Model, Stages d Change Theory. 

However. eariy finâings do not support the application of the original five Stages 

to the adolescent population. 

Theory development in its ptesmt state has not been specific to gender, nor 
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embraced the adolescent population. In addition, theory developrnent has not 

reflected a comprehensive. integrated framework within which to design the 

research that will address the needs identifiecl in Ws study. That is, r8s8afch 

focusing on late adoiegcent ferna&, the& smoking patterns and processes, as 

well as information to deveiop appropriate intervention strategies. A framework 

allowing for aie consideration of smdters as a heterogeneous group, will 

facilitate the consideration of individual requitments of young women as they 

move toward smoking cessation. 

Conceotual &sis for the study 

Syrnbolic interactionist theory pmvides an overarching framework for this 

study. Syrnbolic interaction is an approach to the study of hwnan conduct 

(Chenitz 8 Swanson, 19û6). How individuals define aie meaning of a situation 

will in tum guide their behavior. Blumer (1 969) describes three foundational 

cornponents d symbalic interaction. These three components indude: first, Mat 

humans act on the basis of the meanings that things have for them. Second, 

the meaning of things arises out of a social interaction mtn others. FinaIIy, 

meanings are dealt with and modifed as a resuît of a process of assessrnent 

used by the individual in dealing with things heEshe encounters. Humans leam 

the definition and meaning of events through social interadion (Chenitz & 

Swanson, 1986). The res8archer describes behavior as it takes place in 

natural settings, and attempt to understand the behavior of participants as the 

participants understand it. That is. understanding events in their world from the 

participants perspecbve. This overarching framework provides a conceptual 

basis for the exploration of the smoking pattems and processes of late 

adolescent fernales. 
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Conclusion 

Smoking is a growing nealth cancem for young women today. The numbec 

of smokers in this particular population group is continuhg to imease. 

lntervemon strategies have not b n  sIKXBSSful in detemng those choosing to 

srnoke, nor in tuming aiose already smoking away from the habii Research 

such as that pr- in th& study will foais attention to a population under- 

represemted in the îiterahire to date. Through he'ghtened understanding d the 

smoking patterns and processes of young women, appropriate intervention 

strategies may &e developed D mwt  their specific needs. Successful 

intervention will aid in reversirig the m e n t  smoking trends in this population, 

and in tum, prevent the human. financial and health cos& assodateci with long 

term tobacco use. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

l ntroductbn 

The follawing chapter will present the m8thodobgy for this study as well as 

the details and impiementatïon d the research design. The methoddogy and 

research design are directed by the purpose and nature d the study and are 

chosen to fit the unique aiaracter of oie proMern ta be W i e d  (Polit 8 Hungler, 

1991). Research may be conducted using qualitative, quantitative or a 

combined approach. The qualiitative researchec attempts b attain rich, real. 

deep, and valid data,while the quantitative researcher aims for hard, replicable 

and reliable data (Leininger, 1985). Quanotetive methods require knowledge of 

the phenomena in order for tools to be available to measure the phenomena. In 

contrast, qualitative methods are flexible and somewhat tlnstructured, capturing 

reports and observations (Brink & Wood, 1989). 

Methodology 

An ethnographic qualitative methOdOIogy was aiosen for this study. 

Ethnography ha$ been chosen over otbr m8thOCklogies because it facilitates 

the study of a group's own perceptions regarding their behavbt. The purpose 

of the study was not to gegerate aieory as in a Grounded Theoiy approach, nor 

to understand a human experience as in Phenomenolagy. Rather, the pupose 

was to f w s  on the views of the adolescent participants. 

A quantitative mponent was utilùeâ for anaiysis of some data, as well as 

for demographic pulp~ses. Qualitative research stresses a holistic view, one 
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that is concerned with humans and t k i r  envifonment This methodalogy is 

useful when little is known about an area of interest- It allows the researcher to 

generate m. and to understand reletionships and causal processes 

(Poll8 Hungler.1987). Ethnogaphy is a way of gaaieNig, reporting. and 

anaiyzing the ways in which infonnants sort aie meaning of their world (Aamoât, 

1991 ). Leininger (1 985) further clarifies the eainographic appoach by 

describing minP ethnography. A mini ethnography focuses on a specific or 

nanow area d inquiry. The subjects of the research are infamants from whom 

the researcher wil gain knowiedge and understanding (Brink & Wood,1989). 

Leininger (1 9û5) states that the ethnographie approach is beneficial for nursing 

research when the intention UF the researcher is to leam about an experience 

that has not been adequately studied or to gain fresh insigMs, the objective 

being to obtain IYhick" description (Morse, 1 991 )- 

The purpose of this study was to explore the smoking patterns and processes 

of late adolescent fernales and to idenüfy factors which may or may not assist 

their quitting smoking. This is an area that has not been studied in any detail 

utilizing a qualitative approach. A qualitative, ethnographie rnethodology 

provided the means to gain a deeper understanding of Iate adolescent fernale 

smoking behaviar and processes from theif perspeCtiv8. 

Design 

The literature addressing smoking patterns and processes of late adolescent 

fernales and information exploring their views regardhg effective intervention 

strategies is limited. Therefore, there is a need to investigate their experiences 

and to enrich existing knowiedge. An exploratory- descriptive design was 
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chosen to aaddress the questions posed in this study. At the exploratory- 

descriptive ievei of research l i i  or no *or research has addressed the 

speafic amas under question. Pnor r w c h  may have been done, but in 

populations other than the one under study, or because of recent happenings a 

re-exploration is indicated. All of these descriptors of exploratory- descriptive 

design are pertinent ta this study. 

Sample 

Late adolescent fernales ages eighteen and nineteen who were attending 

high school were the population for the study. The subjects were recniited from 

six high scbols in airee schod divisions within the city of Winnipeg. The study 

sample was selected through purposive sampling technique. Subjects 

included aiment smokers, and former smokers (those who have quit smoking 

within the last six months). Exploratory design calls for small samples that are 

chosen through a deliberate process to represent the desired perspective (Brink 

& Wood, 1991). The goal being to remit informants with knowleâge of the 

research taplc (Morse, 1991). That is, subjects are chosen for their ability to 

inform the study. Subjects in this study were adolescents who had experience 

with smoking. 

The detemining criterion for establishing sample size in qualitative research 

is to allow the achievement of suffïcient, complete and relevant data (Morse, 

1991). Leininger (1985) suggests that 10-15 key informants can constitute a 

desired sampîe number. For purposes of this shidy a sample of 25-30 subjects 

was sought b provide for a reasonabk oppominity to achieve a sample of 

smokers who exhibiied a variety of smoking pattem. 
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Indusion criteria were : 1. female 18 and 19 years of aga 
2 atkndÎng high school full time or part time. 
3. started to smoke (a) after entering high schod 

(b) in junior high school. 
4. aiment smoker or f m e r  smoker (as per definition 

identitied for this study). 
5. abk to understand verbal and wrinen English . 
6. consent to participate. 

The rewrcher attempted to enroll apptoximately equal numbers of students 

who began to smoke in high sctrool , and those who began to smoke in junior 

high school. 

Exclusion criteria were : 1 .younger than 18 years of age. 
2 not attending schwl full tirne or part tirne. 
3. never smoked or only briefly experimented with 

smoking. 
4. unable to understand written or verbal English. 
5. do not voluntarily agree to participate. 

Six high schools in three urban school divisions were selected to remit 

participants. The high sdiools were public educational insthtbns with a wide 

array of ethnic and sacioecommic mix. The sire of the schaols ranged from a 

population of two hundred to one thousand students. Ali d the sdiools were in 

a suburban region of south east Winnipeg. 

Recrultment 

Three main approaches to reauiting stuâents were conduded. These 
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approaaies included: 1) notices distnbuted, posted on bulletin boards, 2) face 

to face reauitment in dassrooms, and 3) face to face rmitment in places in 

tfw SCMOI where students infonnally gathered 0.g. school cafeteria and library. 

fhe procBss for reauimrent ocained as outiineâ in the follmOWIng three ways. 

(1) N o m  (Appendix A) for recruitment purposes were postal on bulletin 

boards, airoughout the schaok. The notices had teai off portions mth the 

researchers' phone number. lncluded on the nm*m was the time and location 

of meetings with the researcher for any shidents who were interested in hearing 

more abwt the study- Sdiod secretan'es made annoumments over the 

public address systern to remind intetestecl students of aie meeting time and 

place. Ouring the meetings with the researaier, each participant's age was 

confirrned, as well as mi r  smoking status, and verbal consent was obtained. 

Written explanation of the stuûy was provided (Appendix 6). In addiion. follow 

up times for interviews were estabIished for girls interested in participating in 

the study. At the time of inteMew, written consent was obtained (Appendix C). 

(2) Face to faœ recruitment ocwrred in classrwms at the end of the dass 

without the teaaier in the ioam. This strategy allawed the teachef to introduce 

the researcher, then exit the m m .  Following a verbal explanation of the study 

which was part d the scripteci invitation b participate (Appendix O). students 

interested in participating in the study were requested to corne direcüy to the 

researcherss office. This immediate contact allowed for age and smoking status 

confirmation, as well as attainment of verbal consent and an opportunity to 

establish an intervi-ew time and answer students' questions. Written consent 

(Appendi C) was obeained at the time d the inteMew. The researcher then 

exited the dassroom having instructed interested students to pick up written 

expianations af aie saidy (Appendix B) as aiey lsft 
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(3) Face to face recniimient of stuâents in places where they gather was less 

formai. however, a scripteci invitation to participate (Appendix E) was usecl- 

Following a verbal explanation d the study which was niduded as part of the 

scripted invitation to parocipate (Appendi E), each -nt's age and smoking 

status were confnmed, and verbal consent obtained. Shidents had the 

opportunity to set interview times and pick up written explanetions Ob the study 

(Appenâk 8) at that time. or at the researchers' aRœ at a mutually convenient 

time. Written consent (Appendix C) was obtained at the time d the intewiew. 

The pattiailar recruitment protocds utilized from the above list were 

discussed with each school administrator. Permission had been received f rom 

al1 three divisional supenntendents to conduct the research. The details of 

accessing stuclent volunteers vafied from school to school depending upon the 

wishes of the administrator. Key issues for the methods of recnritment were the 

assurance of voluntary subject participation, the absence of teacherl 

administrative coercion, and the assurance of no penalty for non participation. 

Data Collection 

l n t e ~ h w  appointments were made with volunteer participants. lnteMews 

were conducteci at the school in a private location. Morse (1991) identifies the 

need for flexibility when utilking adolescent subjects. The interview sessions 

took approximately thirty to forty minutes. Prior to beginning the intewiew, 

written infonned consent was obtained from each participant (Appendix C). 

Participants were of IegaI age, therefoce able to sign consents negating the 

requirement for parental consent One participant was seventeen almost 

eigMeen, and smoked at home with parental knOWJedge. Following 

consultation with the chair of the researctier's thesis cornmittee and the school 
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administrator. permission was given to allow Ws student to sign her own 

consent to pafücipaw in the study- 

Following the inteNew, a short questionnaire (Appendix F) was administered 

(see belw). An interview guide (Appenâïx 0) was us8â to gather &ta during 

the 30 to 40 minute semi structurecl intewiew (see below). The total time for the 

intemievu was approximately forty- five minutes. 

The semi structured inteNew approach serves two purposes. First, it 

provides the researcher with a common framework for each interview thw 

assuring that important areas of data collection have been addressed. 

However.it still allows the latitude for participants to reveal what is important to 

them. Interviews are effective in eliciüng perceptions and feelings as well as 

allowing the researcher to clarify responses that are not completeiy understood 

(Wilson, 1989). All interviews were tape recorded and transcribed for later 

analysis. An assistant was hired to transcribe al1 tape reaorded interviews. This 

individual was instructed regarding the purpose and methodology of the study 

as well as the requirements for confidentiality of the data (described below). 

Field notes recording theoretical, methodological and personal notes 

(Schatzman 8 Strauss, 1982 in Wilson, 1989) were written dwing the interview 

or as close to the interview as possible. Theoretical notes reflect observations 

inferences, and conjectures. MBthodological notes are instructions to the 

researcher, critiiques d onesel, and rerninders aborit methodological 

approaches. Finally, personal notes record the researcher's reactions and 

expiences during the data collection process. 

If studem requested information on smoking cessation, contact information 

was provided to ihem (e-g. Manitoba Lung Association programs). 
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~nstrumentatlan 

lnteMew auide 

The main data colWon method was a semi structureci interview guide 

(Appendix O). Questions developed for the interview guide emerged from the 

literature as well as from the the Health Canada 1996 publicabion Cioarette 

Smokh - and Youna Women's Prwentatïon of Self. An interview guide 

ensures commonality of key questions from one interview to amümr. In 

addition, the guide provides a systm to faciMate movement from grand tour 

questions to more specific issues of interest (Leininger, 1986). fhe interviews 

presented direct questions as well as opportunity for spontaneous commentary. 

This method assists in achievement of the goal of 'mick" description. Questions 

and probes were designed to âetermine smoking patterns and processes as 

well as to obtain iiifomation pertaining to factors which may be helpful or not 

helpful to assist adolescent fernales to quit smoking (see Appendix O). 

Questionnaire 

In addition to the main data collection method (interview guide Appendix G), 

information was also collected using a questionnaire (Appendix F) takirg 5 to 6 

minutes to complete. Questionnaires serve the purpose d iâentifying subject 

characteristics which can fater be incorporateci in aie data anaiysis (Brink 8 

Wood, 1991 ). ttems for indusion in the questionnaire were derived frorn three 

sources: (1) modification of questions fmm the 1996 Manitoba Vouai Smoking 

Sunrgr, 2) the Stages of Change model by Prochaska, DiClemente and 

Norcross (1992) in Holtz (1995), and 3) modification of questions from the 

Fagerstrom Nicotine Tolerance Questionnaire (Fagerstrom , 1 978). 

The 1996 Manitoba Youth Smoking Survey was utilized to determine the 
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smoking habits and patterns of youth in Manitoba. Questions explore 

demographic data, smoking history and pattems, as well as friends' and family 

smoking pattern. Spdfi î  questions from the suivey which are pertinent to this 

stuây were chosen for this questionnaire. Some of the qU8SÜOns were modified 

for puiposes of this study. Questions #l to 112 (Appendo< F) were developed 

from the Manitoba Youth Smoking survey. Data obtained from this portion of 

the questionnaire provide information about participant characteristics and 

smoking patterns. 

Question 513 d the questionnaire (Appendo< F), attempts to âetemine the 

stages of change in smoking behavior of a participant The response items are 

from Holh (1995). and reflect aie stages of change found in the Transtheoretical 

mode1 (Prochaska, Norcross & DiClemente, 1992). The questions rnirror 

definitions of oie stages of change as described in the Transaieoretical Model. 

They have b e n  utilized by remarchers to determine the stage of change in 

smoking behavior (DiClemente et al, 1991 ; DiClemente. 1992; HoStz, 1995; 

Prochaska, 1992). 

The Fagetstrom Nicotine Toleranœ Questionnaire (Fagerstrom, 1978) is a 

classic tu01 designed to measure physiological dependence on nicotine. The 

questionnaire is an eight item sale, and combines responses about the 

smoking habit to mate  a measure of addiction. Higher scores indicate a higher 

level of dependence on nicotine. Scores can range from O to 1 1 points, with 

zero indicating minimum physical addiction and 11 points maximum physical 

addiction. This scale was utilized to determine the strength d addiction of 

participants. Fagerstrom (1 978) indicated al1 questions appear to have face 

val idity 
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Data Anal yrir 

Quantitative data analysis was camed out. Dernographic data (e.g. age, 

grade level), smoking history, and other variabks were presented using 

descriptive statistics- Tables were used to illustrate smoking patterns and 

characteristics of the sample. 

All interviews were tape r8e01ded and transc~ibed verbaüm usirg wide 

margins to faciMate the axling process. Anaiysis ocained simultaneously with 

data collection. Content analysis was achieved through the system of 'open 

coding*. Strauss 8 Csrbin (1990) define open coding as the proc~ss of 

breaking dwn. examining, cornparhg , conceptualizing ,and categorizing data 

(p.61). Open coding involves applying conceptual descriptors to data, then 

grouping these descriptors into categories. Strauss (1 987) describes the 

development of categories as dimensionalizing distinctions which leads to 

categoriw. Once categories have been created. then the properties of 

categories are developed. fhe propeftïes are concrete features of something 

that can be conceptualized allowing specific description for analysis purposes 

(Strauss, 1 987). 

The reseafcher initially thoroughly read each transcn'pt in its enürety for 

content and general impressions as well as to review the process of the 

interview. The transcript was then reread to identify preliminary codes before 

proceeding to the formai coâÏng process. Each transcript was hand coded in 

detail. Codes from each interview were entered on a master list of codes and 

sub-codes. Categories were built from the codes and sub-codes. with 

properties of the cabgories then being delineated. The goal was to discern 

major smoking patterns and processes in late adolescent females and to 

detemine factors which were helpful or non helpful in the cessation procesS. 
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The thesis advisor reviewed the coding process as it progressed to proviâe for 

validation with the researcher. 

Mearum to Enhance Rigor 

To ensure the integrity d qualitative research snidies, measutes are 

undertaken to enhanœ the riga d the research proœss. This rigor is 

determinsd by assessing the study's tnwtworthiness (Lincoln 6 Guba. 1985). 

Criteria to establish trustworthiness for purposes of this -y include credibility, 

fittingness, auditability and confimability (Chalmers, 1992; Glasser & Strauss, 

1967; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Sandelowski,l986). 

Credibility refers to the ability of the researcher to present descriptions and 

interpretatons of participant's expriena such aiat people having that 

experienca recognize it as thair own. CrediMlity in this study was enhanced 

through (a) informal member awicking throughout the inteMew process, 

(b) validating emerging concepts during subsequent interviews, (c) triangulation 

of data using multiple informants. questionnaires, inte~*ews, and data 

interpretation by researcher plus advisor, and (d) debriefing with an advisor 

who had expertise in this area. 

Fmingness refers to the ' fir of the findings into othr contexts outside the 

study situation as well as the fit of the resulong data to the original data source. 

In this study ' fittingnessn was addressed by providïng examples directly from 

the inte~ews and by lin8 by line analysis of the transcfipts. A thorough 

description of the subjects and sampling procedures facilitated the applicability 

to other contexts, 

Auditability refers to the consistency d analysis of the findings. A detailed 

description of decision making processea was provided enabling other 
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researchers to follow the pracesses used in this shdy. In addition, the thesis 

advisor. a researcher experienced in this methoâology and content area 

examined the coding process, identification of categories and properües to 

estaMish that consistency existed. 

Finally,Confirmabai or neutraîïity refws to the f r w m  from bias in the 

research process and product. Confinnability is achieved when credibility, 

fitüngness and auâitability are established (Chalmers, 1992, p. 6; Lincoln 8 

Guba. 1985). In this saidy the aiterion of confirmability was addressed by 

meeting the criteria as desaibed above. 

Ethical Considerations 

Researchen have a responsibility to protect the rights of indhnduals 

participating in a research study. Polit and Hungler (1987) describe t h e  major 

ethical principles which tesearchers must follow. These principles include; 

beneficenœ, respect for human dignity and justice (p. 45). In this study, human 

rights were protected by the following sbategies : ( a) approval to carry out this 

study was given by the University d Manitoba Faculty of Nursing Ethical Aeview 

Cornmittee. (b) infamants were provided with a verbal and a written 

explanation of al1 aspects of the study, (c) participation in the study was strictly 

voluntary and subjeds were able to maidraw at any time without penalty, 

(d) subjects were informed that refusal to participate would in na way affect their 

schod record , (e) intem-ews were conducted at the infonnants' convenience to 

prevent any disruption to their school or personal life, (f) infonnants were able to 

choose not to have the interview tape recorded, (9) confidentiality was assured 

through identification of individuais by code number, and only the primary 

researcher had a Iist of infonnants , (h) al1 transcripts were identified by code 
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number only, names were not transcribed, (i) list of the iidmants Mmes was 

kept in a locked file away from the data, (1 tram*pts were kept in a locked file 

cabinet away from lists of inforrnants names; only the researcher, her thesis 

cornmittee and transaiber had a- to the transaipts. (k) confidenüality was 

strictly upheîd; the tramber was bnefed on al1 matters of confidentiality, Le- 

non disdosure d any information found in the transaipts that she was 

transaibing, (1) schod personnel had no knowledge af Wh6 participateci in Me 

study, and finally. (m) following the cornpletion af the research study, al1 tapes, 

transcripts and questionnaires will be stored in a bcked file cabinet for seven 

years. 

Limitations ot the Study 

1. The demographic chatacteristics of the respondents in this study rnay not 

have been representative of al1 late adolescent female smokers and former 

smokers. 

2. Adolescent respondents may not have fully disclosed to the researcher- 

3. The design of the stuây resulted in an imbalance of groups identified in the 

inclusion criteria, e.g. wnent srnoken, former smokers. tfwse starting to smoke 

in junior high school, and those starting to smoke in high schoal 

Conclusion 

This chapter addressed the methodology and regearch design used to study 

the smoking patterns and processes of late adolescent females and do explore 

intervention strategies which may or may not be helpful to assist them to quit 

smoking. Spedfic information mgarding sampîe selection, setting and 

rnethodology of data collection was presented. Instrumentation has been 
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described. as well as a detailed description of proposed methods for data 

analysis. Measures to enhance ngor were outlined, and finally, limitations of 

the study were i d e m  as well as ethiil considerations. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS 

l ntroducüon 

in this chaptw, aie findings of the qualitive study examining the smoking 

patterns and processes in late adolescent females are presented. In the first 

section, a d-ption of aie sampie is irttfOdUOBd- Rie descnpüon of the 

characteristics d the sample will be folbwed by an elaboration d aie qualitative 

data anaiysis. Tables exhibithg quantitative data accomparty the 

qualitative data where appropriate. The four major categories and 

accompanying properties that ernerged from aie data will be presented. 

Descrimion of the samole 

The sample consisted of 25 adolescent fernales, age eighteen and nineteen 

who were cunently atteMng six respecüve high schools. Twenty-three of the 

young women wece 18 years of age, one was 19. and one was 17 almost 18 

years of age at the time d the inte~ew. Twenty two participants were in grade 

twelve, and three were in grade eleven. In general their sel perceived school 

performance was average as comparecl to others in the same grade At the time 

of the inte~ews, twenty-three of the adolescents were currently smoking. white 

Wb had recsntly quit smoking. The agelgrade level of initial exposure to 

cigarette smoking vaiied. Twenty percent (n*) began experimentiiig in 

elementary school (ages 10 &il), 48% (n=12) began in junior high school 

(ages 12 to 13), and 32% (n=8) began experimenting mth cigarette smoking in 

high schaol (ages 14, 15 & 16). OT those interviewed. regular smoking behavior 

in elementary school was reportecl by only one participant. white six began 
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smoking regulariy in junior high schml (grade 7 & 8). Eighteen participants 

interviewed began to regulluly smoke in high schod (grades 9 & 10). All of the 

sample inteNiewed had begun to smoke priw to grade eleven. ûemographic 

data are presenteâ in TaMe 1. 

Current Age Cuvent Grade 

17 almost 18 years....l Grade EIeven ...... .3 
1 8 years .................... 23 Grade Twelve -.W.-. 22 

...... Currenlly smoking .......... 23 Better than average 8 
Recentiy quit smoking .... 2 Average ....................... 15 
Tata1 .......,.....,----..- - .,.25 Below average ..........-.. 2 

Total-. ......................... -..25 

Start Smoking Stage: Elementary Sdiool Junior High School High Sdiool Total 
5 12 8 25 

Regular Smoking Stage: 1 6 18 25 

In addition. participants' level of nidne addiction was measured with the 

Fagerstrom Nicotine Tolerance Scale. The scores of five girls was seven out of 

a maximum level of eleven. This number on the scale indicated a high degree 

of dependence on nicotine. The remaining participants measured summary 

scores of three to six on the eleven point scale.These figures represent a low to 

moderate level of nicotine addiction as outiined in the Fagerstrorn measurement 
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sale (See Tabie 2). Socty percent of the girls smoked cigarettes with a medium 

nicotine content, with a daily rate of one to f-rfteen cigarettes- Ninety percent of 

participants aiways inhaled when smoking. with many young women (60%) 

finding the fnst cigarette in the moming the most satisfying one of the day. 

- -- - 

Table 2 Fagerstrom Nidne Tderanœ Sceie Summafy Scaes 

Summarv Score Number of Pariiapants 

O 
O 
4 
2 
6 
6 
5 
O 
O 
O 
O - 
23 +( 2 F m e r  smokers) 

Maior f indinas 

The qualitative data analysis ied to the development of four major categories. 

Each category was then found ta have relatecl properties (See Table 3). The 

U~tart stov emerged as the first major category in the data. This initial category 

described the participant's perceptions of the staR of their cigarette smoking 

behavior. Properties relata to the stan stocy were: a) fmng in, b) image, c) peer 

influence, and d) family influence. The second catsgory afising from the 
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anaiysis was the %rnoking stov. The smoking stocy described the period of 

transition ftm e x ~ m ~ n g  with cigarettes ta becomïng a regular smoket. 

This category induded the follmving properties: a) a reguk smoker, 

b) perceived beneMs, c) symbolismmieaning, d) regrets. and e) addMon. 

The third major caaegory reiateâ ta the =quit story". Participants deSclibed a 

desire tu quit smoking, as well as a hi- d attempts lo alter their smoking 

behavior. Prcsptties evdving from the analysis ref81fed to: a) stast-stop 

behavior, b) road b W s ,  and c) quit assists. The final categary was describeci 

as "looking to the futuren. The addescenb thougMs about the future as it 

related to their smoking behavior reRected two properties. The properties were: 

a) being smoke free, end b) pregnancy and children. 

In the fotlowing section a datai&¶ discussion of the major categories and 

propeRiopeRies is presented. Throughout this chapter excefpts fram the tramripts 

are presented to illustrate the firrdings. Tables representing quantitative data 

associated with the intem-ew discussion m'Il be induded where appropriate. 

Table 3 MAJOR CATEGORIES and PROPERTIES 

START STORY 

r i n g  in 

lrnage 
Peer influence 
Famny influence 

QUIT STORY 

Start -stop 

Road Mocks 

SMOKING STORY 

A regularsmoker 
Perœived bene- 
SymMsnirihieaning 

Regrets 
Addidm 

LOOKING TO THE FWURE 

Being smoke free 

Pregnancy and dipdten 
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Start Story 

The staft of the smoking life of the adolescents inteNiewed emerged at 

various bime frames (See TaMe 1). Despite the age et which experimentation 

with cigarettes began, there were prevailing properties in the start story which 

the young women reîayyed. The start story described intrapemnal and 

interpersonai factors ocairring in the Me of the young female as she began to 

discover cigarette smoking. PWSCmal issues of needing to belong . that is to fit 

into a social nehnrork were consistently repoR8d. There was a perceivecl notion 

of wanting to pportray the rigM image Hich was often translated in their 

laquage as Ming "cool". Significant mers played a r0le in the adolescent's 

budding smoking behavior. Peer influence, and the risk behaviors associated 

with adolescents and aieir pers was evident Fnaliy, family smoking habits as 

well as family relationships were cited as signifiant factors in the StaR stories of 

those inte~*ewed. 

Fim'y in 

Addescence was described as a time of change. Risecurity and pressures. 

The prevailing thoughts were to be Ucool". not to be aprt  from a group but 

instead to belang to a social netwotk. For m a 9  at this age, a move to a new 

school or neigtiborhood was a traumatic time enhancing an aireaây present 

necessity to be part d a group. One girl described the move to a new 

neighborhaod as resulting in a strong desire to impress her new peers: 

I had moved h m  my first area where I had lived for about eight 

years and then I moved to ..... and I guess that is when 
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it (smoking) really startecl. ... I guess it cwld have been from the 

change of aowd and I wanted to imprcws this aowd. 

Anomer girl r8feffed to the parties she went to at the new school. Her smokuig 

began. Ijust b get in with the crawb. In these new situations thsre was a sense 

of desperatïon to M in: 

I felt like I was outside of everyone else, wasn't really with oiem. 

I saw a couple of other people smoking. I was like maybe, I can fit 

in with this group. lt was like, I dont know haw to explain it It was 

like now I'm part of something. 

The popular girls et the schobl all of them smoked, and I really 

wanted to be accepted by them. I had never been popular at 

schaol. Like back at elementary schaol. I did it to be accepteci. 

Law self esteern particularly in early adolescence was reflected by one 

participant as feeling wortM8ss. She wanted to bekng. 'l didn't have many 

friends. I was a losef.' Girls expressed the insecurity they felt at this time of their 

life which seemed to conhiôute to the signifiant need to fR in: 

Girls are a lot more insecure than guys are. Guys have their 

snrdliness (sic) to keep them going. But girls are insecure 

about how they look and how they appear to other people. 

I hafe that. 
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Several young women articulated oie feelings of pressure that corne wiM 

adolescence. The pressures may vary from eady adolescenc8 to kte 

adolescence. However. the need to be liked and to be part of aie crowd, aiat is 

to be accepta was penrasive at al( tirne with the participants intenriewed: 

... pressure. A lot of pressure mth school, guys. anything just 

wng to be bernebody. Vying to kok good. try b be gooâ. Try to 

have people like you and strilf (sic) like that. 

Even ürose who may not have paraailady wanted to smoke were perceiveci by 

others as using smoking as a means to fit in. It was a way to fulfill the deep 

need to belong and to be accepted: 

Well in today's society it is a lot harder for kids to be accepted 

for w M  t b y  are and you know Iike in some cases ?hey jwt want 

to fo i  in so maybe ütat would be a reason. .... that is probably one 

of the biggest reasons people do smoke because they need to fit 

in. 

...pe ople I see out on the smoking pad they came to sdiool and 

they dont smoûe and the next day they're smoking al1 of a sudden. 

And y00 wonder why? I think that is why (ring in). 

lmaae 

Coupled with the need to fit in was a universal desire to be ' cool," 

particularîy in aie early adolescent start story. They want to be cool around the 
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big kick p u  know." The statement that '1 was cooln or that '1 feît coolu was 

evident in almost every inteMew when discussing early smoking behavior. The 

'%oolnessu factor was perceiveâ to have faded somewhat in high xhoot for 

some paftiapants- They expressed the sentiments that benig *cool" was no 

longer an issue for them. however. as pafücipants recalted m i r  early smoking 

experiences, image was the prominent memory: 

We fett cool because nobody else was smoking. I was cool. If you 

didn't smoke you weren't cool. 

An addional factor in the start story emerged, that is, a need for individuality 

as part of an image. One girl expressed a need to be âiierent in her pursuit to 

be cool in order ta ft into a sctrool environment: 

1 was always the kid that was picked on. In grade eight I moved to 

a diïerent schod and nobody smoked there so I kind of did it to be 

diierent. To kind of like say 'l'm different and I'm ptoud of it'. 

The issue of image moved from being "cooln in early adolescence ta one of 

wanting b reflect an aura of maturity in the older adolescent stage. Now it 

became a feeling d lodting older and taking on a "neuf look: 

You feel older too when people see you smoking. When I was 

fi- badc from S... by myself l met a bunch of guys. I needed 

a cigarette because it was an eigM hour fligM I walked into a 

place that was a bar and they al1 thought I was twenty, I was only 
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sixteen. They thought I was of legal age to smoke. People always 

guess I'm older because Irm smoking. 

One young miman described the notion of glorifying the image of heml  as a 

srnoker: 

I ahnost glorified the idea of you know Iike being seen standing 

alone having a cigarette. It's kind of something aiat I see myself 

as. It was m e  kind d an image. 

I used to portray liice smart, geekie (sic). like a nice person. 

Smoking changed that image a lot. People still think I'm nice and 

everything but smoking it adds to my image. It sounds cheesy but 

it's just when people know me as a smoker. 

Although the perception of image changed somewhat from early to later 

adolescence, the connecüon of image and fiiing in was prevalent among al1 

those intmhewed. 

Peer influe- 

In addition to image, pers also pkyed a foie in the early smoking behavior 

for the younger adolescent as well es for those who began smoking early in 

high school. Because friends were smoking it becarne a naairal progression for 

many of those inteMewed to am expriment CurWty was peaked as those 

around them smoked. Others would encourage the participants to try it One 

girl stated, '1 met some people and aiey just told me it was cool and I should try 
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Ln She didn't like it but her frienâs were smoking. so she started 'buying packs 

and stuff (sic)": 

I think it was at the end d grade seven and it was in aie summer 

and we were at a party- I did the old thing. I tid it to be c d  

because al1 my friends were doing it It was actualiy quit 

disgusüng and I coughed my lungs out But that's how I staited. 

Peer pressure was expressed as a fact of life for adolescents. ' I t's just a 

whok pressure thing, pressure coming in f m  every direction al1 at once and 

you like smp.' It appeared that rnany girls fell into smoking because their 

friends were doing it, and they felt the pressure to conform: 

I just started, like going to her house and she already smked 

and we were like good friends, so me and her went out and 

started. I'm very stubbom. but I started because everyboây else 

was. 

I started in the summer and it was sort of off and on, then I became 

triends with C.. A. and J. and they al1 smoked. I fhink it was 

really because I was hanging aroud with them. 

Adolescence was portrayeci as a time of tfying out new behaviors. For some 

young people, beginning to smoke coincided with dabbling in Ofher risk 

behaviors. '1 started drinking mth my hiends and yeah (sic) I kinda (sic) 

started." 
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One girl expressed the notion that these behaviors corne at the same tirne: 

I guess I first started experïmenting with guys around then tw, 

and it is close to when I loat my virginity too and stuff (sic )like tht .  

I guess that Ï t  al1 m e s  in together- 

Another wasn't sure that her troubles resulted from smoking, but they did seem 

to coincide: 

I stol8 my dad's car and I was dnnking a lot I got into m e  things 

l wasn't sure about too fast. I dont think smoking lads  to drugs, 

but that is what I think happened. 

F amilv influence 

A final component of the stan story is the influence of family. Forty percent of 

those interviewecl had at least one parent who smoked, while twenty percent 

had two parents smoking. Many of aie siblings smoked (64%) as well (See 

Table 3). 

Tabîe 4 Famiiy Memôes' Smoking Patterns 

Mothersmokes 40% 

Father smokes 40% 

Mother and faaier smoke 20% 

Sibling smok es.....64% 

The modeling by parents created an environment that not only made smoking 
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appear to be a normal behavi~r~ but in addition provided an opportunity for 

access to cigarettes and a desire to emuiate the behavior: 

My whde family smoked so it was kind of something I was brought 

up mai. So it was kind of. I had to almost. lt was almost a n o m l  

thing to do. Where as not smoking wasn't. 

One participant liked the way her mom koked when she smoked, "that is 

basically why I JUS wanted to try it. I watched what she did and I wanted to do 

that-" Famüy smoking also facilitated accessibility to cigarettes, particularly for 

younger adolescents who did not have the money to buy them. 'My rnom left 

her smokes lying around so I had a frequent suppy: 

Eventually my brother started missing a couple out of his package. 

I wouldn't take like a whole bunch. I'd take Iike two and hide them 

and he'd wonder 'where are my cigarettes going?' Till eventually 

he caught me in the h c k  yard pmng. 

In addition, for those who were starting to smoke in high school, part tirne jobs 

provided more available money to buy cigarettes. As well, the teenager had 

more freedom and was often home alone eMbling tnem to smoke more readily: 

You cauld never really smoke when you were in junior high 

at school or at home. Once I got into high schod I started going 

to parties where there was a lot of smoking. My parents were out 

a lot so I could smoke in the house. 
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Relationships wlth parents were refened to in three of the stm stories as 

precipitaürig fadors for needing to rebel or defy parental authority. One girl saw 

smoking as a means 70 spite my parents you k m  because we were getting 

into a bt of arguments.' Aroaier girl tefened to smoking as a way to gain 

control from parents as well as to rebei: 

I think for me it was just a way of ha- some part d controt over 

my life cause a home I had no control. My mom controlled 

everyEhing I da. So it was just a way to release my tension and 

anger and ~Itimately end up hum'ng her. 

I knew it was bad and I shouldn't do it because it was Md, but I did 

it anyway. So maybe it was kind of a rebellion. Reùellion against 

something. 

In the younger adolesc8nt years, adolescents had been sensitive to 

upheaval within the farnily. The girls spoke of family stress and disniption in the 

family as creating situations which impacted on their starting to smoke: 

Everything was teally dom hill then, I dont knw if it influenced 

me into smoking. It's possible, because since it was a stressfut 

%me in my family and they al1 smoked. I guess l just did it then too. 

I was really stressed out at aie time because my M e  family was 

breaking up and everything. I had gone to a party and they were 

al1 having a smoke. 
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They said it would relax me so ....( refemng to tiying a cigarette). 

In summary, the initial contact with cigarette smoking as degaibed by the 

young women inteM8W8d camprised the start $tory. Their experiences were 

varied. However, the cornmon properties of a desire to fit in. a need to ewde an 

image of being cool, mature a diierent, mbined with peer and family 

influences ail played a part in starting these addegœnts on the road to 

beaiming a regular smoker. 

Smoking Story 

Experimentaton with cigarettes progressed to a regular pattern of smoking 

for al1 participants. There was a tendency of increased use of tobacco over time 

as they progresseci to becorne regular smokers. The perCBjVed benefits 

attained from cigarette smoking are exploreci in a second property. These 

perceived benefïts were powerful motivating factors to continue smoking. In 

addition, certain symbolismlmeaning was attacfwd to the adolescents' cigarette 

smoking. A further proprty which ernerged in the smoking story was one of 

regrets. The young women inteMewed had been smoking long enough to 

develop a perspective on mit habit. As such, they readily expressed a degree 

of remorse and lament for their smoking behavior. Lastly, was a profound 

recognition of aie addiction they were engageâ in. Powerful metaphors 

described the realization of the control which nicotine had on their lives and on 

their bodies- 

A reaular smoker 

As the young females intervieweci developed a pattern of regular use of 
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cigareltes. the number of cigarettes they were smoking grew accordingly. The 

rate va- with cîrcumstances. One such àraimstanœ was the smoking 

environment at schod (See TaMe 5) Of those who were allawecl to srnoke in a 

designated place at saiool, forty-four percent (n=l 1) feR that this RJe had made 

no differenœ to their smoking nrte. while thirty-two percent (mû) ind'ited aiat 

they smoked more. For those who were not allowed to smoke at school not 

even in a designated place, two parb'tipants stated that this na smoking fule 

had not ihpacted on their smoking rate. whiie one participant had cut down on 

the number of cigarettes smoked. One girl pro- that ' maybe if we had a 

rule not allowirg us to smoke at school that some people might smoke less. 

especially the younger kids in high s c ~ l . "  

Table 5 Impact of High Schod Smddng Rules es Rate of Smoking 

n-23 amem smokers 
Smokina ailowed at school Smokinta NO1 allowed at schwl 

Nodifferenœ I f  No dilference 2 

Smokemore 8 Cut down 1 

Noneaftheabove t 

The evet increasing use of cigarettes and the variation with circumstances 

was further reflected by the following comments from those interviewecl: 

l've smoked more since I began. There is probaMy times when 

I have smokeâ a pack a dey, but then I think it has lessened now. 

It was less, ümn heavier, and now it is less. 
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They remained the same for a long tnne and then I noticecl a big 

change cause my packs would last for a shoRer pmod of time. I 

wondered what was happening and then it would pop into my 

head, I must be imeasing. 

I dont k m  I prabaMy smoked one or two a day at fnst My mom 

used b give me three a day or like seven smokes a day. Now it 

goes up and dami. Like when lots of stuff's (sic) going on l'II 

smoke a couple of packs a âay. Now I'm at hal a pack a day. 

At first I wasnY smoking that much, and aien I went for a couple of 

years when 1 smoked a pack a day. Now I ieave my cigarettes 

home when I corne to SCMOI. NOW l'm not so bad. it jwt depends 

on the situation. If I'm under a lot of stress that day l'If smoke a lot 

more. lt's usually in social situations that I smoke lots more. 

The time frame of transition from casual tobaca, use to regular use varied. 

Some girls reported a qui& transition to signifiant use. while oaiers gradually 

adopted the habit This variation was reflected in two participants' recollections. 

"It increased drastically, it was like maybe haIf a pack a day and now it is at least 

a pack a day.' Another girl descn'ôeâ her transition this way: 

When I fïrst started smoking I barely smoked. It was basically 

to support my friends' habit and you know to feel cool. Then 

I started to smoke more once I actually started smoking later, and 

I guess I smoke rigM now about a pack a day. 
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As girls moved to reguhr smoking, cigarettes were the tobacco praduct that 

participants oviemhelmingly reported smoking. Other products such as cigars 

or colts were used only occasionally in a social situation, Tor fun at the bar.' 

Only twa girls reparted smoking calts on any regular besis, and aien it was in 

social situations with friends. 

Perceived benefits 

The girls intervieweci quickly perœived aiat cigarette smoking opened some 

doors for them. It provided a way to wnnect with others, to "break the icen in 

new situations and to make new fnends. Smoking became a social event, 

especially for those who could smoke outside at school. It was a means to 

develop a social network of friends. The other smokers were perceived as 

being very approachable. particularly if you were also a smoker. For those who 

may have been new in a school, the smoking area was a l es  intimidating place 

to connect with other people. You had a reason to be there and an excuse to 

start a conversation with the question "cari I bomw a smoke?" It offered that 

dreaded opening line: 

I like a lot of the kids out there (the smoking pad). It is really funny 

I have made a lot of frienâs from hanging out at the smoking pad 

fmm going out an4 having a smoke there. You meet a lot of 

people because people are very axial, smokers are social to 

oaier smokers. It is a weird, odd, close Society that no one will 

ever understand 
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unless you're pan of it 

It staits a conversation. even if you dont k m  the person. Maybe 

not a mersation but you smoke and so da I kind of thiq, 

a connecüon- 

It is kind of a great way b meet people like if you see someone 

like wow (sic) he is kind of me. You see him smoking and you 

go up and ask him for a cigarette. 

I met all thse people on the smoking pad. You ask them for a 

cigarette, you pay aiem back, you start a conversation. 

I would see people going out the smoking doors al1 the time. 

men  I met someone else and they smoked and then well I 

smoked but not as much. Then I started mth the smoking crowd 

and I made so many friends at the smoking place. Instantly, within 

a week I had so many friends and it is kind of a social thing. 

Can I bum a smoke? Gan I gel a Iight? fhen you start a 

conversation. 

Smoking became a vehide to bond with pers. 'You have something in 

cornmon nght away.' One girl saw smoking as a unique shared experience 

with otners who smoked: 

It is something you al1 skie. Non smokers never understand 1 

But there is a bond that you kind of have with other people who 
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smoke because it is something you share. It's a asocial pariah 

that you al1 share. 

This sense of unique bond set the smokers aprt as Ming different from their 

pers. One participant viewed smoking as a means to be acœpted and to 

connect mth this unique group: 

Some girls that I know srnoke because it is something to get 

into a group. If you look at the people that hang around with the 

people that smoke it is sort of like one group, and then there is 

amtfier group, the ones that dont smoke. And the ones that are 

the ex-smokers and soct of Iike you smoke stay away type thing. 

Like group acceptance. 

A further beneft denoted was that cigarette smoking provided 'something to 

dow when bored. It filled in some gapd when there was no one else around. 

Cigarettes were describeci as 'their buddy" or as "their friend". They became 

something to munt on even if there was not anyone else available: 

It doesn't taste good really and it d08Sn't feel good, it's iust that 

is is always there. If you are bored, it is there for you. You have 

something to do for five minutes. 

It is something to do when you're bored. If I'm watching T.V. 

III S M O ~ ~ ,  it's just so rouüne that I don't know what I would do 

sitting watching T.V. wiaiout my cigarettes. 
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Relief of uncornfortable feeîings. and suppression of feelings were additional 

dominant components of the perceived benefits theme- Whether aie feelings 

were anger. stfess. baredam. n e r v o m ,  or s a d m  cigarette smoking 

became a vehïüe for handling the discomfort The cÏgarette was aiere when 

%ig things were going on and you have a lot on your mind." The porbayal of 

the ever present companion during stressfut ümes was express& by one 

participant: 

îf yw are feeling sad and you have a cigarette it is almost like a 

companion. It sounds pretty sad that way but it is Iike a 

companion. It is ahnays there for you when yw are happy, sad, 

bored and stufF (sic) like that- 

I'm sure if 1 knew that I was completely happy and I knew that I had 

everyihing that I needed and wanteà that would make me quit 

Once everything was fulfilled I would probably want to quit. 

But I jwt  think right now while I'm trying to get there i need this to 

help me akng. 

I need a cigarette when I am stressed out. It is really important 

for me as a stress reliever. I think it really helps me. As soon as I 

start getang upset about something I need a cigarette. lt is pretty 

important then. 

A small number of the girls intendewed (M) viewed smoking as a beneficial 

means of contiolling weigM One said, ' I'm scared that if I quit smoking l'II gain 
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weight." Most otners denied any conneaion betwwn their smoking and a 

desire to amtrol then weight. Those for whom weight was an issue had been 

pursuing activiües that focused on one's weight: 

I was so obsessed *th dancing and it was a method of keeping 

my weight dawn. because it was a very big thing for me, kesping 

my vueïgM barni. That is basicaliy the reason I started smoking. 

I was really trying b get into modeling and I became very aware 

of my weight. I watched what I ate so l smoked a lot more and ate 

a lot less. 

Svm bolismlMeaning 

An additional property included in the smoking story was the 

symbolismlmeaning that smoking represented to the girls who were 

inte~ewed. A distinct difference was evident in the symbolismheaning of 

smoking when they were younger than what the symbolismhneaning of 

smoking was for them in late adolescence. Younger girls saw smoking as a 'an 

adult aihg to dow: 

lt is sort d Iike a fashion statement you know. If you have a 

cigarette in your mouth you look more sophisticated or older. 

I think they (younger girls) think it makes them look older. It makes 

aiem feel more sophisticateô, feel more in with the crowd, cooler 

than the other kids. 
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Smoking also syrnbolized a distanci-ng from parents by "doing something that 

their parents wouldn't want them to do": 

For most girls it was rebellion. fr88dOm. All those beautiful wornen 

are smoking like Madonna. Like it means ywll be sexy and ml 

if you srnoke. 

As girls rnoved to later adolescence, the syrnbolismlmeaning of smoking took 

on a negative connafation. Only one girl expressed the view mat cigarette 

smoking symbolized " m f o r t  and secutity". The prevailing concepts were of a 

syrnbolic weakness and sense of being a '"laser." They did not articulate any 

positive syrnbolism or meaning to theif smoking. Comrnents included the 

following: '1 see someone without willpower". "the only symbol that keeps 

corning to my mind is death, "and finally, 'it ~ymbolires that you dont have a lot 

of respect for yourself as a person." 

Regrets 

The predom inan t feelings of negative sym bolismlmeaning about their 

cigarette smoking was related to the young woment expression d 'regretsu. 

The length of time that they had srnoRed, as well as an imreasing maturity 

resulted in self reflection. Participants in this study were both candid and 

forthright with their comments regarding the regrets they were feeling. For 

some, smoking had lost its appeal. 'It's just the fact that it is not fun anymore." 

Another felt that she was 'stupid" for ever trying it, that 'it is just a bad habit, 

. ..yoo dant get anyaiing from km 

The cost of smoking led some teens inte~*eweâ to work at part time jobs just 
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to support their habit They were Wck of spending al! my money on I: 

1 work and the way 1 figure it I have like an 80 average right now, 

if I didn't smoke my average would be 90 because I wouldn't work. 

AU I would be doing is -1. 1 spend more than one hundred 

bucks a month on cigarettes. lt reaîiy sucks (sic), it does nrin my 

life. 

In addition. the negatiw physical side Mects of smoking were evident to those 

inteMewed. The shortness of breath, coughing. effects on skin and voice 

created concern intensifying the regret of evet taking up cigarette smoking. A 

young woman found that when she walked up six steps in her home she would 

'need to sit at the top of the stairs to get my breathn: 

I wake up in the moming and I a n ?  breathe. I know it is partly 

because of my asthma, but because I've smoked a lot the night 

before I can tell. 

You wake up in the morning and you cough, oh man! 1 have been 

smoking for awhile, its expensive. its stïnky. it gives you bad 

bmath. I cough sametimes. I k m  that my lung capacity is not as 

good as it useâ to be- 

I used to love track and field. I can't nin anymore. I cm run fast 

but I cm? fun for a long time. l'd be on the ground because I can't 

breatb. l A  like my whole throat is being cut off. I used to 
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love singing , my wice is shot because of L (smoking). I realiy 

nWc8 it and I've only been smoking for five years. 

If I liked them (cigarettes) every time I had one. but I âont 

I feel that it is gros, what am I cbïng, this is killing my body. 

Addiction 

The final property in the category of the smoking story was addiction. 

Powerful metaphors us& by the girls describecl their addiction. 'It's like being 

in jair lamenteâ one gril. Phrases such as Yeeling powerless over nicotine." 

'hooked." 'stuck," 'it took control," the fact that %'smoking is nat important, just 

getting the nicotine isn ait providecl indiators of the addictive efkct of cigarette 

smoking. There was a conscious awareness that they were addicteci. All 

participants inteMewed reportad some reference to the addictive powers of 

nicotine. For some individuals, realization that there was no longer the same 

choice to smoke or not to smoke came too late: 

I canY explain it, everybody thinks that they are going to smoke 

and onfy do it for a litüe while. Then aiey are going to quit. Then 

they try to quit only realizing it is too late. It's like you go to a bar 

and yw think that you are only going to have one ddnnk. You 

always have more and more. ltys the same for smoking. you 

smoke for six monMs or a year, pu think 'l'II quit' and you can't do 

it- 

It was something I had control over. I cwld control whether I 
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smoked oc not. You get a little bit older and then I have no more 

control over everything. You realize &IO late that there isn't control. 

It is a power stniggle. 

I canY quit That's what keeps me smoking 1 canY quit 

We start really young.... and we get tKX)keâ. I think it is even 

easier to get hooked when you are younger.....you don1 know 

what yw are doing, what yw are gang into ..... Then three 

or four years later you wake up in the moming with smokers' 

cough you realue it is too late to go back now. 

I wake up in the moming and I thhk I really want a cigarette. 

Lunch tirne I have a cigarette. I dont know Ws a habit exadly 

like they say its addicting ... . . . You're mt aware of your body 

physically needing it, it happens. 

The need to experience the rush supplied by nicotine was ôescribed by one 

girl as her 'nic fit," looking for the 'bun" frorn her cigarette. The 'rush you get 

taking tfm nicotinew provided the œaddiction of the action." There was a sense of 

dismay by some participants that tttey no longer had the free will to quit 

smoking. For others, the acknowledgement of addiction filled them witf~ a 

feeling of resignation and sadness. Tearfully one girl sighed, vou fimlly realize 

that you have no control.' 

In summary the smoking story relayai the patterns of teens as üiey became 

regular smokers. The perceived benef'is derived from the smoking habit 

influenced them to continue to smoke. Symboüsmheaning sunounding 
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cigarette smoking varied, pafticuiarly. with the age of girls. Consequently, older 

adolescents began to artiailate regrets they were having about having started 

to srnoke cigarettes. A sgnifïcant a m  of realization was that of the adactive 

power of nicotine. 

am s t o ~  

The Wrd major category identifieci in the interviews was aie quit story. This 

was the story recounted by the gnls in?mbwed surrouiding their attempts to 

stop smoking cigarettes. Participants presented at various stages of aie quit 

(change) process (See Table 6). Many of those intervieweci (re15) had no 

intention uf quitting in the near future (pecontemplation stage), others (n4)  

expressed goals d quitong at a time in the next few months (contemplation 

stage), while some girls (n-3) were actively cutüng down on the number of 

cigarettes smoked (preparation stage). Two girls had quit smoking within the 

last six months (action stage). The young women intemewed had already 

developed regrets about ever starting smoking. In addition, a realization of the 

addictive powers and the effects uf smoking on theif Iives was evident 

Consequently, the desire to quit caupled with a hïstocy of short Iived quit 

attempts was relayed in the interview process and emergeâ as the property of 

start-stop. 

Signiricant perceived road Mocks was a property whidr prevented some of 

the young wumen from pursuing their desire to qua a this partïcular thne. Only 

N o  paraicipants had recently quit smoking within the past six months (action 

stage). Two Other girls (mainteance stage) presented oiemselves as 

candidates for the stuây, however, they had quit smoking for a longer period of 

time than idenWied in the inclusion criteria. Comments by these two young 
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women will be induded as supplernentary information. A final property in the 

quit stocy was that of quit a~ists. Those who had quit smoking identified factors 

which contributeci to successful smoking cessation. Participants who continuecl 

to smoke were able to propose what they would see as benefidal in assisting 

thern to quit smoking when that the would come. 

Table 6 Sel Assïgned Stages d Change in Cigarette Smoldng Movïng to Cessation 

Staae of Chanae Number of Partici~ants 

PleoonBemplatiori 15 

Coritmphtian 5 

Preparation 3 

A c m  2 

Maintenance (supplementary data) 

Total 25 

Stârt-st~~ 

For ttie girls who continuecl to smoke, there was a self described process of 

staRing to smoke, followed by a variable number of attempts to stop. Quit times 

variecl. It may have been as short a time period as a few houn or as long a time 

period as four months. The pattern was to return to smoking following these 

frequent attempts at disengaging from the habit The usual approach to quitting 

was a 'cold turùer method. One young woman described her futile attempts to 

quit smoking this way: 'lt seems like every year I end up trying to quit, but I dont 

have enough will power to do Ln Others quit "for a day" or 'quit for two months 

then started againu: 

llra tned quitang a couple of ornes. I had pneumonia so I had 
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to stop then. I had chicken pox so I stopped for a couple d weeks. 

I went for a month after Christmas in grade eleven where I 

stopped. I also stopped this past summer for about a month 

because I was around Iitüe kids. 

Well. I have always thought that when I first started and even 

now, that when I finished high school and started univenity 

I wanted to quit by theth 1 have (quit) a couple d times but they 

were not successful. It is just three days you dont have a cigarette 

and then you jwt want one. 

I have tned to qu+ I quit for aime months when I was 15 when 

I finally realùed mat this was dumb. But it was tough because i 

was mMng al1 over üie place. It was so stressful. I stopped off 

and bought a pack. There I was again and I smoked for a couple 

of yean after that, and Men I stopped. 

Cmng down on the numbef of cigarettes smokad was viewed as a step 

toward smoking cessation. While mt being able to completely stop, for the 

moment they were ucutang baW, or ' droppiftg downn in the amount smoked. 

Road blocks 

The second property of the quit story was the road blocks to aie quit process. 

Road blocks were the factors identifid as interferences to the adolescents' 

attempts to œase their cigarette smoking habit Withdrawal Mects were one of 

the road blocks which emerged as levels of nicotine fell. Cravings -an within 
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a few hours and oveftook any desire to stop smoking: 

I can quit for about eight Murs. 1 can Iive but I start getüng 

cravings in about three hwrs if I havent had a cigarette. If it is 

more than eigM hou= 1 just could literally kill somebody I need a 

cigarette so bad. It is like being really really thirsty and you need 

that drink of water. You feei like you are going to die without it. 

One girl found it ditficuit to deai with the imagined wiaidrawal: 

I keep thinking I wouldn't mind quitting .... but aie first thing that 

cornes to mind is what happens when I'rn on the beach in the 

summer time and they're IigMing up and I'm sitting ütere without 

one. I wouldnY be able to handle it. I wouldnt Even rigM now 

thinking about it drives me crazy. 

Withdrawal effects were describecf as "flipping out", 'being edgy, more sensitive. 

a lot more bitchy (sic)." The discornfort felt as withdrawal set in led a participant 

to imagine what her day would be like and asked herseff. %ow am I going to 

handle this?" It was conduded that roday is not the right day to quit, I better 

start (smoking) again or l'Il go insane." 

In addiion to the real and irnagined withdrawal Mec& was the impending 

loss of idenaty- Smoking was a part of who they were and how t b y  saw 

themselves: "It's ssuh a part of you that if you quit, you're loosing a part of 

yourself." 

Previwsly idenafed in the start story was the role of other risk behaviors. As 
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teens discussed the road blocks to quitting smoking, an overriding factor was 

aie mnection between drinking and smoking. 'If I drink I smoke moren was a 

frequent comment- One youg woman quipped, Wen the non smol<ers smoke 

at the bar-* The bar sœne was a frequent part of th& age group's social iife. As 

well, there were the parties where alcohd was a standard factor. The constant 

praseme of drinking in their lives created a mgadive situation for those 

individuals thinking about stopping smoking cigarettes: 

I don1 aiink I would be able to go to the bat as much. Especially 

drinking, as drinking I need to smoke a lot more. ...I dont think I 

could go there quite as often or I dont think I could drink while I 

was tnere. 

It's hard when you qua and you go to the the bar because 

everyone's lighting up smokes. Because when you're drinking, 

you want ta smoke more. 

In addition to the withûrawal effects, loss of identity and drinking, peers also 

played a role in the quit story as aiey had in previous stories. Of the girls 

inteMewed, the majority had at least three of their closest friends who were 

smokers. A frequent comment was that 'al1 my frienûs smoke." The inference 

was that to put this issue in perspective, aie number would be much greater 

than thme friends. 
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Tabie 7 Number of mree Ciosest Friends Who Srnoke 

Nodosefnendssrnoke O 

One dose fn'end smokes O 

Two dose friends moice 5 

Threedosefnends~e 20 

Tatal 25 

It is ditficult to stop smoking when, meveryone of my ftierids smoke." One of the 

young women recounteâ, "one of the reasons I am such good friends with the 

friends that I have is just because we al1 smoke. It gives us ail something to do 

when we go out": 

It is your friends. Wherever you go someone is smoking. There 

are so many people smoking in mis schoal. mat is why there are 

only three people who quit in my grade twelve dass. You see it 

constantly .... and it is really tough. 

Just the fact that al1 my friends do it and I know that it would be 

really hard for me to quit around my friends. because they are 

always smoking. Once I graduate I ptobably won1 be around 

them as much so it rnight be easier for me. 

Friends were not always supportive or helpful once someone decided to try 

to qul smoking. There was a dii~1uity mmmunicating a StfOng desire b qul, as 

well as the need to r-ve support during the quitting process. Occasionally 

(n=2) girls stated that if their ftiends were aware that they tnily wanted to quit. 
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they would no longer block the quit attempt: 

My friends, Iike when any d us bied to quit P is 'oh corne on you 

want a cigarette have one.' OrIr I'm going for a cigarette do you 

want one?' They dant rnake it =yY They make it harder than it 

should be. 

(Why do p u  thhk lhat lhey don? s w r t y w  in tryhg ID quit?) 

Maybe because they think I mght get them to quit, or its something 

tney want b do, but they know they can't They donl want anyone 

else doing ï t  

When I quit and I'd go to parties. my ffiends would say 'do you 

want a smoke?' They didnt know I had quit. l'd Say, 'no I quit' 

They'd say 'oh corne on as if you stopped smoking' and so that got 

me into it (smoking again). 

Some of them (friends) would Say, 'you don? smoke any more 

why? You'te so stupid you should keep smoking. You are going 

to die anyway you might as well let something kill you that you're 

doing to yourself.' 

In additson to peers, parents too played a role as road blocks to smoking 

cessation. Forty percent of participants had at least one parent who smokeâ. 

while twenty percent had two parents who smoked (see Table 4). The smoking 

environment in the home created a constant pressure for the teens even to think 

about quitting cigarette smoking: 
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I would have to move out of my house, because my parents 

smoke, evefybody in my house smokes. I think that it would be the 

hardest thing for me, to be around samebody who smokes. ... I 

think the only thMg wouki be to be completely out of a smoking 

situation especialîy at home. 

In addition to aie impact of their smoking, parents were seen to be g ~ n g  mixed 

messages to their daughters. 'A lot d parents say &nt smoke, but th8y are not 

encouraging about quitting, and they (the parents) continue to smke." Tbre 

was no inàication of a Vamily" effort to quit smoking. One father suggested he 

would do whatewr it took to help his daughter quit smoking, but 'meanwhile he 

is still buying me cigarettes." Communication was not clear between the 

teenager and parent Furthemore, parents reflected a naive sense of not 

knowing the young woman was buying cigarettes, yet knew that she COntinuecl 

to smoke: 

Well he's (aie father) the one who gives me money so .... I know 

that he doesnt want me to smoke. I think he knows, but just 

doesnt say anything. My room smells like smoke a lot. 

Ground niles would be set in the home as well as messages given regarding 

parental disapproval of smoking. Yet at times, parents condoneci cigarette 

smoking as long as it was done somewhere outside of the home. This lack of 

consistent message was perceived as confusing to the adolescent: 

My Dad dm&? smoke so he thinks that I can just quit. He bugs 
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me about it every day. ... Our car is non smoking now.. I guess he 

figures if he makes it non smoking it wili help me to quit But then 

sometimes he says out of the Mue 'go outsida and have a 

cigarette' and he will buy me a pack I I need it 

The issues identifieci in the property d road Mocks were the primary factors 

which aie adolescents considered not helpful in assisting them to quit smoking, 

and consequently cuntributed to ttheir continuing to smoke. 

Quit assists 

Quit assists were aa integra1 pan of the quit story. For those who had 

successfully quit smoking, there were definite factors which had contributed to 

the quit process. Of equal note, were the perceptions of the cunent smokers 

who would one &y contemplate smoking cessation. They too articulated what 

would assist them to quit when that time would arrive. Participants were not 

wan  to the idea of using the patch, gum or acupuncture as quit assists. Some 

of the girls had tried Nicorette gurn, and some girls knew people who had 

utilized these methods, but they did not see these assists as viable solutions to 

their smoking pmblem. Both groups identified self motivation, Le. interna1 

detemination as a key factor- 'It's al1 a matter of what yw have in focus." "If 

you want to qul you really have to want to, I have to do it rnyself": 

i think it (qulng) basically has to do with me. I think I'm going to 

have to be the one on my m. If you really went to qua you 

should be able to do do on your own. You still need support but you 
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Of thuse who had quit smoking. one of aie participants in aie study was 

influenced to quit by someone with whom she was having a signifiant 

relationship, while another stop* smoking because of 'health issues* and 

irnpending surery as well as her own self motivation. The adolescents who 

were intervi%wed for supplementary information both felt that the desire to stop 

smoking cigarettes had to corne from within. One girl was tired of speMng her 

money on one thing. Mile anoaier m j ~ s t  lost inter8ST and in addition had 

experienced a signifïcant illness: 

I had started seeing this guy and he was getting mad because 

I was smoking. He said M i l  I don2 want to be mai you if you're 

smoking.' I found out that 1 really cared for this person and if I 

cant have him because I'm smoking then it doesn't make sense 

to continue smoking. 

A second area of impoftance in assisting the quitting process was ernotional 

support. Friend and famiiy encouragement were cited as key if one was to be 

successful in smoking cessation. A former smoker wtio had recently quit 

needed the praise of her family to stop smoking and to rernain smoke free: 

It was so helpful. the constant praise. Like 'good for yw,' it has 

been another month. That makes me feel good. They are behind 

me al1 the Cme and they congratulate me. 

If I was guing to quit I would definitely need a lot d support. 

...p rabaWy from family and friends. 
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If I had someone to d l  up. that would be a good idea This 

person wwM car8 about you enough and they would know what 

is going on. M o r e  you pick up a cigarette. you pick up the phone 

and cal1 them. They cari distract you and support you. 

Cessation programs such as Qui? For Life or Freedom Now were met with 

lirnited enthusiasm. Some of the adolescents interviewecl had enrolted in these 

programs at i t l  in order to receive an academic credii- Most had little 

intention to quit Their motivation foc king in the program was suspect: 

I think we have something like Freedom Now here, but I tried to 

enroll one year but they didn't offer it when I could take it. A lot of 

my friends did take it, thay didn't quit A lot of those people didn't 

acftialiy want to quit I think it could help me to sway to quitang. 

Cessation programs needed to help girls deal with cravings, and "the pressure 

frorn friends when you are trying to quit" If programs were to be attractive to 

students, one would neeâ to get the Ipopular kids to corne." A one time 

approach would require continual follow-up if it was to be of assistance- One 

young woman desaibed the type of assistance required as similar to Alcohofics 

Anonymous, where you could have a sponsor to cal1 on as well as ongoing 

meetings. 

Older adotesœnts were seen as possibly piaying a rote with younger 

teenagers to assist them to qul smoking. Older peen involved in health 

promotion or cessation programs wouM have credibility with younger teens: 
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I think that there should be a lot more education for younger girls. 

Having girls out age talk to aiem and tell them what it is like. 

I can relate to them. I've been there. I could ask aiem 'do you 

really want to spend al1 youf m m y ,  have bad breath and end up 

realizing that you are just shipid?' 

A final quit assist which emerged in the interviews was an environmental 

factor. Non smoking atmbspheres were viewed as potenüally significant to 

those attempting to stop cigarette smoking. ' If I could go to some kind of a quit 

smoking house for two weeks, I could qui? for ever." 

If I went away for awhile where thre was no smoking, no caffeine 

I'm sure I would corne back and I wouldn't smoke. When you are 

quitüng and tb re  are people around smoking. it is a lot harder. 

It would be helpful not having smokers around me as much as I 

do, especially when you are wng to quit You smell somebady 

lighting up a ugarette, forget it. then I need one. To get out of the 

etmogphere where everyone is smoking. If I wasn't arouid people 

who srnoke it would be easier. 

In summary the que story proceeâed from the start-stop pattern, to the r a d  

blocks smokers perceived as they tried to navigate the path to smoking 

cessation. For those who had successful~y quit cigarette smoking, there had 

been definite factors which itnpacted on th i r  success. The adolescents who 

continued to srnoke were able to identify factors which they anticipated would 
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be af assisbnœ to facilitate the quitting process- 

Looking To The Future 

The major category of kdting to the future refiected the hcpes and fears of 

the young women in this study regarding their plans about cigarette smoking in 

the future. Two propeRieS emerged from the âata The first property was that of 

being smoke free. This property refiected girls' mixed and simultaneously 

varied thougMs about cigarette smoking as they looked into their future lives. 

The second property depictsd thoughts on children and pregnancy. They were 

anticipating the impact of cigarette smoking on potmal plans to conceive and 

have children. as well as the effect of a smoking environment on children's 

health- 

Beinu smoke free 

Looking into the future for same of the cunent smokers in this study (56Oh) 

represented a dear resolve to stop smoking at some future &te. '1 want to 

quit.. because I don? Iike it anymore.' stated one girl; she wanted to quit 

smoking in the near futur%. She didn't like the smell of smoke on her dothes 

and hair. For others the plans to quit would corne at a Iater time hame: 

The latest I want to smoke is twenty. By twenty years of age l 

should be able to quit- 

I want to quit. If anybody can help me quit that would be a dream 

corne tnie, because l'JI have more money, and eventually if it 
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dears up my heafth right away.. . 

The resouriding '%od nom by one participant when asked it she saw hersel as a 

smoker in the future was represenbüve of the strong desire of fQ-six percent 

(n=13) of the curent smokers. The resolve of Som8 girls was tempered 

simultaneously with hope that they could be smoke free (W): 

Hopefully l be able to quit. I dant want to smoke foc ever 

I realiy dont I dant k m .  The only thing is I want to quit 

Jwt hopefully l'II ewntually quit I know that the longer that I'm 

smoking the harder it will be to quit I try no5 to mink about it 

I hope I dont (smoke) focever. My parents just sit there and smoke 

al1 day. I don? want to be like that 

The hope expressecl by the young women was depicted in the comment by one 

girl who 'haped a mirade will wme and it (smoking) will go away and I won't 

smoke again." 

The girls who had recently qua smoking indicated an absolute determination 

to remain smoke free. '1 dont want to smoke again. I just want ta stay away from 

it" was the sentiment expressed- 'lt's really tough, But I won't do it (smoke)": 

I'm nut going to smoke, I trust myseif enough to know aiat I am not 

going to smoke again. I've changed, my whole life has changed. 

In addition to the sentiments of resohre and hope surrounding plans about 
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cigarette smoking in the future. were expressions of indedsiveness and 

ambivalence. There was a recognition of the consequences of continuing to 

smoke, yet a struggle ta make the deàsion b stop smoking: 

Honestly8 1 =nt see myseff quitting. I want O. I want to foc health 

rsasans and stufF (sic) like that, but I dont want to because I really 

enjoy it so much right now. So I don't know. 

I don't know. 1 thnrk l'II quit when I'm nineteen, or maybe when I 

have kids. Maybe when I'm finished university, when I grow up! 

You won? see me in twenty years with a cigarette in my mouth. I 

know Mat I wil  quit, but 1 dont think I will ngM now. I just have no 

interest in quitting now. 

There were participants who did not see themselves ever being smoke free in 

the future (M). For same girls it would jwt be '7w hafd," while for other girls 

they adidn't want to quitn Smoking was wnently a part ob their Iives, and it 

would continue to be part of their lives. 

Preanancv and children 

The second property, thougMs on children and pregnancy. was prornpted by 

recumng rernatks surounding cigarette smoking in the future. The fear of the 

effects of cigarette smoking on pregnancy and on young chiUren by second 

hand smoke was raised by the girls intefvïewed. There was a general 

intellectual awareness of heaith promotion information in Mis area. As well, 
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there were repeated affirmations that pregnancy and children would be two 

reasons to qua smoking in the future: 

if l want kids I will qul when l m  pregnant- I could end up causing 

the kid to have asthma or something. 1 muid be so wonied about 

the kW- 

If I got pregnant I would quit lhat would be the only reason. 

I definitely wouldn't want my kids to be around cigarettes. As far 

my home were concemed, I would want my kids to be healthy, 

1 wouldn't be smoking anymore. 

was ever to get pregnant l'd quit My mom did the same thing 

I couldn't smoke through a pregnancy. 

Of interest. one of the young women was pregnant at the time of interview, 

however, she had chosen to just %ut down" during her pregnancy citing advice 

from her dactor that 'cutting down would be o.k.." 

In summary looking into Me Mure posed visions of being smoke free for 

some girls, while others recognized the dilernrna in tWng to take that step. 

Heaith issues of a future generation were heightened for m e  of the teens, yet 

others saw aiemselves as always king a cigarette srnoker. 

Conclusion 

Chapter four discussed the findings of the qualitative study of the smoking 

patterns and processes of kte adolescent fernales. The characteristics of the 
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sampb were presented, followed by an elaboration of the qualitative analysis 

invohnng a discussion of major categones and propertÏes. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION OF THE FlNDlNGS 

l ntroduction 

in this chapter. the findings of the qualitative study examinhg smoking 

pattems and processes in late adolescent females will be discussed. The 

overall purpose of the study was b explore the smoking patterns and processes 

in late adolescent females and to explore factors whkb may or may not be 

helpful to assist them to quit smoking. 

The following research questions were addressed: 

1 .What are the smoking patterns of kte adolescent females who continue to 

smoke? 

2. What are the smoking patterns of late adolescent females who have recently 

quit smoking? 

3. What are the the factors that contribute to Iate adolescent females continuing 

to smoke? 

4.What are the factors that contribute to late adolescent females stopping 

smoking? 

5.What factors do late adolescent females consider hdpful to stop smoking? 

6. What factors do late aâoiescent fernates consider nat hdpful to stop 

smoking? 

In aie first section, a brief overview of the findings will be presented, followed 

by a review uf methoâological issues. The meMaddogical issues will be 

foilowed by a discussion of key findings related to factors influencing 

adolescent female smoking patterns and proceses. The key findïngs will be 

organited under the headings of social, emotional and physiological domains. 

Findings related to the original six research questions will be subsumeci within 
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the chapter discussion. Finally, recommendations for future reseafch. practiœ 

and education are proposed. 

Interviews with 25 late adoCBSCBnt high school femafes revealed 23 c u m t  

smokers and two girls who had fecently quit smoking. Initial exprimentation 

Wtti cigarettes began as young as dementary school for some, and as late as 

grade ten for others. All participants in the study were smoking regularly before 

grade eleven. The findings center atomd four main categories and ensuing 

properties. The initial categ~ry was the start story. Social issues emerged in 

the start story involving a need for soda1 conmon and fitting in. peer and 

family influence, as well as involvement in other risk behaviors. 

A second category, the smoking story described the movernent from 

experimentation with cigarette smoking ta a full fledged habit. Emotional, social 

and physiological issues ensued which impacted on young womenrs smoking 

behavior. Perceiveâ benafits, positive and negative symbolismmieaning, and 

addiction effects al1 contributed to aie girl's cigarette smoking behavior. A third 

category, the qul story also emerged. Once again social, emMonal and 

physiological issues impacted on the adolescent These issues resulted in a 

pattern which comprised frequent starting and stopping smoking behavior. 

Additionally, road blocks to quitb'ng smoking were reported which induded 

nicotine withdrawal symptoms- There was a concerted effort by adolescent 

fernales to look at potential and real factors which were of assistance to move to 

smoking cessation. 

A final category of loaking ü, the future disciosed a pervasive desire, 

altrpough at varying degrees, to be smoke free. A component of the desire to 
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stop smoking cigarettes stemmed f rom conceins surrounding preg nancy and 

children- 

ResearCn assumptions proposed by the researcher were affirme& A dimate 

of trust was BstabIisheâ whkh facilitated information sharing by the adolescents 

with the researcher. In a d d i i .  it was the r8S8archerBs perœption that answers 

were trutMul and represBntaüv8 of participant's true feelings. Finally, the young 

women had th8 capacity to reflect on tacit knowlecige regarding their smoking 

behaviors as weil as the influences on their behavior- 

The eainographic qualiitaüw methodology facilitatecl the fulfillment of the 

purpose of the study. mat is to determine the group's own perceptions regarding 

their smoking behavior. Semi structured interviews allowed for continuity in 

questions, yet pennïtted memôer checking to estabîish aedibility of data with 

subsequent participants. Use of a quantitative component by means of a short 

questionnaire aided in the enhancement uf credibility, as well as providing 

demographic data. Participants did on occasion experience confusion in the 

wording of questions #9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) in Part A of aie questionnaire (see 

Appendü F). In addiaon question #13 of Part A of the questionnaire required 

furttrer expianation in order to confimi tnat the partiàpant was currently not 

smoking, but had been smoke free for less than six months (see Appendix F). 

In spite of a large potemal sampIe pool, purposive sampling achieved only 

two ind~duals who had quit cigarette smoking within aie last six months. Two 

additional former smokers vdunteered for the sWy. but had been smoke free 

for longer than the six month inclusion criterion. The participants induded girls 

who had started smoking in junior high school as well as those who began to 
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smoke later in high school. 

Recniitment was facilitatecl both by access to large sdiool populations, as 

well as by the cmpfation of school divisions' administration and teachers. 

This moperation was critical to the research prmess. The most produave 

recruitment appmaches were face to face recruitment in dassrooms, and 

gerteral announcements of meetings with the researcher to facilitate face to face 

recniitment for those girls who were interestecl in participating. Teenagers 

genetally were found to be eager to share their experiences. and to be part of a 

research process. 

The le+ of interviews (approximately 30 to 35 minutes) was sunicient to 

gather the required data, yet did not unduly impinge on the students' sàiool 

day. All interviews were conducteil during schod hours or spare school 

periods during the day. Use of the questionnaire posed no proMems with the 

exception of the occasional confusion regarding the questions previously 

discussed. 

Key Findings 

The key issues identifia in this stWy which influenced the smoking patterns 

and processes of late adolescent fernales will be discussed under three 

domains; the social domain. the emotional domain. and the physiological 

domain. These domains parallel those idenMiid by Oream (1990). The 

domains impact not only the inception of cigarette smoking, but also the 

continuation of the behavior, as well as the decision to quit, and subsequent 

success in smoking cessation. ln this section the issues under aie three 

domains will be discussed and related to the empirical and theoretical literature. 
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Social domain 

The need to fit imo a soc&! group and to be accepta by m i r  pers is a 

paramount focus for the adolescent Whether it is in the early adolescent years 

or the kte teen years. having a social cannecüon is a critical factor for girls. 

Smoking becmes a vehide for young women to enter and subsequently 

belong to a group at their saiool- Jessor (1977) in DiClemente, Hanson & 

Ponton (1996) pmpuseâ aiat pro#em behaviors sudi as smoking are part of 

normal addescent development As such, the behavior is funcüona and 

purposeful geared to gain peer acceptana and a sense of identity. Jessor's 

assertions correspondeci to the functional purpose of smoking identifieâ by 

respondents in this study- The purpose of cigarette smoking for the young 

teenager was to achieve a ucool" image in order to personify a perceived 

required impression. This image was #wgM to help in gaining peer 

acceptana. 

The notion d smoking as a purposehil, funmonal behavior paralbls the 

findings from a qualitative study by the Ontario Minisüy of Health (1993) which 

reported that smoking is used as a means of building bonds to others. In the 

present study, girls developed a social network of friends around theif smoking. 

The smokers were perceivecl as friendly, approachable people who had a 

common interest Therefore, there was a unique bond that was shared. 

Participants shared this bond with strangers as well as with friends. For young 

women who feel insecure in social situations. cigarettes provîâe an immediate 

connedon with a group because everyone smokes- The action of asking for a 

cigarette creates an opening for a conversation in a new group of pers at 

school or in outside social situations. Therefore, the fRt*ng in, bonding and 

con-ng needs are met through sharing the cigarette smoking experience. 
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Social bonding was further desctibed as a force influenting smoking in Flay 

and PetraRis's Interactional Model of Health Related Behavior (1994) in Best. 

Brown. Cameron, Manske and Santi (1995) as well as in findings descriMd by 

Glendenning. Shucksmith and Hendry (1 994). In addim. Greaves' (1 990) 

shidy immtigating subjBcfnre interptetations that fernalas give b smoking. 

reported smoking as a way to organize &al relationships as a key theme. 

Theanes of rational choice such as e x c m  theory (Homans, 1974 & 

Blau, 1975 in Wallace & WofFe, 1995) also attempt to explain social behavior. 

The th--es of rational choice are guided by the assumption that people are 

rational and base tbir  actions on what they perceive to be the most effective 

means to th* goals. In exchange theory, voluntary actions of individwls are 

proposed b be motivated by the rehirns they are expected to bring. Gfoup 

members can supply each other with social approval. therefore they have good 

reason to behahave in a way m i r  friends approve in order to obtain approval and 

esteem. As a result of social exchange, bonds af friendship are created. The 

shared experiences actually produce group noms and values. Findings in the 

current study support the propositions outlined in the exchange theocy. 

Adolescent girls want to connect wÎth others. They want to be acceptecl. 

consequently have a motive to conforni to the group's behaviors. In exchange 

for participating in cigarette smoking, aiey are aaiieMng group acceptance and 

creating an opportunity to forge relationships. 

An additional factor in the social dornain influemng the smoking patterns 

and processes of late adalesœnt fernales is the influence exerted by others. ln 

particular, the idluenoe of peers and family. This influence is fel as a 

beginning smoker. in the sustainment of cigarette smoking ôehavior as well as 

when attempting to quit smoking. Addescence was viewed as a time when 
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young peopîe fed signifiant pressure in their lives. The cunent and former 

smokers in this study expeiienc8d pressure from peers who encouraged them 

to experïment with cigarettes. There is a perœiveâ pressure to smoke because 

it is seen as a natural extension of what they experienœ with friends and farnily. 

Finaliy, there is the pressure to use cigarette smoking as a means to deal with 

aie pressure to fit in. 

Burgess and Hamblett (1994) cite studies by Clark. MacPherson and Hdmes 

(1 982) and Desmond, Price and Losh (1 9a1) which reveal findings that 

srnokers have an 8Kternal locus of controll thus creating a situation where the 

likelihood of smoking behavior resulting from peiceived or red pressure from 

others would be greater. Galvin (1 992) described the Theory of Reasoned 

Action as compfising health beliefs, personal factors and social influences as 

variables affecting smoking behavior. Perception of social pressures to perform 

or not perfomi a behavior inHuences a person's decision to smoke. This social 

pressure was evident in the adolescents pafticipating in mis study. Daly (1993) 

in a study exploring influencing factors on smoking initiation aiso found peer 

acceptame of smoking and the number of friends smoking as signlicant issues 

impacting on smoking initiation- 

Sustainment of smoking behavior is influenced signïficantly by peers. The 

majonty of fflends d participants in the cwrent shidy smokeâ. In fact. many 

young women in the study commented that al1 of m i r  friends were smokers. To 

give up smoking couM mean the loss of signifiant relationships and social 

connections. Only one girl describeci a significant relatiomhip which was 

instrumental in her quitting smoking. The findings in this sftidy regarding the 

positii association of girls' smoking behavior and th& friend's smoking 

behavior were supportecl by Flay and Petraitis (1994) in Best et al (1 995). 
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Additional support was fowrd in DiClmente. Hansen and Ponton (1996), 

Swan. Crmsor and Murray (1990) and Wang. Fihugh, W8Steffiiici and Eddy 

(1995). One of the two participants wha was a former smker in the cment 

study quit smoking primarily because a boyfrïend insisted that she must quit 

smoking if they were to have a continuing relationship. 

The litsrature previousiy cited rBflect8d the mie peers play in quit behaviors 

as well as in sîarting and sustaining smoking behavbr. ThougMs of quitting 

smoking are hampered by the fear of loss of reiationships as well as by the 

realization of the ôiicutty in quitting smoking in an environment where a l  Meir 

friends are continuing to smoke. Friends are not always supportive of peers 

trying to quit smoking. However, when anticipating possibie assists to quitting 

cigarette smoking. support and encouragement of pers was proposed as 

Ming one af the key factors. These findings too are congruent with the 

literature previousiy cited reflecting the importance of peer influence on 

smoking behavior. 

Familymrent influence is evident at the start time of smoking, during 

sustained smoking, and when anticipating quitting cigarette smoking. Greaves 

(1 990) when examining factors infiuencing initiation of smoking behavior found 

family as being one of the components. Chatwynâ (19û6) conduded that 

fernale smukers were more likeiy to have rnothefs who smoked. This finding 

was not entitely refI8Cted in the wrrent shidy where only 40% of those 

parücipating in the study had motbrs who smoked. However, of those who did 

have mothers wha smoked, participants identifieci the witnessing of the mother 

smoking as a factor in initiation of the habit As well, mothers' smoking created 

an availability of cigarettes in the home. Because smoking is seen as a normal 

behavior, Mis perception mates a natual progression to taking up the habit. 
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This finding difiers from Wong, FiWugh. Westemeiâ and Eddy (1995) who 

conduded aiat smoking statüs of parents has liWe influence on teen smoking 

patterns. Yet. it is supporove of Glenndenning, Shucksmith and Hendry (1994) 

and Swan, Cressor and Murray (1990) who found young people1s smoking to 

be psitiveiy associated with parents' smoking. 

Family reiationships and famiiy dynamics create opportunities to defy parents 

through smoking behavior, as well as providing a met- to âeal with the stress 

of family upheaval. Therefore, sustainment of smoking behavior is impactd in 

some cases by what is happening in the home. These findings paralW those of 

Byrne, Byme 8 Reinhart (1995) as they examnred smoking behavior and its 

determinants citing family conflict and parental control as two influencing 

factors. 

For young women who are attmpting to quit smoking or to sustain smoking 

cessation, family support is percaived as a potential key factor. Yet only one girl 

who had quit smoking reported actual family support Oaiers raised the issue of 

mixed messages by parents. That is. that parents may have a rule about no 

smoking in the hame, yet allow smoking outside, as well as at times repottedly 

would buy cigarettes for their àaughter- In spite of the fact aiat many girls had 

whole families who smoked, no girl raised the issue of the whole family quitting 

smoking together. Some famiiy members had indidually tria to quit using the 

patch or cessation programs, but no collective cessation attempts were 

reported. Wong, Fiiugh. Westerfiefd and Eddy (1 995) found that perceived 

approval by parents was a signifiant factor in smoking behavior, therefore 

supporting the naon that parental influence and the messages that they are 

sending are important as girls are trying ta quit smoking. 

A final issue in the social domain influencing the patterns and processes of 
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late adolescent smoking behavior is that of M e r  risk behaviors, in particular 

dn'nking and smoking. Drinking is a frequent component of the social life of late 

adolescent teens- Gohg to the bar and attending parties are two regular 

pastimes Smoking is congruent mai boai of these actmes. Even non 

smokers are said to smoke in these situatioc~s. Drinking goes hand in hand with 

aie iniaration d some girls into smoking behaviOTviOT It is aiso a factor in sustaining 

smoking behavior in others as well as in pieventing smoking cessation. Jessor 

(1991) as well as Mffiee & Stanton (1993) view drinking as part of the web of 

causation when refemng to smoking behaviw. In addition. DiCbmente, 

Hanson & Ponton (1 996) cite other anti social behaviors as risk behaviors 

associateci with those who smoke. m e r  am social behavior was only reflected 

in two participants in the cunent shidy. One girl alluded to treatrnent for drugs, 

whik another girl admittecl to having stolen her father's car. 

In surnmary, cigarette smoking is a purposeful behavior both in early and late 

adolescem. It provides a means of connecting wiM others and fmng in for 

young women. P m  and family play a role in the smoking behavior of girls, not 

only as they begin the habit, but also in the sustainment of the behavior. 

Additionally, aiey are an infl~en~ing factor during times of attempted smoking 

cessation. Social aCtMties with peers which indude drinking further impact on 

smoking behavior, paiticularly in Iater adolescent yean. 

Ernotional domain 

Factors from the emotional domain further influence aie smoking patterns 

and ~ ~ O C B S S & S  of late adolescent fernales. Cigarette smoking is viewed as a 

vehide to facilitate relaxation and stress reducüon. Therefore, it becornes an 
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behavior to engage in- AdolescBnts use cigarette smoking as one method of 

dealing wii5 uncamfortable feeiings- Discornfort due to stress, anxiety, 

boredom, loneliness, nervousness or sadness are deatt with by reaching for a 

cigarette. The cigarette is seen as a comfort masure and as a means to 

handle drfficutt times in their [ives. Health Canada's research (Cigarette 

Smoking and Pmentations d Self,1996) concurred that young m e n  who are 

less able to cape with the stress of adolescence are more likeiy to becorne 

srnokers- 

The idea of ushg healthier ways uf handling stress. boredom and life's 

pressures was not raised by any d the girls interviewecf- One girl spoke of 

going to the gym, but the physical actMty was not in relation to stress reduaïon. 

Friand and family support are important to smoking cessation; however, this 

support was not noted in relation to assisting the young women through the 

d i i l t  emotional times in adolescence. Instead, it was the cigarette which was 

wed to handle uncornfortable feelings rather than facing a particular feeling 

and dealing with it Winkelstein (1992) concurred, identifying inadequate 

coping skills as a factor in femaîe youth smoking. 

Findings in the cwrent shidy are congruent with the ASH Women and 

Smoking Oroup (1986) insights which described women using smoking as a 

means to reduce feelings of anxiety and anger, and as a way to avoid dealing 

with uncornfortaMe feelings. Daykin (1993) agreed cib'ng smoking as a means 

for wornen to get through the tensions of the day. What has b e n  ûescribed for 

adult women in the Ilterature has been evident for older adolescent women in 

this study. Graves' (1990) ~pdate of the Background Paper on Women and 

Tobacco and later in Greaws (1 995), furthe? identifid stress release as a 

ps ychological factor inf luencing smoking behavior. Finall y, support for findings 
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in the present study have been affinned by Byrne, Byme and Reinhart (1995) in 

a study involving a large sampie d adolescent girls where Ï t  was concluded that 

aithough further study is necessary, it appeared that giils are more likely to be 

responsive to adoIescenl stress than boys, and in tum may be more likely td 

adopt bhaviorai responses such as smoking to help üiem cope with the 

stressors- 

An added influencing fa- apparent in the emotional domain was the issue 

of self motivation. The Health Wief Mode1 (Galvin. 1992) describes the cue for 

action to engage in heelth behaMor being evoked by personal perception and 

motivation. As oldsr adolescent girls either anticipate quitting smoking or 

experienœ the quit process. self motivation becornes a key ingredient. Those 

who are amcipating quÏtting smoking in the future feel that the desire to quit 

would need to corne from within. That is, they wouid have to have the self 

determination or self motivation to quit cigarette smoking before any o tbr  type 

of assistance would be of ben* Young women who have successfully 

stopped smoking indicate that seîf motivation ha$ to be present in order to 

remain smoke free, otheiwise t is jus? too difficult to overcome the road blocks 

?O quWng and sustaining smoking cessation. Parallel to the cunent findings are 

those of Klein. Christen. McDonaîâ and Christen's (1984). They too detennined 

that motivation was an important factor relateâ to the quittîng proœss. 

A final dernent in the emotional domain are the feelings of regret and 

negativity young women express regarding their smoking. The negative, 

regretful feelings contribute to the desire to stop their smoking behavior. 

Matunty results in candid idleaion that perhaps smoking is aeating more of a 

problem or potential problem than they ever imagineci that it =Id. By late 

adolescence, physical symptoms resulting from smoking are recognized. As 
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well, cost to be a factor and a dear malkation regarding addiction 

emerges. These realizations fiIl some girls wioi feelings d fear, sadness and 

self recrimination. Yet in spite of strong ernotional expressii, only tm, of 

twenty-fÏw girb in the anrent stucty had actualiy quit smoking. 

Lynch (1 995) discovered that teens underestimate the mer d nicotine and 

the diwlties assaciated with quitting. Maaiee and Talsma (1995) conclude 

that quit'ng smoking for the adolescent is innately Stresshi1 because it targets 

existing caping rnechanisms as well as ~reatifg new demands on the individual 

for which she &es not have readily available respnses- Therefore. even 

though girls Hi this Shi@ expressed regret and negatMty regarding their 

smoking. seff motivation was not great enough to overcome the power of 

nicotine at this time in their life. In addition, c6ping skills had not sufficiently 

developed to deal with emotions which were currently suppressed with 

cigarettes. 

Many giils expressed feelings of regret and negatMh/ which have resulted in 

çome effort to cut dom on the number of cigarettes they smoke. In addition, 

they related periodic attempts to quit smoking. Howevet, they still self assigned 

to the precontemplation stage of change (Prochaska & DiClmente, 1983; 

Wilcox, Prodiaska, Velioer 8 DiCkmente, 1991) which depicted no plan to quit 

smoking in the next six monais. 

Contrary to the self assigned stage of change. aie intewiew camrnents of the 

girls reflected instead an extended contemplation stage as descnbed by 

Prochaska, DiClemente and Norcross (1991). In the contemplation stage, there 

is an awaieness of consequenœs îo their smoking. Hawever, a corresponding 

ambivalence to quitting al= exists. Researchen' obsemtiions in the litsrature 

correspond to findings in the current sWystudV Girls felt there was too much to 
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loose at this time if smoking csased- In addition, fevels of addiction made 

quitüng smoking tao d i i t t ,  and previous short t e n  quit attempts had not been 

successful. Although respondents setf assigned P the stages of change as 

describecl by Prochaska. DiClmente and Noraoss (1 ggl), actual interview 

data did not dearly reflect easily definecl stages d change. 

The findings of McBnaId, LaFreniere, LBwrance. Sihieman and Towson 

change. The three stages are: those not thinking about qmng in the next three 

months, thOse who have remained smoke fme for at least 30 days. and all other 

smokers and ex-smokers. These proposed stages are more ciosely aligned to 

this study population; however. specifÏc stages of change were not clear. In this 

study girls spoke of quitang in the Mure. The future for the participants in this 

study ranged from a few months to years. Only two girls cunently remained 

smoke free for at least thirty days. others had been smoke hee for 30 days or 

more but had returned ta smoking. 

In summary, late adolescent females use smoking as a vehicie to deal with 

uncornfortable feelings. When times of stress. amiety. or boredom set in they 

reach for a cigarette. In spite of the pleasurable, calrning experience cigarettes 

provide, young women are havnig feelings of regret and negatMty regarding 

their smoking habit They want to quit, but for rnany the rigM t h e  to do so has 

not corne. Consequently, wïth patterns of frequent qui& and reiapses and 

ambivalence O quitting in the near fume, identifyfng the stage of change that 

young women are in becornes problematic. 

The third area of key findings invoives th8 physiological domain. Thete was 
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dear recognition of an addictive behavior by the adolescents in mis study. At 

least half of the girls w e  moderaw to highly addicted as reflecteâ by the 

Fagentrom summary scores Their bodies had becorne acarstomed to regular 

nicatine dosages. Girls vMdly descn-bed th& addi- with metaphors 

indicating a sense of befng powerless and having lost their free will to quit 

smoking- 

The Surgeon Genecal(t988) reparted the add i ie  power of nicotine 

indicating mat the deveiopment of nicotine tolerance resub from the decreased 

responsiveness ta aie same dose of nicotine leading to smokers exposing 

themselves to higher doses of nicotine. Virtually al1 of the adolescents in the 

current study rou'nely inhaled their cigarette smoke and iweas8d the number 

of cigarettes smoked as the habit became more entrenched. As w ~ N ,  the 

majority smoked moderate nicotim level cigarettes. with the first cigarette of the 

day often being the most satisfying. Similar findings are reflected in the 

Iiteratwe which explores symptoms of a continuing physically addictive or 

dependent smoking behavior (American Lung Association, 1 987: Henningfield 

& Keenan, 1993). Rates of up to 15 cigarettes a day by girls in aie current stu* 

depict a well established addicüve habit Grunberg and Acri (1991) view this 

behavior as the body becoming acawtomed to regular nicotine dosages. 

An adational key finding in the physiological domain refers to nicotine 

withdrawal effe~t~. Hem mingf ield and Keenan (1 993) describe cigarette 

smoking as a cornplex behavior aiat becornes conditioned by behavioral 

mechanisms induding the relief d negative withdrawal symptoms. The 

Surgeon General (1 988) asserted that addictive smoking was maintained for 

the relief of nicatine withdrawal Mects. Behavior resulting from witMrawal 

effects in the m e n t  study was supported in the literaire. Real as well as 
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anticipated withdrawal affects create barriers to the quitting process. Cravings 

occur within a few hours of nicotine withdrawal. Heightened sensitivity, 

edginess* and agitation JI resuît in a return to cigarette smoking often within a 

few hours of smoking cessation. 

For girls who sucœssfully quit smoking, -r seif motivation and incentive to 

quit smoking assist in owrcaming the withdrawai symptoms. fhose who quit 

smoking in the shdy minafed the findings of Spoke et al (1996). The 

researchem described teens as rehpsing more than adults when trying to quit 

smoking, succeeding les, but moving through the asmion stages more 

quickly once they have made the decision to quit Further, Klein, Christen, 

McDonald and Christen (1984) view sustained motivation as the key to the 

quitting proœss. Frequent relapse was evident in the current population as 

they experienced withdrawal effects. However, for those who had made the firm 

decision to quit smdting, they progressed to a smoke free state in spite d the 

effects of eliminating nicotine from Meir bodies. 

In sumrnary, niCOti*ne addiction is a recognized fact for young women. 

They see oiemselves as being trapped in m i r  smoking habit even at eighteen 

or nineteen years d age. As well, real and irnagined witMrawai effects mate 

blocks to smoking cessation. Physiofogical and ernotional reactions result from 

nicotine withdrawal making smoking cessation a diicult task. Consequently, it 

has been the presenœ of signifiant levels of self motivation that has allowed 

some girls to aachieve smoking cessation. 

Llmltatfons of the study 

Disdosure by the young wmen to the researcher during interviews was 

encourageci by crcrsating an atmosphere which was free d al1 possible threat 
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and intimidation- Privacy and anonymity were assured. Participants appeared 

to be at ease. and willwig to canâidiy interact with the researcher. However, one 

is never sure that participants are disdoshg in a totally honest mannec. 

Quaiitaüw research utllues a refativeiy small nunber of participants. 

Findings u e  specific to pafkiints; and thefefore repiicabilii is proMematic in 

expioratory- descriptive designs. 

The design of the Jtudy resuited in only two fomer smokers volunteering to 

participate. Every Mort was made to encowage girls who were former smokers 

to come forward. The researcher was left to wonder if this category of 

participant exists in any great number. Girls who had quit smoking may have 

been reluctant to come fomard and disclose their former habit. or they may 

have lost interest in talking about smoking related issues. Perhaps more 

aggressive purpodive sampling for former smokers may have achieve a higher 

number of participants in mis group. 

Impllcation8 arlslng trom the study 

The findings of the study have implications for future nursing research, 

nursing education and nursing pracüce. The following section will outline each 

of these areas in point fom. 

Im~lications for future research 

1. Future r8s8arch is required to increase the depth of knowledge regarding the 

findings. A replication stuây will increase the opportunity to validate the 

findings, in particular the findings regarding girls who have recently quit 

smoking . 
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The sample of young women in the cunent stuây who had quit was small. 

2. A study e>cploring the patterns and processes of smoking in early 

adolescence will assist in validating the recollections of iate adoiesœnts in the 

cunent s W y .  

3. To date, there is only preliminary evidence regarding stages of aiange mich 

adolescents may go through as they proceed to smoking cessation. Fumer 

research will ciarify if in effect twns do prOCBBd through any defined stages of 

change, and what these stages may be. 

4. ~ h e  ~ 8 c t  of p r  led heelth promotion programs invdving @te adolescents 

has not been investigated. 

5. Media have been found to play a role in affectMg smoking behaviors among 

some adolescents. Research is required hcorpolating information from young 

people to detemine what they would consider to be effective media messages 

to deter cigarette smoking. 

6. Young women cite pregnancy and children as factors which would precipitate 

quitting smoking. Comnuing regearch seems to be wananted in the area of 

smoking ôehavior in late teens who are pregnant, effective strategies to address 

this group. and methods to provide on going support to this population. 

Recommendations for nursino education 

1. Growth and DeveIopment courses need to emphasize the teen years as a 
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tirne when health values and behaviors are formulated. 

2. Future nurses need to be aware of hdisüc approaches required in balai 

promotion strategies with adoleSC8nts- 

3. Educatocs should pronde students with the opportunity to barn and 

subsequentiy 

apply skills required to offer a holistic approach to heaith promotion with the 

adolescent population. 

4. Growth and Development and Health ~romotion curricula need to include 

information on communication skills for adolescents, knowledge regarding 

assertiveness skills. self esteem issues and feminist issues for girls as they 

pertain to potential risk behaviors. 

5. Educatots need to incorporate information in Health Promotion courses 

regarding the role played by media, peen, family and environment in 

adolescent health behaviors- 

Recommendations for nursim - wacta  

1. Community health nurses and nurses woiking mai schools can assist school 

personnel to take a tidistic approach to heaith education regarding cigarette 

smoking. 

2. Health promotion approaches b risk behaviors sud, as cigarette smoking 

need ta be gender sensitive. 
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3. Community health nurses should work with schools m develop strategies to 

facilitate girls in attaining skills in communication. assertivmes, stress 

reduction and effective mping which Wll subsequently assist in improving sel 

esteem. 

4. Nurses in community pcaCtiOB can assist SCCKK)I environments to establish 

mechanisms which will help young women connect with mers utiIizing p~sitive, 

healthy behavion. 

5. Awareness programs need to be developed for parents, identifying 

environmental, social and psychdogical influences affecting smoking behavior, 

and measures parents can take to ameliorate these influences. 

6. Peer led health promotion progfams should be explored for late adolescent 

teens to facilitate smoking cessation. 

7. Smoking cessation programs need to have a component offering on going 

support to those attempting ta quit. and for those indMduals who have 

successfully stopped 

smoking. 

8. Information needs ta be relayed to adolescent fernaies regarding smoking 

rates in pregnancy, as well as relapse rates and issues impacthg on relapse 

rates. 
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Summaw 

In this chaptef, discussion of the findings of the qualitetive sbdy exploring the 

smoking pattern and processes of îate adolescent females was presented- An 

oveMew of findings was given. as weU as a review of methodological issues. 

Key tindings were presented followed by reference to the research questions. 

Fimlly, implicaüms for future nursing iesearch were presenteâ, and 

recommendations for nursing education and nursing practïce were proposeci. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, tha purpose of this shidy was to explore aie smoking patterns 

and processes of late adolescent females and to expiore faetors which may or 

may not be helpful to assist them to quit smoking. This study was motivated by 

the need to facilitate an understanding of factors mitigating in adolescent female 

smoking behavior, which in turn would allow for the planning of appropriate 

intervention strategies to meet the serious implications of the smoking trends 

among young women. Symbolic interactionïsm was u s a  as the overarching 

conceptual framework for this study. Through purposive sampling and 

qualitative analysis, the smoking patterns and processes of partidpants were 

identified and examined. 
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Attention 

Young Women Smokers 
or 

Former Smokers 
18 or 19 Years of age 

Volunteers are invited to participate in a 
research projeet on smoking issues in 

adolescent women. 

Participation is voluntary and confidential. 

The researcher will require one interview, and 
the completion of a short questionnaire. 

Interviews will be done at a time that is 
convenient for you, and in a rivate location at P school or in a location O your choice. 

For further information you may call: 
Matilyn Seguire R.N., BoSc. N. 

788-8337. 
Please leave a message and I will return your 

call. 

This study is being conducted as part of the 
Master of Nursing degree in the Faculty of 

Nursing , University of Manitoba. 

Faculty advisor is: Dr. Karen Chalmers 
474-731 8 
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APPENDIX 6 

Wittten explanlion ot the study 

My name is Manlyn Seguire. I am a regbtered nurse and a student in the 

Master of Nursing Program at the University of Manitoba- As part of my program 

I am doing a shidy to explore the smoking patterns and processe8 of 

Iste adolescent females and to Identlfy factor8 whlch may or may 

not be heIptul !O aWst young women to qult smoking. 

If you join aie sady, a questionnaire which takes about five to ten minutes to 

complete will be given which will ask for background information about yoursel, 

your smoking habits, as well as infomation about your parents and friends 

smoking behavior. In addition. if you join the study you will be asked to 

participate in an interview of about forty- fve minutes in duration. The purpose 

of the interview is ta hear your thoughts about ywr smoking behavior, and to 

listen to your ideas about what rnay or may not be helpful to assist young 

women who might want to quit smoking. The intefviews will be tape recorded if 

you are agreeable. The information from the tape recorded interview will be 

transcribed into notes by a typist for use by the researcher. The typist will be 

instructed in the maintenance of confidentiality of the information. Only the 

researcher and her urWersity aiesis cornmittee members will have access to the 

tapes or transaibed notes. 

You may be called by the tesearcher am al1 information from the inte~ews 

has been analyzeâ to join a group interview with 3 to 4 oothr students. This 

second interview would take about one hour. during that time we would review 

the stuây findings. 

Whether or not you decide to participate, your school record or grades will 

not be affected in any way. Also, neither your teachen nor principal will be 
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informed of who parocipates and who does not. If you aioose to participate, 

you are free to withdraw from the study at any time without any affect on your 

school performance or record Parücipation is voluntary- 

You are assured confidemaîiinv You mme wïll not be used in any public 

way in this study. ûecause yau are of 1-1 age p r  parents' consent is not 

required, howewr please feel free to talk with yow parents about this stucly if 

you so choose. A summary of trie research findings will be provided to p u  if 

you would Iike a c- One of the summary will be provided to the sdiod 

and ta the Board of Trustees. 

No information regarding ind~duals will be given to parents, to the school. 

or to the school division. Information from individual stucients will not be shared 

with other students. Shdents who participate in the follow-up group interview 

w.11 be asked not to share any information they leam about the group mernbers 

with any other students. 

The schod d*Msion has given me permission to cany out this study. As well 

the study has been approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittee of the Faculty of 

Nursing of the University of Manitoba. 

I am a tnistee in St Vital Schod DMsion. however this study is in no way 

connected to that role. It is part d my graduate work within the Faculty of 

Nursing. The schod diision will only receive a summary of the findings. There 

will be no identiWation of students, schoois or school dividons by name. 

I will be happy to answer any questions you have about the study. I cm be 

reached at (...-....). If you wish b speak b my aiesis diairperson, you may cal1 

Dr. Karen Chalmers , at the Facuîty of Nursing, University of Manitoba (474- 

731 8). 
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Thank you for your time and atten'on. 

S incerel y. 

Marilyn Seguire RN. .B.Sc. N. 
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Consent Form 

'An examination of smoking patterns. and processes in late a d o h n t  
fernales". I have -wd ad read a writt6n expianation of the study, and I 
have had my questions satisfactofily answered. 

Mariiyn Seguire, a Master's of Nursïng shident at üie University of Manitoba 
is conducting this study as part d her thesis requirments. She may be 

........ contacted by telephone at during the course of this study. Her thesis 
chairperson at aie Faculty of Nursing is Dr. Karen Chalmers ( telephone # : 474- 
7318). Other cornmittee members are: Dr. Pat Farrell. Fawlty oO Nursing, and 
Dr. Dexter Harvey, Faculty d Education. 

I understand that my involvement in this study indudes an audio taped 
interview of approximatdy forty- fi- minutes followed by the completion of a 
questionnaire which takes approximately five to ten minutes. This interview will 
ocair at a time and place that is convenient to me. 

I undemand that ail information I provide will be confidential. Only the 
researctier will have access to my name and idenWying information. Tapes will 
be transcribed into notes by an assistant, However at no time will my Mme be 
associated with eithei the tapes or trenscribed notes; a code number will be 
used to protect my identity. Altnough the researcher's thesis advisors may read 
the tfansaipted notes, my identity will not be revealed. 

All information will be stored in a locked filin9 cabinet Any publication 
resulting from the study will be wrMen to protect my identity. 

I understand that mis study has no direct risks or benefits to me personally. 
Participation in the study is emreIy voluntary. I may choose to answer specific 
questions or may ask to have the tape recorder turnecl off at any time. In 
addition, 1 can choose to withdraw et any time vuioiwt mis affecting me in any 
way at my school. 

I understand that I may be ccilkd by the researcher Mer al1 information from 
interviews has been anaiyred to m e  together with the researcher, and 3 to 4 
other students for a one hour interview to review the shidy findings. 

This shidy has been approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittee of the 
Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba 

1 have received a copy of this consent for me to keep. My signature indicates 
that I agree to participate in this study under the ternis in this consent fonn. 
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I would like to receive a summary of the research results: 

NO- YES 
If yes please indikate your mailing addres below: 
NAME: 
ADDRESS 
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Appendix D 

Invitation to partlclpate 

(Script when approactîng shidents in the dassroom or stuâent assembly) : 

I would anange to speak b the studerits in the bst few minutes of a class, this 

would allow them to pick up m e n  information about the study out of the view 

of the teacfier 

Hello. My name is Marilyn Seguire. Mr.1 Mm. ( SCnddI principal ) has given 

me permission to corne to you dassroom ( student assemMy ) to speak you, 

toâay. Your teacher is not here at aie moment, because I have asked to speak 

to you privatefy about a research project that 1 am conducting. ( If it were an 

assembly the whole student body would be present, as well as the principal. 

His/her presence would not be a prablem in this situation because of the site of 

the group and relative anonyrnlty that the environment would provide. Also, the 

students would pick up written information about the study outside of the 

assembly hall away from aie view uf the school principal.) 

I am a registered nurse and graduate student in the Master of Nursing 

Program at the Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba. ( At schools in St. 

Vital, I would indicate that I am a trust88 in St Vital , bit this study is in no way 

connecteci to that role). I am at ( name of SCtKK)I ) today to talk to shidents about 

volunteering for a research project that I am wndWng. As part of the 

requirement for my graduate degree, 1 am conducting a study to explore the 

smoking patterns and processes of older adolescent women ,as well as to 

identify what things might be MpM or not helpful in assisting older teenage 

girls who want O quit smoking. 

l am lmkiing for volunteers who are female, 18 or 19 pars of age, and who 

are curentiy mgularly smoking (Le. at least one cigarette per day for the last 
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thirty d a . )  or who have quit smoking within the past six montns. i am 

conducüng this research with young -men to kam fEnt hand fmm them about 

their smoking, and ako to team from them what they feel would be helpful to 

those who may be thinking about quitürg smoûing. There has not been much 

research done where adolescent women have been intervieweci regarding 

these questions. The information from this shxîy will help health professionals 

develop phns which are appropriate and meaningful to assist young women 

who are loaking for ways to deal wiai theif smoking. I believe it is important to 

hear first hand what teens views are on these issues. 

I am mt here to question the choices that people make O smoke or not to 

smoke. I am here to listen to young women tell me about mir  thoughts about 

the questions that I will ask . and to hear about tb i r  experiences with smoking. 

Participation in the study is enürely voluntary and confidential. You may 

choose to wiaidraw from aie stuây at any time.Your decision to choose to 

participate, not participate, or wioidraw from the study will not affect your schooi 

performance or record in any way. Neither the school administration nor the 

teachers will know who chooses or does not choose to participate in the study. 

If you join the study, you would sign a consent fom, participate in a forty-five 

minute interview with me, and complete a questionnaire which takes about ten 

to fiieen minutes to complete. I will be tape recording the interviews, if that is 

agreeable to you. 

After al1 intewiews for the study are completed some participants may be 

asked to participate in a one hour fdIow-up intenhew with me and 3 to 4 other 

students to review the study findings. This interview would also be confidential. 

Students would be asked not to share any information from the group with any 

other students. 
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I have a flyer anâ detailed information explaining the study that you can take 

with you as you leave. In addition. there are flyers on bulletin boards around 

the scnool wtrich contain my phone number. I will be in m m  (X) for the rest of 

the day if you would like to drop by to pis< information about the study, to 

voluntee? or to sirnply ask some questions. I will look fornard P hearing from 

you. Are oiere any questions? Thank yw for your time. 
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Invitation to partklpate 
( Script when approaching students informally in places they gather. ) 

Hello. I wonder if could talk to p u  for a moment . My name is Mariiyn 

Seguire. I have permission from ML/ Mis. ( schmi ) to be here todayY i 

am a registwed nurse and graduate student in the Master d Nursing Program 

at the Fawlty d Nursing. UnWrsity of Manitoba. ( For S t  V i l  schools, I would 

indicate that I am a b  a saiool tnistee, but this shidy is in no way connectecl to 

mat role). lm at ( schools' name) to talk b students about a research project 

about teenage girls and smoking M t  I am conducting. The project is for girls 18 

or 19 who are cummtly smoking or who have recentiy quit smoking. Would you 

be interested in hearing about it? ( If YES, I would continue with the following ): 

As part of the requirement for my graduate degree, I am doing a study to 

explore aie smoking patterns and processes of older adolescent women , and 

in addiion exploring what thnigs might be helpful or not helpful to assist young 

women who want to quit smoking to do so. 

I am looking for volunteers to participate in the study. Young women who 

want to join the study need to be cunent smokers (Le. smoking at least one 

cigarette pet day for the paa thirty days), or have quit smoking W i n  the last six 

months. In order ta join the study,they will need lo be 18 or 19 years old. If 

someone is interested in volunteering, and is still 17. but almost eighteen. and 

fi& the other.criteria, yau could contact me to discuss how you could arrange to 

be part of the study. (1 would give my phone number and offia number in the 

I am conducting this research with young m e n  to barn first hand from 

them about their smoking. This information will help to âevelop ways to assist 
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girls who want to deal with their smoking. I believe that it is important to hear 

first hand what teens viem are on these issues. 1 am not here to question the 

choices that people make to smoke or nor to smoke. I am hem ai listen ta 

young women tell me about their thoughts regarding some issues and to barn 

about their experienœs with smoking. 

choose to Withdtaw from the shidy at any time. Ywr decision b choose to 

participate , not participate oc to withdraw part way through the study will not 

affect ywr school record or performance in any way. Neither the school 

administration nor aie teactiers will know who chooses or does not choose to 

participate in the study. 

If you pin the sftidy, you would sign a consent forrn , participate in a forty-five 

minute interview with me, and complete a questionnaire which takes about ten 

to ffteen minutes to complete. I would tape record the inteMew, unless you 

would prefer that I not do this . The decision would be youn. The interviews are 

confidential. After all the interviews for the study are completeâ some people 

may be asked to participate in a one Mur follw-up inte~ew with me and 3 to 4 

other students to review the saidy findings. This interview would also be 

confidential. Shidents would be asked not to share any information from the 

group with any other students. 

I have a flyer here about the project i also have a detaioleâ explanation of the 

study that you are welwme to take with you. My phone number is on bath 

pieces of information. Feel free to cal1 me if you would like to pin the shidy or if 

you have any questions. I will be in room X for the remeinder d the day if you 

would like to drop in and and see me to volunteer for the study or just to ask 

some questions l will look forward to hearing from you. Do you have any 
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questions? (If the shident indicates interest, smoking status and age would be 

confirmed. As well, verbal consent miâ be obtained). 
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APPENDIX F 

CIGAREiTE SMOKING QUESTIONNAIRE (PART A) 

Do not put yom name a tlt qu&onnrirr- Pbuc i.rmr the qOC3fjOna I*. pl.- i mark in 
the box M d e  tbe atakiamt tiut h most appïimbk to yor. Thce u e  no iiL)t or  rmng 
lllWWU3. 

No one but myself, and my thaD conmittee memkn wiY r d  tbe q O C I f i O ~  Ndthv 
your teacba, your pmats, mr your fiicnds wiii me yocv amw~cn. 

1. How old are you? tu 18 
63 19 

2. What grode are you in? IO 9 
la 10 
a3 11 
3a 12 

3. How mMy yean have you beai in schod since 
beginning grade 9? IO 1 

202 
a3 
a 4  
a5 
d36 

4. Are yni cuncntly smobg? 
1 0  Yes 
20 No, rcccntiy quit 4b. What do you smoke? 

10 cigarettes 
cigars 

a cigarettes and cigars 
U 1 do not smoke now 

S. How many ofyour 3 closest niends smoke? 
100 2 0 1  a2 a3 
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6a Do you have a pacent/ ,dian who s~mb? 
in Yes 
2a NO 4 6b. Ifsowho? 

1 0  Motber 
KJ Fadia 

Fernaiepurdian 
i3Wegiirdl ln 

7. Do you h.vo a b m t k  or sister wbo smokes? 
ta Ys 
20 No + 7b. DidhJshe tversmke? 

ta Y s  
2 0  No 
313 I M t  know 
a 1 M t  have a brother or sister. 

8. Do p u  ever smoke at home? 
10 1 Wt smoke ww Cl Yes 3 0  No 

9a 1s the= a d e  in your Khod tha studenîs are NOT dowed to smoke, not mn in a desipated 
place? 

tOYes 9b. How docs that d e  rnc*your smoking? 
rI3 1 don? srnokt now 

1 don't smoke at schoo1 
3O It hasn't made ary di&rence 
rO 1 have cut down 
SU 1 have quit 
sO It kept me f h n  starhg 
Cl Nono of the above- 

9c. How doeJ dlls rntct yoia smoking? 
iO 1 don't smoke now 
z 0  1 don't srnokt at schaol 
3 0  It hasn't d e  any ciBeruria 
rO 1 srnoke more 
s 0  None ofthe above 

10. Did you pl~y  ai any sports in the Iast 12 months? 
tC7Yes 63No 
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1 1. In how many rchad activities (extra auriailu) d e r  than sports did you puriupaîe in the last 
12 months? 
1130 r01 3U2 4 0 3  sO4ormore 

12. How are you dohg in sdiod compareci to o h  stuclents in yow M e ?  
10 Better tban awmp 
a Avarge 
3D Bdow awmge 

13. HaMyou quit smoking ci&ardtes? Checkme. 
i O Y e s , I ~ b u t t w l c s s d i o 6 ~  
dl No, butIhtendto intheneid30 dysadhvtaiedfwalerrt24howindiepr~tyw 

No, but L intend to in the nuct 6 months 
43 No, and I do not intead to in the next 6 months 

(Stages of change adapted fiom Hola, 1995) 

This is the end ofthis pomon of the questio~aire. 'ïhere are a few more questions r e m d g  in this 
p = h e *  
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CIGARE'ITE SMOKING QUESTIONALRRE PART B 

The foilowing are qutstiolls m detennine rhe e f f e  of n i d m e  dut you are takkg in. 

Are you currmtty smoking? i(3 Yes 
z 0  No 

If the amver to the above question is Ys, go to the foliowing questionsOllS 

I€theamwerisNoyn,maysiopmw~ 

How soaa rftcr you wake up do you s m o k  ywr fh cigatette? 
10 After3O minutes 
fi W i  30 minutes 

Do you fïnd it =cuit to reûain h m  smoking in places where it is Midden, such as the 
librazy, theater, doctor's office? IO No 

20 Yes 

Which of ail the cigarettes you smoke in a day is the most ds@ng one? 
la1 Any other dian the 6rst one in the mornïng 
2iJ ïhe nnt one in the moming 

How many cigarettes a day do you smoke? 101 - 15 
In 16-25 
d3More than 25 

Do you smoke more d u ~ g  the moming than duting the rest of the day? 1 0  No 
2 0  Yes 

Do you smoke wtw you are so iii you are in bed most of  die day? 10 NO 
a Y s  

Dom the bmd you s d e  have a low. medium. or high nicotine content? 
10 h w  20 Medium 3 0  Hi& 

How o h  do you W e  the smoke h m  your cigarette? 
ID N ~ K  2 0  Sometime 3 0  Aiways 

This b tbe end of the questionnaire. Thank you for amswering tk questions. 

(Fagentrom Nicotine Tolemce Scale, Fagerstrom, 1978) 
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Greetings: My name is Matilyn Seguin. I am a mgistered nurse and graduate 

student in the Master d NursWg Program at the University of Manitoba- Thank 

you for agfeeing to participate in this intmhew- You have a copy of the 

expianatbn of the study which I am conducfihg. but in a d d i i  I would like ta 

take a few moments b once again ieview the process d your inVO(v8ment in the 

study and to have you sign a amsent fm which indicates aiat yau are 

voiumariiy participating in the study. 

Introduction: 

The purpose of the r8s8arch study that 1 am conducting is to explore the 

smoking patterns and processes d adolescents like yourself. In addition 1 

would like to find out from you what would be hefpful or nat helpful to assist you 

to quite smoking if you were thinking about stopping smoking now oc in the 

future. 

Following my interview with you, I wi# be asking you to complete a 

questionnaire which takes about 10 to 15 minutes to mplete to provide me 

with some background information. You do not have to put your name on the 

questionnaire. We will be spending approximately 45 minutes together in an 

interview during which I will explore m e  questions with you about yow 

smoking. All information that yau give me will be kept stricüy confdential and 

only be seen by my research committee.and my assistant Wth pur  

permission, I would like to-tape record our interview, which will btef be 

transcribed for purpases of the shidy.ln addition, I may be taking brief notes from 
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time to time during the interview. 

You will onty be idenbif'i by a number, yow name wilî not appear anywhere in 

the study. At -me during the interview you cm ask to stop the tape or to 

stop the 

interview. You are fne to refuse to armer any at any time. 

Please ansm# the questions according to haw you fæl about the issues that 

we Mil be addressing , and according to ywr personal experience. There are 

no nght or wrong amers, I am simply interesteci in what p u  have experienced 

and in what yau think about the issues which we will be addressing. 

Do yw have any questions at this thne? 

( Consent foms wiii be thoroughly reviewed, and signed prkr ta beginning aie 

intefvïew). 

Interview questtlons: 

Are you 1) curmntly rmoklng, or 2) have you recently gult? 

Tell me about when you firrt atarteû to smoke. 

Why dd you first staR to smoke? 

WholWat influenced yw b begin smoking? 

What was happening in yow Iife when you first began to smoke? 

- sdiool p e ~ m a n œ  

-social acüvitiies 
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Did your regular smoking begin in high school or junior high school? 

At what age? At whet grade? 

if curmnt smoker : 

I would now like to ask about your rmoklng history. 

Have you smoked regularly sinœ beginning smoking ? 

Do you evw think about quitting smoking? If so,when would you like to 

qul? 

Any quit attempts ? If so, how many? 

Has the number of cigarett8s smoked remained the same or changed? In 

what way? 

Do you smoke any tobacco products other than cigarettes? e.g.cigars. 

How important is yow smoking to you? Please explain. 

What are the benetlts that you get ftom smoklng? ( If infamants cannot 

articulate any factors I will probe with the follwng questions): 

Have you ever used smoking to feel part of the crowd? 

Have you ever used smoking to defy your parents? 

Have you ever used smoking to cwb your appetite? 

Have you ever used smoking to laose we-ght? 

Have yw ever used smoking when you're stressed? 

Any other factors? 

( March 1M@97- many glrls report that they m f v e  NO beneflt 
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from smoklng themtore I ask " What am the factors that contribute 

to your contlnulng to rmoke?) 

Have you ever trled to qult smoking? 

How many times ha- yw Wed to quit? 

üoyouirdendtotrytoquit? 

( If YES) When do you intend to quit? (Sametirne in the Mure? In the 

next six months? In the next 30 days?) 

If you wem to conalder qultting smoking, what would be helpful to 

aarist you to qult? ( I may have to use a probe ,' some people say that 

things such as the following migM help them. How & you think they may work 

for you?" Sorne exemples such as school cessation programs, cummuniîy 

programs, weigM reduction prognvns, school activities geareâ to their interests, 

self help skills such as conRict fesoluüon and ass8rtiveness training, extra 

assistance witb schod work, heaith information or peer support). 

(March 24/1997 If girls inditate that parents are buying ctgarettes 

for tbm,  yet they wish to qult would ark " what rok would you lfke 

your parents to play In helplng you qult? How would you w k  them? 

If frlendr could k of hr(p,to a8sl.t you to quit, how could y w  ark 

for that help (rom them? 

What rsslstancd stmtegles would not k heîptul to assist you to 

qult smoking? ( Could use the above as probes if neœssary) 
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If former rmoker 

I would now lika to rrk about your smoking. 

How long ago did you quit smoking? 

How lorg did you smoke reguIEV1y W o m  you quit this üme? 

How many quit attempîs did yai maûe in the pst? 

How important was your srnoûiq to you? 

De8cilbe frctoi. whkh contributeâ to your stopplng rmoklng. 

( ff unabie to determine any faetcm probe for the following: 

- heaith 

-family pressure 

- financial mues 

- peer Muence. 

-cessation programs 

-no langer enjoyed it. 

Tell nw about what asslrtancdstrategieswem helpful to aadst you 

to quit amoklng.( Use probes ident'ieâ in the section for wrrent smakers). 

TeII me about th. thfnga that wwe not helpful to arslrt you to quit 

rrnoklng. ( Use probes as above). 
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AI1 lntormants 

Wha€ do you thlrk that cigarette rmddng symbollzm or means for 

teenage glrlr? 

What d d d i d  smoking rymbollze or man to you? 

What am your plana about smoklng clguettes In the future? 

( March YlS97 Som people tat that if they had a rignltlcant 

relatlonshlp where the pemon would object to their smoking that 

thir m y  impact on theIr decirion to rmoke or not In the future. 

How would thls tir foi you? or Can you think of things that may 

occur in the future to Impact on your plant about cigarette 

smoking? 

( March 2UlB97- If the glrl talks about pregnancy, could ask If 

acisntirts flnd out that chcmlcals get lnto your system from cigarette 

usage , and these chernicala would be haimful to a baby. would 

that Impact on your tmoklng before you get pregnant?) 

( Mirch 2U1997- Next year you wlll be away trom thir environment, 

po.tIbly dlffemnt friends, in a new group, would you be able to 

implemnt your non smoking then?) 

I would now have paitlcipants complete the questionnaire. 

Concluaion: 

Is there anythlng that you would Ilke to add? 

Thank you foi taking the tlnw to participate In thir rtudy. It Ir 

greatly rppreclateâ. Wlth your pamilsalon, I may cal1 you alter t 
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have analyzed the Information fmm ail the Interviewe to come. 

together wlth a few other Wudents (3 to 4) for r one hou? interview 

to have you comment on my flndings In the rtudy. 

Oo you have any questions more we conclude? 

Thank you. It h n  baen a pIea8un to have thb opportunity to talk 

wlth you. 
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APPENDIX H 

April 29.1996 

S uperintendent 
**.***... School Diion 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear v 

I am wriong this letter in my roie as a graduate stuclent in the Faarlty of Nursing. 
I am in the eady planning stage of my Masters aiesis which will be inmgating 
smoking and the factors that influence the quitong ptomss in iate addescent 
fernales. The purpose d this letter is to ask the feasibility of recniiting fernale 
students, eighteen years of age and o w .  from the school population for my 

sw- 

It would be helpful to k m  if the Schod Division has policies around research 
as well as the process for ethical review to ensuie acœptability of my proposal. 
This research proposa! would be subject to the ethical review cornmittee of the 

Faculty of Numing w h i i  has reciplocjty with the Fawlty of Medicine. 

Parental consent would not be required, as subjects would be over eighteen 
pars of age. Students would sign a consent f m  and al1 ethical conventions 
such as comdentiality would be follawed. I niould be uülizing a qU6Sti*onnaire 
and i fW~*d~al  inteMews. Following completion d al1 interviews. some 
stuâents may be asked to paftiapate in a small group interview mai 3 to 4 other 
students and myse!f to rev*ew the study findings. 

I wouM be pleased to meet with you to disarso spealic questions and 
procedures as outiined by the Schdol Division. Rie time frame for mis data 
collection wwld be the fall and *ter of the 1996/l997 SCtKX)I par. 
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I will look forvuarc! to Oscussing this with p u .  

S incerely. 

Marilyn Seguire 
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